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VII Abstract

The objective of this project was the development of an industry-specific

maintenance model for chemical multi-purpose production plants. The review of the

relevant literature showed the need for customisation of maintenance models. In

contrast to existing maintenance models this is not a general approach but an

industry-specific model that considers the particular requirements of maintenance of

multi-purpose plants and therefore eases the implementation of the model and

improves maintenance practice. The second difference is the special consideration of

the personnel that are directly involved in maintenance and their possible

contribution.

These two aspects have been evaluated using the following research question:

How can the key dimensions of maintenance be modified to improve maintenance

practice in multi-purpose plants?

The investigation of this question provided information for the development of the

comprehensive maintenance model for chemical multi-purpose plants.

This research was carried out in medium sized and big chemical companies that

operate multi-purpose plants in the north-west of Switzerland and south-west of

Germany. It followed the post-positivist paradigm. The author chose quantitative and

qualitative methods in order to evaluate the original data. The data collection was

carried out by way of interviews with workshop and operational personnel and

production managers.

The first group was investigated in the frame of a questionnaire-based interview.

These interviews provided an overview on the professional knowledge, experiences

and attitude of operational and workshop personnel regarding maintenance.

Workshop and operational personnel were asked pre-coded questions in order to

receive an overview on their professionalism and also attitude-statements to learn

about their attitude. The professional background was further investigated with a

Cluster analysis. Using the clusters it was then demonstrated that mixed plant

operation teams can be established which fulfil the requirement of multi-purpose

plants. The information from the attitude statements was evaluated qualitatively in

order to receive trends and a general picture.
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The second group was interviewed using a questionnaire as well. Production

managers were asked open questions in order to describe the current situation and

their perception of their environment from their point of view.

With both series of interviews after each interview additional information that was

given by the interviewees was noted as remarks. This additional information was of a

qualitative nature.

The results of the interviews, existing knowledge from academic and other reliable

sources and legal regulations were used to answer the research question and to form

a specific maintenance model for chemical multi-purpose production plants. Its

optimisation was achieved using the main synergies between the individual elements

of the research.

This project contributes to knowledge with the development of a specific

maintenance model that shows that general statements and maintenance concepts (as

are available on the market) cannot be implemented without being critically

investigated and specifically adapted. Industry-specific properties require specific

maintenance concepts.

Secondly, it was shown, that the stronger involvement of the operational and

workshop personnel leads to a significant, sustainable and long-term improvement of

plant operation.

The developed maintenance model supports managers to find the best solution for

their plant.
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1 Introduction

Within the demands of the market, research in the chemical and pharmaceutical field

continuously generates new substances i.e. active agents and other products that are

used for many different purposes. The production of these goods requires the

development of new production processes and the installation of the corresponding

production facilities or permanent adaptation, modification and extension of existing

plants. The latter leads in the end to multi-purpose plants that are suited for the

production of a wide range of different products manufactured in relatively small

quantities (Scheurer 2001, Jäger et al. 1989). As with all technical resources this type

of plant also needs to be maintained to ensure safe and economical production.

The planning and execution of maintenance has been the subject of research over

many years. For a long period of time only reactive measures were taken in the event

of a failure. “In recent years, process industry has intensified efforts favouring

preventive maintenance techniques aimed at avoiding potentially costly production

interruptions.” (Fabricius 2003, p.20) But not only is cost avoidance in focus

nowadays. In addition, the consideration of the total costs of ownership, personnel,

life cycle considerations, product and occupational safety issues, product quality and

plant reliability leads to comprehensive models of maintenance management.

The objective of this research is to develop a quality maintenance model with short-

and long-term focus to support MPP organisations operating in the chemical and

pharmaceutical industry.

The research question therefore is:

How can the key dimensions of maintenance be modified to improve maintenance

practice in multi-purpose plants?

In order to frame this research question propositions were formulated that link the

key dimension of maintenance models, i.e. maintenance execution, personnel and the

organisational structure with the key elements of maintenance to be addressed in the

MPP environment.
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1.1 The environment under investigation

This research focuses on maintenance of multi-purpose production plants in the

chemical and pharmaceutical industry. This section will introduce readers to

chemical production facilities and their maintenance. Further boundaries of this

project will be presented later.

1.1.1 Multi-purpose production plants

As already mentioned, chemical multi-purpose plants are in the position to

manufacture various different chemical products; either in parallel or one after the

other – depending on the set-up of the plant and the requirements of the product

regarding the production steps. The production process is carried out usually in a

batch-production way, where the batches may have different sizes according to the

amount of product to be produced. The following diagram provides a first impression

on the general set-up of that type of plant. It shows the main equipment (reactors,

centrifuges, dryers, pumps, …), which is responsible for the chemical reaction and

therefore for the production of the intended products and the auxiliary equipment

which provides the system with the necessary energies (such as compressed air,

heating steam, cooling, gas, water, electricity,…).
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of a chemical production process (Hauser et al. 1989, section 1,

p. 12 completed by the author)

The universal overview provided in figure 1.1 shows the physical boundaries of the

system in focus. The following photos of storage tanks, the piping system, pumps,

safety and control valves, fittings, mills, centrifuges, suction strainers, vacuum

pumps, standard and pressure vessels, reactors, gear boxes, drives, homogenisers,

enamel equipment, dryers and other related equipment give an impression of the type
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Agitators
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Exhaust vapours

Pump

Cooling or
heating coil
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of plant and equipment under investigation. Not in focus is the packaging process of

the manufactured products.

Figure 1.2: A general impression of a production location for pharmaceutical

products
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Figure 1.3: Storage tanks for liquid raw materials, e.g. solvents or acids, and pumps

and control valves

Figure 1.4: Distribution panel for liquid materials.

This panel ensures the flexible distribution of liquids coming from the storage tanks

and leading to the reactors.
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Figure 1.5: Reactors with drives for agitators, receiver tanks, quick opening devices,

the feed piping system, valves and other related equipment

Figure 1.6: Centrifuges for the separation of liquid and solid products
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Figure 1.7: Provision and distribution of the required utilities

Figure 1.8: Pumps of the centralised hydraulic unit

In order to understand the importance of maintenance in this field it is necessary to

get a general impression of the production process. In general, the following steps

take place:
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 The reactor is fed with liquid and/or solid and/or gaseous raw materials. Liquid

raw materials are stored in storage tanks from where they are pumped through

piping systems to the reactor. Solid materials are usually ground prior to them

entering into the reactor. Their transportation is usually ensured either through

gravity, pneumatically, in drums, big bags or similar.

 The chemical reaction takes place in the reactor where special conditions are

created that enable the intended reaction. These conditions refer mainly to the

required temperature and pressure. During the chemical reaction the contents of

the reactor are combined with an agitator in order to ensure a good mixing. In

order to control the chemical reaction extensive technical installations are in

place.

 After the chemical reaction the liquid and solid products of the reaction are

separated in centrifuges or suction strainers or filter presses; depending on the

intended product the solid, liquid or gaseous phases are again used either for

further chemical reactions or for end-use. The other residues are either cleaned

and reused or burned or treated as waste.

This highly generalised process gives just an impression of the main steps of one

single chemical process. In most process plants a variety of the described process

steps are combined. Jäger et al. 1989 describe a system for the chemical production

of therapeuticals as follows:
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Figure 1.9: Chemical production network (Jäger et al. 1989, p.378)

These generalised flow diagrams describe the chemical production as a network

where the nodes refer to products (raw materials, intermediates or active ingredients)

and the arcs refer to chemical processes (e.g. as described above) where products are

manufactured from other chemical products. In practice processes are developed

where products are manufactured from more than one raw material and the intended

products can be achieved by cutting off all arcs that correspond to alternative

syntheses.

All the above mentioned equipment that ensures the function of the chemical

processes is exposed to chemical substances that cause corrosion to it, physical

influences like high pressure and temperatures and mechanical wear due to friction

and residues that influence its technical condition. It is the objective of any

maintenance work to ensure the proper, safe, economical and compliant (with regard

to legal and regulatory issues) function of the production plant.

1.1.2 The organisation of maintenance work

In most production companies in the chemical industry maintenance departments are

in place to take care of the production facilities. They take action in the event of
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break-downs and they plan preventive measures together with the production

departments. The most common organisational structures show the maintenance

department either as a part of the production unit or as a separate unit (combined

with the plant engineering in the frame of a technical department) at the same level

as the production unit.

Individual solutions regarding the tasks of the maintenance department range from

the simple execution of maintenance tasks up to the planning and execution of

complex preventive maintenance activities and plant revisions.

These maintenance departments have developed individual solutions regarding plant

and production support over a long period of time. A general model therefore does

not exist but elements of various models, from corrective, proactive and aggressive

maintenance models are combined in many different ways in order to achieve an

appropriate solution for the relevant situation. This was identified in many

companies in Switzerland and Germany.

1.1.2.1 The involvement of the production personnel

Although a general model is missing a trend towards the involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities was identified. The idea behind this is to use the

competence, which the production personnel acquired during their professional

education with regard to some maintenance tasks and the buffer time they have

(theoretically) during the chemical reaction. This approach follows the principal

ideas of Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) where the production personnel take

on a high responsibility for the condition of the related facility. However the

individual characteristic of the involvement of the production personnel depends

greatly on the company, their culture and financial pressure. Under this approach, the

production personnel take over the more common maintenance tasks and the

workshop personnel carry out the other maintenance activities that require a higher

skill level. Some companies in the chemical industry have already implemented this

approach.

Another point of view is, that all maintenance tasks are carried out by special skilled

technical personnel, such as mechanics, electricians, pipe-fitters, welders and others.

Both approaches have their pros and cons:
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Whereas in the first case production personnel have to carry out tasks in which they

are not really interested, because they were not the reason that they have learned their

occupation, technical personnel in the second case have to carry out (among other

things) very simple maintenance tasks that are not really challenging. Both cases do

not satisfy the involved people and might be the reason for insufficient execution and

a disadvantageous result for the company which leads in the end to cost increases.

1.1.2.2 Planned work

A certain part of maintenance tasks are executed on a regular basis. These comprise

mainly common maintenance tasks like greasing, exchange of filters, seals and belts,

cleaning and others and prescribed measures due to legal or regulatory obligations.

This work is usually planned in advance so that the moment of execution is known

and the execution can be planned with all necessary preparations. The preparation of

the maintenance work means:

 The preparation of the plant: The shut-down of the plant if necessary in order to

have safe access to the relevant parts of the plant and/or the proper cleaning of

the pipes and apparatus to allow safe working without being contaminated by

chemicals or burned by hot equipment.

 The preparation of the required materials (filters, lubricants, tools, chain lifts,

spare parts…) and resources such as personnel and time for the execution.

 The preparation of the work in terms of planning of the maintenance activities

and the provision of the required documentation, manuals, inspection forms,

work plans and work permits.

1.1.2.3 Reactive work

Reactive work is necessary in the event of a sudden failure of equipment. For most

of the reactive work spare parts are required in order to repair or replace the failed

equipment. As it is not known in advance which equipment will fail, the total

amount of spare parts increases in order to be prepared for such repairs or special

agreements with the suppliers of spare parts are necessary. A very important issue in

discussions on reactive maintenance is the plant availability. As the exact moment of

the failure of equipment is not known it might be possible that it breaks down during

the production process – which might cause production loss or dangerous situations
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with respect to plant safety. In industrial practice the following points of view

regarding reactive measures are important:

 The number of sudden break-downs can be minimised through the execution of

planned maintenance activities like inspections, lubrication and proactive

exchange of worn parts.

 According to Pieri et al. 2002 corrosion is the major reason in the chemical

industry for equipment break-down

 Preventive maintenance helps to avoid equipment failures and therefore the need

for corrective measures. The dilemma is that production managers are often

unwilling to lose machine up-time for production and therefore do not assign

enough time for preventive maintenance – which leads to an increasing rate of

corrective interventions

 Only minimal data about corrective measures is collected and evaluated in

companies in order to avoid future equipment break-downs

1.2 Justification of this project

The problem under investigation has been raised from two sides: from the differing

and poorly conceived management approaches in practice and from the lack in

comprehensive theoretical frameworks to guide maintenance of chemical multi-

purpose plants. These issues will be discussed in detail in the following two sections.

1.2.1 The problem in industrial practice

The problem that will be investigated in this project was first recognised by the

author in chemical multi-purpose production facilities of various chemical companies

in the northwest of Switzerland and after a benchmarking project with a big German

chemical company.

It is typical for this type of plant that not all of the equipment is in use for the

production of all products and that some of the plant equipment exist in parallel in

duplicate or triplicate in the same or also in different sizes and volumes. For this

reason the availability of the equipment is not the major problem in this type of plant.

Much more important is the variety of products that are produced under varying

production conditions and with varying raw materials and intermediates. All these
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points influence the technical condition and the efficiency of the plant and have an

influence on the quality of the end products. The focus regarding the technical

condition is not so much here on availability at any time but on corrosion and its

influence on the product and its quality and on process reliability (Pieri et al. 2002).

Concerning availability focus in industrial practice in this environment is on

availability at the right time – not availability at any time. The problem from the

industrial side is to carry out the required activities, at the right time, to avoid

unnecessary work on the one hand and to keep the legal and other relevant directives

and economical, safety and quality issues on the other. All these requirements

demand a high flexibility, comprehensive explicit and tacit knowledge, a positive

attitude of the involved personnel and a high level of plant-related experience and

knowledge in order to master frequent plant change-overs and modifications. The

involved personnel in this context are the operational personnel, workshop personnel

and their managers. These high requirements need an optimal organisational

structure that enables people to act and react flexibly and to increase and share their

plant- and equipment-related knowledge and experience. Current comprehensive

maintenance approaches involve the operational personnel in (at least simple)

maintenance tasks but the more complex work is still with different maintenance

units where specialists are located. The author doubts that these current approaches

are sufficient in this environment. Additionally the organisational structure is one of

the strongest hygiene factors according to Herzberg et al. 1959 (found in Grob et al.

1982, p.12) which means in essence that it makes people dissatisfied if it does not

live up to their expectations. Employee retention is therefore an important issue in

order to create the basis for sustainable growth of plant knowledge and experience.

1.2.2 The lack of research on maintenance

A review of maintenance-related research reports showed that maintenance of

chemical plants and especially of multi-purpose plants has been neglected.

Academic literature on maintenance models revealed an emphasis on various

perspectives. Proactive and corrective maintenance models have been investigated in

many theoretical and practical situations (e.g. Savsar 2006, Aghezzaf et al. 2007,

Cassady et al. 2000, Dohi et al. 2001, Su et al. 2000 and others). The situation of

chemical production plants as described above with its special requirements was not
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considered. However, the described approaches might be useful to a certain extent

but would, due to the gap of the situation in the chemical industry and especially

multi-purpose-plants, have to be adapted.

The investigation of aggressive maintenance models, such as TPM, RBM or RCM

(e.g. Sherwin 2000, Tsang 1998) provided information about new approaches that

are already applied in industry. These models are very complex and provide no

guidance in situations where a variety of products are produced under varying

production conditions and with varying raw materials and intermediates. The most

common representative of these new maintenance models is TPM. It focuses on the

adequate involvement of all departments at all organisational levels of a company in

maintenance issues. Results from research conducted on this model have confirmed

its effectiveness in managing plant maintenance. The problem here is, that measures

are oriented towards the improvement of well-defined KPI’s (one of them is

availability) that measure values that are not relevant for this special situation so that

the approach does not guide practice. However, the extended involvement of the

personnel is an interesting approach that will be followed more closely as a kind of

personnel-oriented approach by including human issues in the development of the

maintenance strategy. The individual characteristics of the culture of a company and

its personnel therefore require a customised solution. Garg and Deshmuk 2006

already claimed the necessity of customising a maintenance model according to the

needs of the company. Also Pinjala et al. 2006 regard the further investigation of

maintenance in different contexts as necessary and recommend limited studies within

an industry.

1.3 Relevance of the project for professional practice

Maintenance of technical objects and installations and the related costs are topics that

are under strong focus not only in industry but in research as well. Due to a steadily

increasing cost pressure, to which the chemical and pharmaceutical industry is also

exposed, industry seeks for the potential to reduce costs. According to Hora 1987

engineering and maintenance make up 20 to 40% of controllable manufacturing costs

and are therefore a considerable source for possible cost reduction. Maggard and

Rhyne 1992 and Mobley 1990 mention a similar range of maintenance related costs

in terms of direct maintenance costs and the influence of maintenance management
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on these costs. Fabricius 2003 mentions a chemical company that managed to reduce

the costs of breakdown maintenance from 40% to 7% of total maintenance costs

between 1995 and 1999.

Despite the technical necessity for maintenance and the high potential for cost

reduction the review of academic research literature showed that maintenance of

chemical plants, and especially multi-purpose plants, has been generally neglected

with maintenance of chemical plants not addressing the complexity of multi-purpose

plants. This type of plant is able to produce multiple products on one single plant and

is widespread especially in the pharmaceutical industry (Jaeger et al. 1989). Due to

the changing products, the production conditions the plant is exposed to, change as

well. As these changing production conditions have varying influences on the

technical condition of the plant, the maintenance activities have to be adaptable to

this situation (Pieri et al. 2002). A core issue in this context is the involvement of

personnel whose work is much more flexible in nature than work in a single product

production facility. The required flexibility comprises the production of varying

products, the execution of the necessary plant modifications for the production of a

different product, the inspection and maintenance of the plant under varying

conditions and the identification of their varying influences on the plant. These

maintenance-oriented topics result from the fact, that the varying products have

varying influences on the plant condition that are not always known in detail prior to

the start of the production.

This specialised production context requires a flexible adaptation of maintenance

activities after considering technical necessities, legal requirements and human

issues.

Current maintenance models have been developed for more or less single product

situations thus the full potential for maintenance optimisation regarding multi-

purpose plants requires further development to enhance practice in this domain.

Multi-purpose plants in the chemical industry and the cost pressure to which they are

exposed require investigation to develop an integrated and reflective cost-

optimisation maintenance approach. Key elements to be addressed in developing a

maintenance model for this complex environment are:
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 Achievement of cost savings

 High involvement of the personnel

o Receive high commitment of the involved personnel

o Ensure the transfer of plant and maintenance-related explicit and tacit

knowledge from experienced to new employees in order to manage

knowledge sustainably

o Appropriate assignment of the personnel in order to reduce risks

 Full compliance with all relevant regulations in order to avoid the situation that

the focus only on cost saving leads to bad maintenance performance. (too much

focus on cost savings in maintenance performance was in the end one of the

factors that caused the catastrophe in Bhopal/India in 1984)

 Consideration of the company strategy while establishing the maintenance

strategy

 A flexible production environment requires flexible maintenance and an

appropriate organisational structure

These key elements had been addressed by operational managers during the

interviews and the discussion before and after the interview. As a whole they reflect

the requirements of MPP as reported by the plant managers.

1.4 Boundaries of this project

The definition of the boundaries of this project defines the scope of the topic and

creates a frame regarding costs and time-effort for this project. At the same time, the

validity will be increased. Validity will be discussed in detail later in this report.

For this research project the following preliminary boundaries shall be defined:

 Focus will be on chemical multi-purpose production plants as described in

section 1.1.1.

 Biotechnological production facilities are not part of this project. Although the

importance of biotech processes is increasing continuously this type of plant is
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less interesting from the maintenance point of view. They work under

relatively low temperatures and pressures compared to chemical processes

which cause less wear to the equipment. However the need to maintain these

plants in a special way is more GMP-driven (Good Manufacturing Practice)

and relates more to cleanliness, hygiene factors and the compliance with

special processes and regulations.

 The development of a performance measurement system is not part of this

project. However, the (possible) success of this new approach has to be proven

with an appropriate measurement system. The author will provide

recommendations about the selection of an appropriate performance

measurement system.

 The area of research is in general the maintenance of chemical plants with

special regards to the mechanical side, which means the hardware of a plant

(e.g. drives, gearboxes, centrifuges, pipe-work, dryers, vessels…) but not

considering the automation and controls part of the plant.

 Focus in this research project will be on existing plants. This means that the

plant is in operation and is maintained in a certain way. The implementation of

a new maintenance strategy in this case is a change process that involves not

only technical but also organisational and human issues.

 Spare parts and their logistics and anything around supply chain management

are issues that are closely related to maintenance and have an influence on

costs and maintenance activities that can not be neglected. Although this

additional dimension of maintenance strategies is very important, these issues

will just be touched upon in this research.

 Outsourcing of maintenance activities is not in the core focus of this project.

Although outsourcing is an important topic in maintenance business it will just

be touched upon in this research.

 This research will be carried out in the area of Basle in Switzerland where

some important chemical and pharmaceutical companies are located. Whereas

technical and physical influences can be regarded as the same within any

chemical plant this is most probably different with other influences. These
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other influences are economic, human, educational and legal origin and will be

researched during the course of this project. It is possible that these influences

depend on the cultural and economic environment of a company or a region. In

which case, the degree of the validity would decrease the further away that area

from the company is – in the topographic or cultural sense.

 The implementation of a new maintenance approach takes two years and

another three years to see the impact (Hora 1987). Nakajima 1988 estimates

two to three years just for the implementation and for the change in the

awareness and attitude of the personnel. It is therefore not possible within the

frame of this project to verify the developed approach using case studies or the

evaluation of an implementation in a real MPP environment. This general

problem was also raised by Moore and Starr 2006 and other authors.

 Any reporting of the execution of maintenance activities beyond the general

documentation of the work will not be part of this model. Although the decent

reporting of the executed activities would most probably make managers aware

of the benefits of maintenance it would lead too far away from the intended

maintenance model.

1.5 The significance of the area of Basle for this research

In the area of Basle some of the most important representatives of the pharmaceutical

and chemical industry are located. Since the 1970s this region has been characterised

by mergers, demergers, spin-offs and outsourcings of companies and/or parts of

them. The following figure 1.10 provides an impression of a part of the activities in

the past few decades in the area of Basle/Switzerland.
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Figure 1.10: Mergers and demergers in chemical Basle-based companies (SGCI

2003)

After 2003, further (de-)mergers, acquisitions or sales of companies or parts of them

with the participation of further big players in the chemical and pharmaceutical

industry have shown that this development is still going on. The main reason for

these (de-)mergers was and still is the concentration on the core business of the

respective company. However, the definition of the core business depends on the

company and is subject to changes depending on the market situation, cost pressure,

new technological developments or other influences. In a few cases the production

was also considered not to be a part of the core business and an outsourcing to a

specialised production company or a spin-off or MBO was carried out.

This led to the situation that a lot of long-term employees changed their employer

several times without changing their workplace and they had to learn and accept new

corporate cultures, processes and organisational structures and had to follow

new/other company strategies. Spin-offs led to the situation that small and very lean

organised companies evolved from big players which resulted in new situations for

the involved personnel as well.
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On the other hand most of the big chemical and pharmaceutical companies operate

production facilities all over the world and decide case by case which company-

owned site or external supplier will produce the product or even parts of it. Typical

criteria in the decision process are cost, quality, ability to deliver, technical options

of the respective production facility and environmental specifications of the country

where the product shall be manufactured.

Both influences – changing ownerships of production units and the permanent

competition among the different production units for the production of a product –

make people insecure (Wilmeth and Usrey 2000, Morgan and Zeffane 2003)

regarding their personal future and the future of their workplaces.

1.6 Propositions framing the best practice maintenance model for MPP

The situation regarding maintenance in MPP as described above led in the first

instance to a review of previous research that is presented in section 2. Contrasting

this review with the requirements of the best practice maintenance model for MPP

led to the introduction of 12 propositions that provide the frame of this work.

The investigation of existing maintenance models regarding their contribution to

maintenance practice is presented in chapters 2.8 to 2.10 and led to the propositions

P1 to P4.

Aspects of the consideration of the involved personnel in existing maintenance

models were in focus in chapter 2.9. An important part of the body of literature is

also sources that investigated the influences of sophisticated maintenance models on

the situation of the personnel. The propositions P5a to P7b and P9 were formulated

to address this part of the maintenance model.

The organisational structure of the maintenance model was the subject of chapter

2.10. Sophisticated maintenance models were investigated regarding their

implementation and organisational structure. The applicability and usefulness of

these approaches in the MPP environment were addressed on the basis of

propositions P8a and P8b.

The following propositions were tested in this research:
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P1: The optimisation of the trade-off between a reactive maintenance model,

acceptable production loss and required plant availability in consideration of the

plant use leads to minimised costs especially in low and medium plant use.

P2: As the degree of synchronisation of proactive and prescribed maintenance

measures improves maintenance related costs will be reduced.

P3: Improvement in the technical preparation of the plant and scoping the chemical

process prior to the implementation of a new product will result in less corrosion and

consequently lead a. to reduced costs and b. to improvement in product quality

P4: As the alignment of the maintenance strategy with the corporate strategy

improves, a decrease in the maintenance-related costs will be observed.

P5: An improvement in understanding of the professional and educational

background of operational and workshop personnel and their attitudes will result in

and increase in skill/work alignment and a. consequently improvement in

maintenance flexibility and b. maintenance-related costs

P6: The assignment of personnel to maintenance tasks according to their professional

knowledge in the execution of maintenance tasks leads to improvement of

maintenance quality which results in reduction in the risk of equipment failures or

break-downs and in the end in cost reductions.

P7: Increased ability in the management of tacit knowledge leads to a. increased

flexibility and b. increased involvement of the personnel

P8: A self-organising structure of a maintenance organisation in an MPP

environment provides the capability to respond to external influences with self-

regulation which results in increased a. flexibility and b. involvement of the

personnel.

P9: Increased accuracy in plant operation and plant preparation for a new product

leads to increased product quality and plant safety.

Figure 1.11 shows in which way the key dimensions of maintenance answer the

requirements of MPP. The formulated propositions provide the frame for focusing on

MPP.
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Figure 1.11: General key dimensions of maintenance linked with the requirements of

MPP (author’s own figure)
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this literature review is to address the research question as

introduced in the previous section. The key areas of the literature will be examined to

identify a series of propositions that collectively are argued to frame quality

maintenance practice. The following key areas will be the main subjects of this

literature review.

Li
te

ra
tu

re
 re

vi
ew

Series of
propositions

Maintenance
execution

Personnel

Organisation

Arguing of
propositions

Frame for best
practice
maintenance

Series of
propositions

Arguing of
propositions

Series of
propositions

Arguing of
propositions

Key elements
of maintenance
in MPP

Figure 2.1: Key areas to be examined and following steps (author’s own figure)

This literature review will provide readers with the relevant literature on the key

dimensions and it will highlight the relevance of this project for professional

maintenance practice.

This review will be organised as follows:

The review of literature on maintenance will cover sources about reactive, proactive

and aggressive maintenance. Additionally literature on integrated maintenance

models will be discussed. This body of literature will be investigated from the

maintenance, personnel and organisational points of view.

The section on maintenance execution will lead to propositions P1 – P4.

The section on personnel issues in maintenance literature will lead to propositions

P5a – P7b, P9

The section on organisational issues in maintenance will lead to propositions P8a and

P8b.

Figure 2.2 will provide an overview of the organisation of this literature review.
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Figure 2.2: General overview of the organisation of the literature review (author’s

own figure)

Prior to the investigation of the relevant literature readers will be provided with an

introduction to the development of the thinking in maintenance management over the

years and the research context of chemical MPP.

At the end of this literature review existing knowledge that is relevant for this

research will be summarised. The implications and requirements of a best practice

maintenance model for managing maintenance in the MPP environment will be

highlighted in order to support managers as best possible.

2.2 The body of literature on maintenance strategies

The first glance at maintenance-related sources showed, that this topic has been

researched in detail in the last few years from about 1990 on. A comprehensive

literature review on maintenance policies, established by Garg and Deshmukh 2006,

presents an overview of academic sources that consider several directions of

maintenance policies. The survey, they have established over about 142 publications

since 1995 shows the focus of research and development in that area. Table 2.1

shows the details.
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A Maintenance optimization models 3 5 6 2 4 2 3 1 - - 1 (1992) 27

B Maintenance techniques 6 8 9 15 5 6 4 3 2 - - 58

C Maintenance scheduling 1 1 2 2 2 1 - - - - - 9

D Maintenance performance measurement 3 4 1 3 1 3 3 2 1 2 - 23

E Maintenance information system 1 - 1 - - 3 - - 1 - - 6

F Maintenance policies 2 1 5 4 1 1 2 1 1 - 1 (1992) 19

Total 16 19 24 26 13 16 12 7 5 2 2 142

Table 2.1: Classification of research areas (according to Garg and Deshmukh 2006)

According to this literature review the focus in research in the considered time frame

was mainly on maintenance techniques, optimisation models and performance

measurement. Most investigations were undertaken from 2000 to 2003 and it seems

that researchers have lost interest on research in that field. Whereas maintenance

techniques and performance measurement are not in the focus of this research,

literature concerning optimisation models and maintenance policies will contribute.

As emerging trends in these two fields the following topics have been identified by

Garg and Deshmukh 2006:

Field Topic

Maintenance optimisation models  Orientation towards the application

 Integration with qualitative approaches

(most common approaches in the past have

been more mathematically oriented)

Maintenance policies  Customised maintenance models

 Object-oriented maintenance management

 Utilisation of knowledge of maintenance

engineers

 Correlation between changeover perfor-

mance and maintenance tasks

Table 2.2: Trends in maintenance policies and optimisation models
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The following literature review will show how far sources from these fields can

contribute to the development of a maintenance model for multi-purpose plants in

order to reach the best result for a company. The mentioned trend towards

customised maintenance solutions raises an important question regarding this

research: To what extend is a comprehensive maintenance model useful and from

which point on should it be a customised and individual solution? This question leads

to a boundary of the model but not of this research. It will be answered in the

following sections wherever this topic emerges.

The above mentioned literature review by Garg and Deshmukh 2006 covers many

more topics out of the maintenance environment than are relevant for this review.

The focus will therefore be on the fields of research as presented in table 2.2. This

literature review will provide an overview on recent research and will show the links

to previous research.

2.3 The use of terminology in this literature review

An overview of the academic literature showed that the use of the terms related to

maintenance is not standardised. In this thesis the terms will be used as follows:

 Maintenance: In addition to the commonly used definition of maintenance of

the DIN 31051 maintenance includes here personnel issues as well

 Maintenance execution: Issues that are closely related to the execution of

maintenance including planning of maintenance measures, warehousing of

spare parts, techniques for condition monitoring and the use pattern of the

plant

 Maintenance strategy: higher ranking alignment of maintenance

 Maintenance concept: The set-up of the totality of maintenance measures

within a maintenance strategy. The maintenance concept summarises the

maintenance policies.

 Maintenance policy: The set-up of a maintenance activity. It contains the

theoretical background (such as the data basis, the justification for its

application…) and practical issues. Policy in this sense can be regarded as the

method by which the maintenance is carried out
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 Maintenance activities/tasks/measures: Physical actions or a set of actions

on the equipment to keep or restore its proper condition

 Maintenance model: Used in the same way as maintenance strategy

Due to the citation rules it is possible that these terms are used differently when they

are used in citations.

2.4 Theoretical perspectives underpinning manufacturing maintenance

policies and practice

Due to the increasing cost pressure on production in the past 15 to 20 years (Ansell et

al. 2003, Moore and Starr 2006, Nicholls 2004, Raouf 1994, Sheu and Krajewski

1994) maintenance, as one of the biggest drivers of production-related costs, became

one of the targets of research in order to create a basis that enables companies to

improve in that field. As there is a high potential to achieve substantial cost

reductions, different approaches are investigated in academic research. Swanson

2001 refers to reviews of Bateman 1995 and Weil 1998 and presents three main

directions of maintenance models. The split was made into the following groups:

 Reactive models

 Proactive models

 Aggressive models

Any source regarding maintenance that is relevant for this thesis can be allocated to

one of these groups.

In recent times one more direction of maintenance models has been introduced. Due

to its comprehensive approach and composition from elements of the other three

groups this new direction is called integrated models.

Research on reactive models comprises the investigation of measures due to

unplanned occurring breakdowns of plant equipment and the reaction to that

situation. Swanson 2001 describes it “as a fire-fighting approach to maintenance”

(Swanson 2001, p. 238). Parts of the reactive models are also considerations about

how a company can prepare itself in order to meet an unplanned breakdown.
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Proactive maintenance includes all planned maintenance activities prior to the

break-down of equipment. These measures can be scheduled activities (Gits 1992) or

activities due to inspections or condition monitoring (Gits 1992, Eade 1997). Another

proactive measure is already introduced during the construction phase of a plant

(Pieri et al. 2002). The choice of the construction material for a chemical plant is

carried out taking into consideration the chemical influences caused by the raw

material, intermediates and finished products. The unknowns are the interactions of

the intermediates with the equipment of the plant. Their effects on the plant

condition, if any, are only predictable with great efforts.

The goal of this approach is to avoid the break-down of equipment by way of

preventive activities.

Research on aggressive maintenance models investigates comprehensive strategies

that focus not on technical issues like equipment failures and related causes but on

higher-ranking goals of a company like quality, cost-efficiency or ability to deliver

through the improvement of the overall equipment operation. The most important

representative in this group is TPM, where the mentioned goals shall be achieved

through the involvement of the whole company with team-based activities

concerning the maintenance of the facilities (Nakajima 1988).

Integrated models combine elements of the other mentioned groups of directions of

maintenance in order to fulfil the maintenance objective of the related environment

as best possible. This reflects the demand for customised maintenance models.

Regarding the aspect of customisation and consideration of non-technical influences

integrated models can be seen as a part of the aggressive models as well. Although

these two models are quite similar in this research the distinction between aggressive

and integrated models will be sustained because of the extended point of view of the

integrated models.

Whereas the first two groups refer mainly to mathematical and data-based

approaches, the last groups employ other methods like surveys or case studies to

collect and evaluate information. One further split is therefore the distinction into

quantitative (reactive and proactive maintenance) and mainly qualitative approaches

(aggressive and integrated maintenance).
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These described perspectives of maintenance approaches cannot fully answer the

research question. In research on reactive and proactive maintenance very specific

problems or production situations are under investigation. Some of the presented

solutions might provide valuable input to this research project however their narrow

focus is not solely in the position to describe the whole issue – but parts of it.

Aggressive and integrated maintenance approaches are different. Their holistic point

of view considers a wide range of influences on the development of the

corresponding maintenance strategy. However, no such model was identified with

reference to the chemical industry, especially to multi-purpose plants. The way how

to consider various influences on a maintenance model, as presented in aggressive

and integrated maintenance models, will provide valuable information regarding the

set-up of this project. In addition to these maintenance – model - related sources

other investigations have to be considered as well. The consideration of employee

involvement, their attitudes, skills and experiences, organisational issues and the

influences on job characteristics will require other sources in order to create the best

practice model. Figure 2.3 provides an overview.
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Figure 2.3: Components of the theoretical set-up (author’s own figure)
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The academic sources will be accompanied by non-academic sources that will also

describe a part of the total influences.

The missing data that is necessary to bridge the gap between the existing information

out of the academic and non-academic literature and the required information for the

establishment of the best practice model will be collected with surveys in order to

work with reliable first hand data.

2.5 Development of thinking in maintenance management

“Management systems generally should be shaped to fit the nature of the work to be

managed, and maintenance is no exception to this rule. Over the years, maintenance

management has always developed behind the current requirement” (Sherwin 2000,

p.140). This section will describe the change of thinking in maintenance management

over the years from simple repairs over the necessary evil to a positive co-operation

and partnership with production.

2.5.1 The beginning of maintenance

Right at the beginning of industrialisation in the 18th century faults with buildings,

simple machines or vehicles had been repaired by making a new part that had to

replace the defective one. These replacements cannot be regarded as spare parts as

they had not been prepared in advance but only manufactured in the event of a

defect. The development of machines coincided with the manufacturing and

improvement of these replacement parts and therefore had an influence on the design

of a new machine but it was a very slow development.

At the end of that century it was noted that an accurate manufacturing quality of parts

of technical objects (in this case musket parts) could enable craftsmen to prefabricate

spare parts and to exchange defective parts because they fitted in the same position

as the defective part without any further adjustment. The increasing complexity of

machines led to a change in the skills of the craftsmen. The maintainers required less

craft skills but more diagnostic abilities in order to identify defective parts.

The increasing manufacturing quality of parts and the preparation of spare parts as a

preparation in the event of a breakdown can therefore be regarded as the initiation of

maintenance in the technical environment. The focus of management of maintenance

was just on reactive measures and the provision of the required spare parts. The
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technical development led from the repair of parts to their exchange in the early days

of maintenance. It was found to be easier, cheaper and quicker than repairs. (Sherwin

2000)

2.5.2 First applications of scientific methods to maintenance issues

During the Second World War maintenance on combat aircrafts was in the focus of

research. It was the first application of Operational Research (OR) to a maintenance

problem. A study carried out in the UK showed that in wartime aircraft would

usually be destroyed before anything vital wore out. This was diametrically different

to the situation in peacetime where it was necessary to have the aircrafts ready.

Further scientific research investigated which maintenance could be left out and how

service intervals could be increased (Sherwin 2000, Murthy et al. 2002).

Maintenance was no longer static over the life time of a technical object but subject

to changes according to its use. Maintenance became an issue that had to be managed

actively but the focus was still on the technical object.

Since the 1950s investigations into Operations Research have supported maintenance

management increasingly but at that time the influence of maintenance policies on

the business performance was not addressed. Research on maintenance dealt with the

set-up of maintenance policies, reactive measures and scheduling of maintenance

activities (Murthy et al. 2002). However Sherwin 2000 reports about criticism of that

involvement in OR expressed already at that time. It was noted that OR was too close

to mathematics and too far away from practice. A decent analysis of the existing

situation prior to modelling it was neglected, misinterpretations occurred and a lack

of mutual understanding between operational researchers and engineers became

obvious (Sherwin 2000).

2.5.3 The development of integrated approaches

As a result of the recognition of the link between reliability and maintainability in the

1970s more integrated maintenance models were developed. Reliability became an

important issue in maintenance concepts, mainly in the aircraft industry where it was

linked with maintenance as Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) (Murthy et al.

2002, Moubray 1991). Dealing in a critical context with critical components (like

aircrafts) it was essential to focus on the reliability of components. For this reason it

was necessary to find methods for the identification of the critical components.
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Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) was used to identify the parts to focus on.

Maintenance is therefore carried out at equipment level as identified by using FMEA.

The maintenance effort depends on the reliability of the equipment and the

consequences of its failure. The consideration of the consequences of failure sets

maintenance in a business context.

The second representative of integrated maintenance models that had an important

influence on the thinking of maintenance management is Total Productive

Maintenance (TPM). Its development started in the 70s in Japan. The focus of TPM

is not on reliability but on the impact of maintenance on equipment availability,

production rate and output quality (Murthy et al. 2002).

Both concepts and other integrated models also set maintenance in a broader

business context. They consider the link between equipment failure and its impact on

the business performance. Since then the thinking in maintenance management has

not just been on the equipment, defective equipment and on measures for it. The

consideration of business performance and the integration of maintenance in the

business process was a new step in maintenance management. This is the basis for a

partnership between maintenance and production.

2.5.4 The current thinking in maintenance management

The above mentioned integrated maintenance models still just partially considered

the unique situation of the MPP environment in the focus of this research. As

presented in the literature review by Garg and Deshmukh 2006 the customising of

maintenance frameworks and an object-oriented maintenance management were

recognised as emerging trends of thinking in maintenance management.

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 describe in detail the necessity of the customisation

of a maintenance model and its interrelation with other operating functions. The

selection of a suitable maintenance framework from several solutions that had been

developed by researchers and consultants became one of the major tasks of

maintenance managers. The alignment of the maintenance model with and its

integration in the corporate strategy ensures according to Wireman 1991 equipment

availability, product quality, on-time delivery and competitive pricing. Mishra et al.

2007 set this approach in the context of world-class maintenance where best

practices in maintenance are combined to fit best to the requirements of the
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respective production. This includes the best practices from maintenance planning

with appropriate systems (e.g. CMMS), suitable inspection and condition monitoring

methods and human resources management.

The current thinking in maintenance management can be regarded as very specific

and adapted to the production situation and to the strategy of the company. Personnel

are considered as one key factor for the success of maintenance. Waeyenbergh and

Pintelon 2002 highlight the importance of the personnel, their knowledge and

experiences. Although this concept considers the technical execution on a reactive

and preventive basis as well, the guideline for its alignment is driven by the corporate

strategy.

The comprehensive consideration of corrective and preventive (quantitative)

approaches and of strategic, life-cycle and personnel-oriented (qualitative)

components is significant for the current way of thinking in maintenance

management and maintenance-related research. Researchers use a combination of

qualitative and quantitative methods like case studies, surveys and statistical

evaluations of data of real situations in industry to investigate maintenance models in

different industries, companies and even production units. This allows a better

understanding of the reality in practice and being able to find the underlying

mechanisms and structures in order to improve in this field.

2.6 Understanding the research context: multi-purpose production plants in

the chemical industry

Multi-purpose plants differ significantly from serial or high volume production

regarding their production conditions and organisational requirements.

Serial or high volume production facilities are designed for well-defined production

processes and products. The well-known product and production environment allow

the design of a maintenance model and organisational structures that fit best to this

single purpose. This is different in MPP. The variety of products, processes and

production conditions require more flexibility regarding the organisation and

execution of maintenance activities. This includes the flexibility of the involved

personnel regarding skills and professional experience as well.
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The application of commonly used maintenance strategies, that are designed mainly

for serial or high volume production, in MPP environments suggests that there is

room for improvements with respect to the consideration of these particularities. In

this section the particularities and the potentials regarding maintenance will be

specified. This outlines the context of this research project.

2.6.1 Particularities of MPP

The following points outline the differences between high volume and multi-purpose

production.

 In Switzerland, about 30,000 different chemical products are produced by

chemical companies. One important representative of these companies

produces about 700 different products with about 20 different plants on one

site. Due to the variety and large quantity of the different products and the

related production requirements the use of the plant is highly flexible;

therefore the plant has to be adapted quite often and is not or not fully in

operation during this time – depending on the product.

 The frequent change-overs usually force the personnel (operational and

workshop personnel) to become more involved with their plant in order to

execute the work of the plant modification as quickly and safely as possible.

As these change-overs are usually carried out by the same people it can be

assumed that they obtain more experience with the plant and its interactions

with the different products. This affects production and maintenance

personnel.

 The size of the production batches is very different and varies from a few

kilos to several tons of an end product. This reflects the relevant information

given by the SGCI regarding the number and batch size of chemical products

in Switzerland.

 The size of the production campaigns varies from one single batch to lots of

batches – depending on the required quantity of the product. Therefore the

production time of a campaign varies therefore as well.
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 The model regarding the working shifts is not constant and varies according

to the current production requirements as described above. This affects the

number of shift teams, the composition of the shift teams (chemical and

maintenance personnel), the tasks of shift teams and the execution of

maintenance.

 Subject to the product and production process different internal and/or

external prescriptions have to be followed and will be audited.

2.6.2 The differences regarding maintenance

Most of the investigated approaches to maintenance have not been researched in

MPP environment. It is therefore necessary to highlight the differences between the

MPP and serial/high volume production regarding maintenance. The following

questions arose from the consideration of the differences to serial or high volume

production and have to be answered during the course of this research.

 Does it make sense to carry out maintenance activities on a regular basis or is

it beneficial to synchronise these activities with the production schedule and

to use production down-times (e.g. between two production batches or in the

preparation phase for a new/different product) for the execution of

maintenance tasks?

 Which maintenance tasks can be carried out during the normal plant

operation (so that a plant shut-down is not required)?

 How can the experience of the involved personnel be utilised in an optimal

way in order to support the plant operation in the best possible way?

 Which maintenance model/strategy offers the necessary flexibility in order to

meet the flexible operation of the plant or is a combination of maintenance

models more supportive?

 Do legal or other prescriptions offer degrees of freedom for the execution of

the prescribed measures and how can they be synchronised in an environment

like MPP?
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 How should the support for the introduction of a new maintenance model

look like?

 In serial or high volume production it is necessary to take immediate action in

the event of an unexpected defect. Is this necessary in MPP as well or is there

room for improvement regarding costs?

 Which organisational structure of a maintenance organisation and its

integration in the company supports the objective of this research in an

optimal way?

2.6.3 The research context

The differences between MPP and serial or high volume production lead to the

mentioned questions regarding maintenance. These questions touch upon different

aspects of the scope of maintenance and adjacent topics and require different

approaches. Whereas some issues might be covered with already existing approaches

and well-known, non-scientific methods, organisational and personnel issues will be

subject of scientific investigations as sources that suit this special environment have

not been found. Nevertheless parts of already existing solutions (academic, non-

academic and out of practical life) might be useful and will be combined in order to

provide an optimised result for the MPP environment.

2.7 Maintenance models and multi-purpose plants

Chemical multi-purpose plants were not very much in the focus of research on

maintenance in the past. The study of the relevant and adjacent literature has shown

that the emphasis of case-related research on maintenance management is in the

power industry, JIT-industry (such as automotive industry and other high volume

manufacturing industries) and metallurgical industry. No literature was found about

maintenance in changing production environment such as the case which is under

investigation in this project.

In this section the theoretical perspectives (according to figure 2.3) with relevance

for the best practice maintenance model for chemical multi-purpose plants will be

investigated. After the identification of the relevant sources with a focus on multi-

purpose plants their contribution to this project will be evaluated and the according

propositions will be established. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the perspectives
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and the relevant propositions. The propositions that derive from the investigation of

the literature will be formulated in the relevant section.
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Figure 2.4: Propositions derived from theoretical perspectives

The proof or disproof of these propositions will form the framework for the

development of the maintenance model and subsequently its optimisation. Interviews

with people at different hierarchical levels that are involved in maintenance,

production and production management and their quantitative and qualitative

analyses will be the scientific basis. Together with other sources the comprehensive

maintenance model for MPP will be formulated.

2.8 Sources on maintenance execution

In this chapter sources on the execution of maintenance will investigated. The

descriptions of the models herein discussed are summarised in the appendix in order

to provide readers with detailed information about these models.

2.8.1 Sources on reactive models

Reactive maintenance means that maintenance activities do not start prior to the

failure of the equipment. As the moment of the break-down is unknown these
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activities will always be fire-fighting activities (Swanson 2001) and create some

uncertainty to the users of the equipment, namely to the production department. Sheu

and Krajewski 1994 refer to JIT-related industries where any downtime causes losses

not only to the defective machine but also a possible standstill to downstream

machines. Additionally, there are very pragmatic reasons for corrective maintenance

as well. Gupta et al. (2001, p.146) refer to production supervisors that “are often

unwilling to lose valuable machine time when there are job waiting to be processed

and do not assign a high priority to PM.” This situation leads in the end to

unpredictable production interruptions with all sorts of consequences like bad ability

to deliver, quality problems, low plant performance, low plant availability, difficult

planning of maintenance personnel resources…For all these reasons most companies

do not employ reactive maintenance as their sole solution for keeping up their

production equipment. Sheu and Krajewski 1994 underline this by stating that

companies will never be in the position to avoid all occurrences of failures with

preventive maintenance alone. Reactive maintenance will therefore always be an

issue in maintenance. A glance at some sources where the use of CM is described

will provide information about possibilities to cover breakdown situations in the

maintenance strategy that is under development in the frame of this project.

Corrective maintenance is not considered very much in recent academic literature.

Only a few essays mention corrective maintenance and mostly more casually. Only

the article by Sheu and Krajewski 1994 dealt directly with corrective measures that

are appropriate for MPP and which was young enough to be useful. The investigation

of this source will support the investigation of the first proposition.

2.8.1.1 Directions of corrective maintenance

In order to receive the best possible result out of corrective measures it is not

sufficient to wait until the situation of failure occurs. The success of this approach

depends more than others on various factors. Sheu and Krajewski 1994 identified the

following corrective maintenance techniques:

 Speeding the repair time

o Expansion of the maintenance crew

o Determination of the best repair methods
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o Training of maintenance personnel

o Improvement of workshop facilities

o Creation of special spare parts warehousing

 Improvement of repair methods

o Consideration of maintenance demands during plant planning

o Use of modular design for equipment and plant

o Immediate exchange of failed equipment and repair of it later

 Alternative options to allow production during repair time

o Redundant equipment

o Alternative routing

o Flexible equipment

o Buffer stocks with produced goods

o Overtime for maintenance personnel

This first approach is listed in the essay of Sheu and Krajewski 1994 without any

consideration of cost factors for planning, implementation and upkeep. The sole

focus at this stage was on measures for keeping up production. However, Sheu and

Krajewski 1994 provide the following decision model for the evaluation of these

alternative corrective maintenance techniques.

2.8.1.2 A decision model for corrective maintenance

The basic point of the evaluation of the best suitable corrective maintenance

technique as proposed by Sheu and Krajewski 1994 is the net present value and/or

the break even analysis of the respective method. The comparison between corrective

maintenance policies is carried out analogously to the analysis of alternative

investments. This proceeding is justified as the implementation of any of the

mentioned corrective maintenance techniques can be regarded as an investment

because costs arise and the ROI exists and can therefore be compared and evaluated.

The following figure 2.5 shows the principle.
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Figure 2.5: The decision model (according to Sheu and Krajewski 1994)

The input variables like training costs, capital costs (for investments in machine

redundancy) and others can be collected very easily. They are assumed to occur

every year. However the evaluation of the delivery performance and of the inventory

level is much more complex. For this reason the authors of the essay consider the use

of simulation as they regard mathematical methods as not applicable.

As indicated in figure 2.5 the model consists of a simulation model and breakeven

models. The simulation model simulates the delivery performance of the production

system and the inventory level of a certain maintenance policy. The results of the

simulation are the basis for the net present value analysis and for the breakeven

analysis of alternative maintenance techniques.

This decision model offers a useful tool to make a decision between the different

corrective maintenance techniques (as described in the previous section). It can be

implemented as a part of any type of maintenance strategy in order to be prepared for

unexpected failures.

This highly sophisticated approach to manage corrective maintenance covers a

volume of about 20% of all maintenance costs (Wireman 2003; in an acceptable set-
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up; in reality most probably much more) according to figure 2 (Gilbert and Finch

1985). Considering that it seems to be worth having a defined procedure in the event

of an incident. Other authors do not recognise the benefit behind a well planned

corrective maintenance approach. In their essay about the SWOT-analysis for

frameworks of world-class maintenance Mishra et al. 2007 consider reactive

maintenance as not planned and used just in situations where the consequences of

failure do not cause costs. Additionally they quote Mostafa 2004 who argues that

corrective maintenance is suitable only for non-critical and low-price equipment.

These two points of view neglect the fact that failure might occur at any time to any

equipment and that companies should be prepared for that situation.

Mishra et al. 2007 and Mostafa 2004 have a similar view on reactive maintenance.

Its applications just in non-critical situations and in situations where only low costs

arise underestimate the possibilities to support in critical situations. In contrast to this

the detailed approach of Sheu and Krajewski 1994 describes a comprehensive model

to meet sudden equipment break down in any situation taking into consideration

costs.

2.8.1.3 Conclusion

Only the approach of Sheu and Krajewski 1994 meets the requirements of MPP and

exceeds them. Their work has shown how reactive maintenance has to be managed in

order to reduce negative influences on the production. In order to serve this research

this approach has to be reduced taking into consideration costs and the environment

of MPP. In this context the following aspects from the essay by Sheu and Krajewski

1994 are of interest:

 Determination of the best repair methods

 The provision of spare parts

 The training of the involved personnel

 The plant design

 Alternative routeing

 Flexible equipment
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These points will play a decisive role in the development of the maintenance model.

The other mentioned sources were found to be unhelpful as they cannot fulfil the

needs of MPP regarding plant safety and availability.

The concept for reactive maintenance and the decision model for the selection of the

best corrective maintenance policy are the most important inputs from this part of the

investigation. Both parts will respond to proposition 1.

Figure 2.6: Building blocks for reactive maintenance

2.8.2 Sources on proactive maintenance models

Proactive maintenance covers maintenance concepts where measures are carried out

prior to the failure of the equipment. The scope of activities ranges from inspections

of the equipment in order to monitor the deterioration process to planned activities

like cleaning, greasing, replacement of parts that are likely to fail by the next planned

maintenance measure, exchange of wear parts (filters, belts, bearings…) and

adjustment work. Usually called predictive and preventive maintenance these

measures reduce the probability of unexpected equipment breakdowns (Swanson

2001). An additional model that fits in preventive maintenance is the consideration of

maintenance issues already during the construction process of a plant. The fourth

reason for preventive maintenance measures is that the measures are prescribed by

law or due to other reasons. Figure 2.7 provides an overview of the general set-up of

this part of the literature review.
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Figure 2.7: Overview on the investigated directions of proactive maintenance

(author’s own figure)

As many research projects investigate the optimisation of the periodicity of the

planned maintenance work model building and mathematical methods play a

decisive role in these concepts. Regarding inspection activities not only is the

scheduling issue a point of interest. New technologies allow inspection personnel to

recognise upcoming failures using x-ray, vibration analysis, thermography, visual

testing, oil analysis, motor current analysis, ultrasonics and many more (Moore and

Starr 2006). Taking these inspection methods into account to plan and execute

maintenance activities leads to condition based maintenance, which is also a part of

proactive maintenance.

2.8.2.1 Interval-based maintenance planning methods

As mentioned above one subject of research is the interval planning of maintenance

measures as it is crucial for the attempt to optimise maintenance costs because the

number of activities has a direct influence on costs.

The length of the interval can either be constant or can be changed during the life

time of the equipment. A very wide spread of researchers still leave the intervals

constant and carry out maintenance every time after the expiration of a defined (and

perhaps optimised) time interval (Nakagawa 1988, Grigoriev et al. 2006, Zhang and

Jardine 1998). This is certainly a useful approach which is still in use in many

situations but it does not reflect the flexible production situation of MPP’s.

Many articles were found where researchers have investigated methods to vary the

periodicity of maintenance under various assumptions (Sheu and Jhang 1996, Gupta

et al. 2001, Dohi et al. 2001; Savsar 2006; Sheu and Lin 2006; Grigoriev et al. 2006;
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Aghezzaf et al. 2007). However, a focus on the load of a plant has not been

considered. The approach to adapt the maintenance model to special (long-term)

operational situations (such as changing load situations) has not been researched until

now. Nevertheless a review of the different approaches as shown in academic

literature might provide useful inputs to this research project (even if the finding is

what should be avoided).

Savsar 2006 investigated the effects of different maintenance models on the

productivity of a flexible manufacturing cell using six maintenance policies of which

four were preventive maintenance policies. Although his study provided a clear

result regarding the best maintenance model to be applied for maintaining the

manufacturing cell under investigation, Savsar argues in essence that the application

of any maintenance policy has to be analysed in its environment. This supports the

demand for customised solutions as introduced by Garg and Deshmukh 2006 as a

consequence of their literature review.

Aghezzaf et al. 2007 assume a system where production and maintenance planning

are combined. Most production planning models assume that the production facilities

work at their full capacity during the planning period and most maintenance planning

models disregard their impact on the production capacity. The goal of that research

was the development of a combined production and maintenance planning model in a

batch production environment that led to cost minimisation. This approach meets in

essence some important particularities of MPP and shall minimise the expected

production and maintenance costs over a finite planning horizon. The approach of

Dohi et al. 2001 essentially supports this point of view. They presented a model for

the evaluation of a preventive maintenance model that considers the work order

inflow and the occurrence of failures. Sheu and Lin 2006 investigated the plant

capacity loss due to scheduled machine downtime which reflects the situation with

the execution of PM. This was not considered in the aforementioned research

projects but their investigation demonstrated that the trade-off of the work-in-

progress level, machine downtime and station capacity leads to a minimisation of

capacity loss. Although their study was carried out in a completely different industry

and production environment it provided ideas to search for possibilities for this kind

of trade-off with respect to this project. This issue not only touches upon the second

proposition but on the first proposition as well.
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However, all these approaches use mathematical models as the basis to describe the

production schedule and the occurrence of breakdowns. This is not very complicated

taking into consideration a regular production schedule but this is not the case in the

MPP operation. Changing products, batch sizes and the numbers of batches that have

to be produced lead to irregular production, irregular utilisation of the equipment and

irregular maintenance schedules that are difficult to be described mathematically.

The requirement to use difficult mathematical models and derivations often leads to a

lack of acceptance amongst the involved personnel. It is therefore necessary to search

for a method that avoids the use of mathematical models and that employs a

deterministic approach.

Grigoriev et al. 2006 avoid the use of complicated mathematics by taking a

completely deterministic approach instead of a stochastic approach. They assume a

realistic situation consisting of a set of machines, costs for service and operation, a

time interval and a determined sequence of services. The goal is to find a cyclic

maintenance schedule of a given interval T that minimises the operating costs. Also

in this study a regular execution of preventive measures is investigated which does

not fit in the MPP environment but the approach to use a deterministic point of view

provides this research with a valuable input.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the essays about interval-based models

for maintenance planning:

Interval-based maintenance models have either static or dynamic intervals. It is

evident that static intervals do not suit a dynamic environment like MPP. The time

slots for maintenance execution vary in length and time lag and so static intervals

would interfere with the production schedule. As described by Aghezzaf et al. 2007

the link of the maintenance schedule with the production schedule helps to reduce

total costs (maintenance and operation costs). The inclusion of the age of the

equipment in this model is a realistic point of view. Additionally the load and use

pattern of the plant would have to be included to influence the interval length and

time lag dynamically. Taking the situation of this project into account it is necessary

to make these investigations prior to the implementation of each new product. This

leads to dynamic adaptation of the schedule of planned maintenance activities to fit

with the production plan which is used as one basis. Other determined factors like the
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age of the equipment, its use pattern and prescribed maintenance measures have to

form the frame for the maintenance schedule. Using these factors can be regarded as

a deterministic approach as described above which helps to avoid difficult

mathematical descriptions and derivations that can rather be handled by the

maintenance planners. However it is not cyclical but oriented towards the production

schedule. The involvement of other determining factors like costs/budget and/or

prescribed measures depends on the individual situation.

2.8.2.2 Predictive maintenance models

The second possibility for proactive maintenance is predictive maintenance (PdM).

Its basic assumption is that any technical system deteriorates with increasing age and

dependency on the load. The actual and expected condition of the equipment is

therefore in the focus of this approach. Although this point of view is very interesting

in relation to this research project only a few sources on this approach in academic

literature were identified. However, technical solutions regarding predictive

measures are not in the focus of this investigation.

An extended approach to predictive maintenance is presented by Hontelez et al.

1996. Their research focuses not only on the periodicity of maintenance activities but

also on its relation to the type of deterioration, optimum repair level, minimum

average maintenance costs and meantime to repair. The fact, that in most companies,

information about the condition of the equipment is just partially available because

appropriate monitoring systems are not installed (Moore and Starr 2006 estimate a

penetration of about 10%-20%) due to whatever reason is also taken into account and

makes this research very realistic. This adds a new dimension to the topic.

Equipment is regarded as a deteriorating system and its condition is neither failure

nor non-failure. Other authors support this point of view and have investigated

maintenance models that also consider the degradation process during the lifetime of

the plant. Deterioration is described as a continuous process that ends with the failure

of the object, if maintenance is totally neglected. In the time before the equipment

fails, maintenance will be carried out but maintenance measures become more

expensive the wider the intervals are stretched and the older the equipment becomes.

Hontelez et al. 1996 stated that inspection helps to detect the actual condition of the

equipment and supports the decision about the maintenance activities but that it can
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also be costly and has an influence on the plant performance. Gupta et al. 2001

support this by using a predefined state of the equipment to trigger maintenance

activities. They investigated state-dependent maintenance models in order to

recognise the relationship between preventive maintenance and the performance of a

manufacturing system. Moore and Starr 2006 add one more aspect. They focus on

the plant condition using condition-based data and on the criticality of the plant

equipment in order to support the decision process for the prioritisation of

maintenance activities. This risk-based approach was also followed by Khan et al.

2006 and Khan and Haddara 2003. Although the study by Khan and Haddara 2003 is

essentially a risk-based maintenance model and is also far away from the chemical

industry it provides valuable input to predictive maintenance and to this project by

introducing the comparison of the risk to predefined acceptance criteria. The

maintenance plan is in the end a result of this. The approach by Khan et al. 2006

focuses directly on the chemical industry. They developed an inspection plan on the

basis of the risk due to the degradation process. In essence most of the

aforementioned investigations considered the risk of the degradation process that

occurs to the equipment. In order to recognise the risk and to initiate appropriate

measures, inspection plans or other instruments for predicting the plant condition are

put in place in order to reduce the risk of a failure.

The aforementioned sources showed that there is a close relationship between

predictive maintenance and risk-based models.

Several approaches for the description of the deterioration process were found in the

aforementioned sources. In the article by Hontelez et al. 1996 the decay of the

equipment is modelled by a deterioration function that considers several impacts

from the environment, such as the demand of the system in focus. This is reflected by

adding a stochastic part to the function. The employed continuous Markov

deterioration process and decision model allows the determination of the optimal

control-limit rule for inspection intervals. At first sight this seems to be very useful.

It would lead to minimised costs for inspection and a minimisation of the inspection-

related down-times and consequently loss of production. Nevertheless the evaluation

of a deterioration function is very difficult in an environment where production

parameters (quantities, processes, production materials, products and others) change

frequently due to the normal operation of an MPP. The Markovian approach is
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therefore not applicable in the MPP environment. A totally different approach was

chosen by Khan et al. 2006. They investigated the thinning process of the wall

thickness of an autoclave and the stress corrosion cracking of a pipe in order to

recognise the deterioration process and subsequently the risk of failure in order to

develop an inspection plan. This however is an extensive method that requires the

investigation of every single piece of equipment – which is hardly possible and the

numeric results (described in the appendix) showed that this approach is only

applicable in very special situations. Moore and Starr 2006 took a different approach.

They integrated original condition based data to support the decision process for the

prioritisation of maintenance activities with a special focus on costs. In order to

prioritise the maintenance activities they start with the evaluation of the criticality of

the plant equipment using the FMECA-method. However the difficulties they

identified with their method become apparent in the MPP-environment:

 The results of the analysis are not used to support the prioritisation of the

maintenance activities on a day-to-day basis

 The procedures that are based on criticality assessments are static and do not

differ in a changing operating environment

A general difficulty with these approaches is the sole focus on deterioration, risk and

inspection. Prescribed inspections are totally omitted, although there is an obligation

to execute them. This could lead to the situation that the intervals for inspection are

optimised but do not coincide with the mandatory inspections.

A more holistic approach to predictive maintenance is presented by Wireman 2003.

In the aforementioned sources predictive maintenance is regarded as a part of risk-

based models. For Wireman it is an integral component of a complete maintenance

strategy. For this reason he provides not only a brief insight into predictive

maintenance technologies (vibration analysis, ultrasound, oil analysis, wear-particle

analysis, thermography). He provides an insight into the principles of successful

procurement and inventory of spares, the importance of data collection and the

demands regarding the skills of operational and maintenance personnel. In the scope

of predictive maintenance he touches the involvement of operational personnel as

well which is in essence totally different to other approaches to predictive

maintenance. Without building a link to TPM he stresses the importance of
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interpersonal and technical skills of the involved personnel to be able to work

together. The involvement of the operational personnel in the execution of

maintenance would free up maintenance and engineering resources that would allow

the concentration on the improvement of maintenance. In order to a substantial

support to this project this report is too superficial but it demonstrates that an

approach through predictive maintenance leads to a comprehensive view on

maintenance. However some important parts are missing or simplified. The sole

focus on the skills of the employees and their improvement is not sufficient and the

spares inventory requires more than just proper procurement. This article provides

advice that is important to give a good direction to this project; however for a

substantial contribution it is not deep enough. Nevertheless the consideration of the

personnel will be discussed separately in a later section.

The investigation of sources about predictive maintenance led to the following

conclusions:

 The main objective of predictive maintenance is to monitor the condition of

the plant equipment, to use the monitored data to predict the development of

the condition of the equipment over time and to deduce measures based on

the information about the technical condition. There exists a wide range of

technical methods that allow for the continuous or interval-based inspection

of the equipment.

 The decision process about the prioritisation of maintenance measures to take

includes not only data from inspections but economical and strategic

influences as well. This comprehensive approach with afocus on equipment

inspection was the most sophisticated in the group of predictive models.

2.8.2.3 Preventive measures during plant construction

Pieri et al. 2002 present a system that is not a stand alone solution for the

maintenance of a plant but it fits well in proactive maintenance. They develop a data-

and knowledge-based system that supports the maintenance of a chemical plant. As

the main reasons for plant shut-downs are corrosion problems they propose a model

that supports already during the construction process of the chemical plant. The core

point of their system is the control of the corrosion process. It helps “the decision-
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maker in evaluating the suitability of manufacturing a piece of equipment with a

certain construction material when it is exposed to a particular corrosive environment

(Pieri et al. 2002). To achieve this they focus on data management on the one hand

and on knowledge and experience management on the other. They use in principal

analogical and deductive reasoning and economic models to support engineers

preferably during the engineering process but also in maintaining the plant.

This approach is certainly not complete in the sense of this research project as it

leaves out issues that are important for a maintenance strategy, but that research

report never claimed to be complete. As it focuses directly on chemical plants and

their main problem (corrosion) it will provide useful information to support the

author’s project. This very practical system coincides with the intention of this

project as well.

2.8.2.4 Legal sources with relevance to preventive maintenance measures

In all high-risk industries special additional requirements for periodical checks,

prescribed procedures for maintenance activities or processes for personal behaviour

within the related environment are implemented. They are given by law, by relevant

authorities, by equipment-manufacturers or through company-internal directives.

Within the chemical industry there are safety checks, inspections, maintenance

procedures prescribed by various authorities, by OEMs and/or company-internal

bodies. Sherwin 2000 emphasises that the first objective of periodic maintenance was

the improvement of safety and not the reduction of costs or the increase of the plant

availability. He mentions that many of the prescribed maintenance measures include

statutory intervals that restrict the scope for optimisation. Nevertheless the author

identifies possibilities for improvements under full consideration of legal or

compliance issues. This section investigates the most important representatives that

leave different degrees of freedom to the plant operator that open some opportunities

for optimisations.

It is not within the scope of this project to investigate all prescribed measures. It is

important for this project to identify the nature of the various legal and compliance

influences on the one hand and their possible interaction with other maintenance

measures on the other. For this reason the most important legal influences according

to the experience of the author were selected. Within the frame of this research
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interviews with production managers will be carried out. The identification of the

most important and relevant rules is one part of these interviews. However, the

verification with the result of the interviews will be executed later.

The following table provides an overview on the selection of important sources that

are relevant for the chemical industry in Switzerland and at least partially in

Germany.

Issuing body Directive with influence on
maintenance

Influence on

European Union Pressure Equipment Directive
97/23/EG (“PED”)

With relevance for
this project:
Operations and
maintenance manual
of the pressure
equipment

Federal council of
Switzerland

Regulation 832.312.12 (Directive
about safety and health protection of
employees for the use of pressure
equipment)

Equipment safety

EKAS Directive 6516 (“Pressure
Equipment”)

Occupational Safety

FDA GMP; 21 CFR Parts 808, 812, and
820 Medical Devices; Current Good
Manufacturing Practice (CGMP)

Production process/
product safety

European Union Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG Equipment safety

European Union ATEX 1999/92/EG (for users)

ATEX 95/9/EC (for equipment
manufacturers)

Protection of
personnel

Plant safety

Table 2.3: Important regulations in the chemical industry in Europe

The above mentioned directives comprise, among other topics, maintenance issues.

They define the legal framework for maintenance activities and inspections that have

to be carried out on machines, pressure equipment or other equipment. They also

describe the various degrees of freedom for the execution of the prescribed measures.

This means that the issuing body leaves certain decisions, e.g. the point in time for
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the execution of the measures or the classification of equipment (just to name a few),

with the company that operates the plant. It will be one subject of this project to

investigate these opportunities and their possible interaction with other maintenance

activities.

The above listed directives will be regarded as part of the relevant literature as well

as having a direct link to the project. A brief description of the aforementioned

regulations is provided in appendix 8. However in order to understand the nature of

these regulations it is not necessary to consider all of them. For the following reason

the number of regulations to be considered will be reduced:

 As the GMP-directive is not relevant in all chemical industries but only in the

pharmaceutical industry it will be omitted here. Its consideration would add a

further complication that would not provide a benefit for the whole project but

only for a part of the chemical industry within the environment under focus.

Other compliance requirements are very specific for an industrial sector as well

so that the consideration of compliance issues would limit the generalisability of

the results of this project too much.

 It was found regarding the ATEX-directives that their nature is very close to the

nature of the machinery directive. It would not provide a benefit to consider the

same nature of influences that are relevant for maintenance twice. For that reason

the ATEX-directives will not be considered in this project.

The following regulations represent therefore the nature of the most important

regulatory influences on maintenance:
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Measure

Source

Maintenance measures

EKAS
6516

Inspection during operation

 Danger of superheating of the equipment: yearly

 No danger of superheating of the equipment: biyearly

Inspection during downtime

 according to the operating conditions every 3, 4, 6, 8 or 12 years

The inspection intervals have to be according to the experiences during
operation

Prior to all prescribed measures the equipment has to be cleaned and the
accessibility has to be ensured; cut-off from energies
Revision or exchange of safety valves
 If jamming, clogging or corrosion might occur: biyearly
 If not: every 4 or 8 years
Revision of quick opening devices: biyearly
The execution of the inspection and its result has to be documented.

Machinery

Directive

Maintenance measures according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
on the basis of the utilisation (operating hours, temperature of the
environment, fluids/liquids to be pumped or centrifuged…) of the
equipment.
Common maintenance activities are:
 Exchange of lubricants
 Exchange or cleaning of filters
 Greasing or exchange of bearings
 Vibration checks
 Safety checks
 Thermography
The execution of maintenance activities has to be documented

Table 2.4: Maintenance-relevant activities prescribed by official or internal rules

This compilation provides an overview over prescribed maintenance measures. It

also indicates the degrees of freedom of the user/operator taking into consideration

the operational conditions and the responsibility of the OEM regarding the

instruction manual.
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It is the objective of this part of the evaluation of the sources to recognise the nature

of the above described requirements. The following three points are relevant:

 The frequencies of legally prescribed measures are prescribed as indicated

above and the possibilities of the user to postpone the required inspections are

given. This clears the way for the synchronisation of the execution of the

inspections with other scheduled measures.

 The consideration of the operating conditions of the plant can lead to

additional maintenance measures or to their omission, so that the maintenance

effort can increase or decrease. This depends only on the product and the

accordant production process. In order to recognise the potential for the

optimisation of the maintenance efforts regarding this point, it is necessary to

execute a detailed investigation of the process and of the installed equipment

prior to the start of the implementation of a new product. This investigation

requires detailed process and product knowhow on the one hand and the

accuracy and effort to evaluate and realise the potential for cost reduction

through the optimisation of the maintenance scheduling on the other hand.

 The instruction manuals of the whole of the installed equipment are part of

the plant documentation and describe various maintenance measures like

inspections, exchanges of parts and lubricants, safety checks, cleaning and

adjustment procedures. The big amount of equipment and therefore of

manuals gives an impression of the number of different maintenance

measures that have to be carried out. The review of some manuals showed

that the maintenance intensity depends on the utilisation, mostly on the

operating hours. The scheduling of these maintenance measures according to

the instruction manual depends therefore on the production process: times for

the charging or discharging of reactors (with pumps), for centrifugation,

cooling (pumps and compressors), drying (dryers), mixing (agitators and their

drives)… The special situation in MPP with changing products and

production processes makes it very difficult to schedule the maintenance

activities in advance for a period in which not all products to be produced is

known. The responsibility for the generation of a maintenance plan and the

execution of the herein defined measures is with the plant user/operator.
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Due to quality reasons in most companies there are regulations in place that require

various tasks or a certain behaviour from of the involved personnel. These so called

Standard Operating Procedures describe e.g. the frequency of calibration activities of

measuring points of physical dimensions or the use of lubrication material. These

SOPs are issued for the following reasons:

 The implementation of quality and behavioural requirements of the company

into operational practice

 The implementation of legal requirements (as described in table 2.3) into

operational practice in the company

SOPs consider the operational circumstances in a company and are therefore

individual. Furthermore in most cases they are confidential and not for public use. It

is therefore not intended to consider internal procedures in this project.

The following conclusions can be drawn about the investigation of the most common

prescription and regulations in the field of the chemical and pharmaceutical industry:

Although legal sources are not academic their contents and meaning have a big

influence on maintenance. They describe the periodicity and frame for inspections

and further measures on the equipment and can be regarded as a basis for the

maintenance model in the sense of a deterministic approach.

In the frame of the mandatory maintenance activities, different levels were found:

 Prescribed inspections that are carried out by an independent body. Their

frequency is given but can be adapted at the request and application of the plant

operator. The execution has to be documented. The degree of freedom is that the

moment of the execution of the inspection can be postponed and agreed with the

inspector so that a suitable moment can be found taking into consideration the

production plan and the maintenance plan.

 The execution of maintenance measures according to the instruction manual of

the OEM is a requirement of the machinery directive. The manual refers mainly

to the operating conditions that depend on the product and the production

process. The execution of maintenance measures can therefore be postponed to

suitable moments and can be synchronised with other maintenance measures.
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As already mentioned in section 1.1.1 MPPs are operated usually in a batch

production and not in a serial production context. This allows the carrying out of

maintenance measures between two production batches or in the switch-over time

between two different products (as mentioned in section 2.8.2.2). It is already

common practice in the chemical industry to use the degree of freedom regarding the

moment of the inspection and to use the switch-over time for it. However, the full

utilisation of the degrees of freedom regarding the withdrawal of pressure equipment

from the obligation for inspection due to low operating pressures during the

production process or the expansion of maintenance intervals due to operating

conditions that are significantly below the assumptions that had been the basis for the

instruction manual of the OEM are not used very often. Their use requires the

detailed investigation of the new production process in the case of the

implementation of a new product with a focus on the influences of the production

process on the equipment. The following analysis of the interviews with production

managers will show that exactly this point was neglected in the past.

2.8.2.5 Conclusions about sources on proactive maintenance models

The integration of the condition of the plant equipment as a part of the maintenance

activities planning was introduced by many researchers. The essays of the above

mentioned authors regarding condition based (predictive) maintenance have been

found to suit the special environment of this project the best as they provide models

and ideas that can be closely related to the MPP environment. The following figure

2.8 summarises the main issues from the above mentioned authors regarding

predictive maintenance.
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Figure 2.8: The implementation of predictive methods in maintenance scheduling

(author’s own figure)

The production plant is described as a system that deteriorates during its use due to

corrosion, mechanical wear and stress. The process starts with the evaluation of the

risks that occur due to the deterioration. The consequences of this degradation

process have to be predicted and acceptance criteria/thresholds have to be defined.

The consequences have to be considered in a broader business context as well and

not only in a technical sense. Inspection activities support maintainers in the

prediction of the technical condition on the basis of the current and former condition

of the equipment. The plant or equipment condition is described with inspection

techniques as shown in figure 2.8. They help to recognise upcoming risks by

comparing the data gathered through inspection with the defined acceptance criteria

in order to decide about the maintenance activities to be executed and the

establishment of a maintenance plan. This risk and inspection based approach is

appropriate for implementation in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry as it

involves safety and quality issues that have been found to be critical. This is also

based on the result of the research by Gupta et al. 2001. It was mentioned in section
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2.8.2.2 that state-dependent models are most suitable in the case of the production

jobs arriving with a low intensity and the service time for maintenance being rather

short compared with the production time per job/batch. Regarding normal

maintenance activities this is the case in the MPP.

The above mentioned sources on preventive scheduled maintenance fundamentally

support this approach. The deterministic point of view regarding the failure

properties is also an approach of the interpretation of previous and current data from

inspections of the equipment and the subsequent deduction of the future development

of the equipment condition and degradation. However, the synchronisation of

maintenance measures with the production plan, as described by Aghezzaf et al.

2007, in the case of MPP does not necessarily lead to the periodic execution of

maintenance measures. The alignment of the maintenance and inspection schedule

with the production plan leads in fact to the following picture which essentially

meets the statements made by Dohi et al. 2001:
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Figure 2.9: Production and maintenance scheduling (author’s own figure)

Based on the production schedule (consisting of production campaigns, the related

production batches and the times between the campaigns and batches) the inspection

and maintenance measures are scheduled in the time slots between the batches and

campaigns. As introduced by Khan et al. 2006 the result of the inspection of the

equipment and its comparison with the risk evaluation will be the basis for the

decision about the frame of the maintenance activities. The frame describes the time

frame and the equipment to be maintained or overhauled. The investigation of some

legal requirements has shown that the prescribed measures as well can be executed

within these time slots and can be regarded here as normal maintenance measures

and treated accordingly. The degree of freedom regarding the point of time of the

execution of the prescribed measures permits planning that is in line with the

production schedule. The synchronisation of common maintenance measures,

prescribed measures and the production schedule is therefore possible and helps to

reduce plant downtimes. A sudden break-down of any equipment is not covered by
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this process. In this case immediate action is required and carried out as already

described in the previous section. However, this risk and inspection-based approach

is not optimised; this will be the subject of section 5.

Another proactive measure already starts prior to the commissioning of the

production plant and is effective during the life time of the plant. The appropriate

design of the plant according to the chemical and process-related requirements leads

to less corrosion and therefore to cost-reductions regarding maintenance and repair –

as long as the production conditions remain within the frame of the original design.

The interviews with the production managers will show that the MPP-environment

requires more attention and additional measures regarding this point.

The following building blocks support the propositions 2 and 3a:

Figure 2.10: Building blocks of sources of proactive maintenance (author’s own

figure)

2.8.3 Sources on aggressive maintenance models

As described in section 2.3 some qualitative maintenance models have been

developed in the last three to four decades. They all have in common, that they

comprise in addition to quantitative approaches other influences as well. The

consideration of non-quantitative influences reflects the fact that maintenance is not

totally detached from the rest of the company and can not be reduced to the

scheduling of tasks and the technical execution of maintenance work. The human

factor (with all its characteristics), product quality, product availability, economic

and legal issues and others have to be considered as well (Wilmeth and Usrey 2000;

Swanson 2001; Tsang 1998; Hora 1987; Gilbert and Finch 1985, Raouf 1994,

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002). In recent years some companies and consultants

have developed concepts that have to be customised according to the actual situation

in the customer’s company. In the following sections some representatives of
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commonly used qualitative models will be addressed in detail regarding their

properties and their possible contribution to this research.

2.8.3.1 Total productive maintenance

TPM was defined by Nakajima in 1971 although its development already started in

the early 1950s.

Total productive maintenance is a very popular method that combines the American

practice of preventive maintenance and the Japanese concepts of total quality control

and total employee involvement in order to improve the equipment efficiency of

production facilities. Its focus is not on the execution of maintenance activities but

on the interaction between planning, production and maintenance. TPM sets

maintenance in a broader business context by taking into account the effects of

equipment defects on the business performance (Murthy et al. 2002). The goal is to

improve product quality, operational efficiency, equipment availability and safety

and to reduce waste and manufacturing costs (Nasurdin et al. 2005, Nakajima 1988).

Nakajima 1988 and Chan et al. 2005 in addition describe the involvement of the

different levels of a company in TPM implementation. In order to reach the defined

goals it is necessary to involve all employees from top executives down to

production floor operators. A key point of TPM is the transfer of simple maintenance

tasks from maintenance specialists to the manufacturing personnel. The hand-over of

e.g. greasing work or the control of oil levels to the operational personnel shall not

only be understood as an organisational measure. It will also stress that the prime

reliability for the plant is with the operations, which is in essence a cultural issue.

Nakajima 1988 describes the implementation as a process where the perception and

attitudes of the involved people have to be changed and that takes about two to three

years until it is fully in place.

TPM is based on 8 pillars. They define the main points to be considered in the

process.
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Figure 2.11: 8 Pillars of TPM (Brar 2006)

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is the core-KPI of TPM. It is defined as

follows:

OEE = (availability) x (performance efficiency) x (quality rate)

Although most authors accept this KPI as usable, there are some others that took a

closer look and missed very important issues to be measured. Waeyenbergh and

Pintelon 2002 and Sherwin 2000 doubt, that the OEE is a complete analysis of the

success of a maintenance concept. They miss the consideration of costs and profit.

The author shares this criticism as costs can never be neglected in a discussion about

maintenance and strategy. But in most companies more than one KPI is used to

report system performance. In this case suitable additional KPI would have to be

selected and implemented.

Besides the criticism regarding the OEE the other pillars of TPM are not seriously

criticised. They are described with respect to their meaning in TPM and their

implementation in detail by Nakajima 1988 and in many other research reports (Chan

et al. 2005, Brar 2006 among others). The interesting point of this approach is an

important point that is missing and that is essential for a maintenance model.
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Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 raise the fact that TPM does not provide clear rules

for the decision about the basic maintenance policy, such as condition based

maintenance, crash based maintenance, use-based maintenance and some others.

However this point is barely mentioned in most articles that praise the successes of

TPM. This means from the practical point of view that e.g. greasing activities are

handed over from the maintenance personnel to the plant operation personnel – but

the sense of these activities and their periodicity or trigger is not questioned.

However Sherwin 2000 also refers to this weakness. He points out that although

Nakajima 1988 advocates PM, the rules for its planning are missing “and so it is

almost bound to be neglected if the factory gets too busy, which is just when it is

most needed”.(Sherwin 2000, p.157)

Although some case studies (e.g. Hartmann 1992, Suzuki 1992) report success

stories on the implementation of TPM and other authors describe the advantages of it

there still remain some open questions about this concept. Ljungberg 1998 points out

that the implementation of TPM is a difficult process of corporate change that was

not always successful. Cases of failure exist that have never been reported and in

other cases companies were successful only in the second attempt of implementation

(Chan et al. 2003)

After having studied the aforementioned literature the author recognised that an

implementation of TPM in the chemical industry, as it is in the focus of this project,

has not been reported until now. All applications which were found had been made in

the production environment of mechanical or electrical/electronic parts, in the food

industry or serial production. With regards to the very special situation that is under

investigation in this research project, the applicability of TPM in this case and taking

into consideration the above already mentioned point is limited. However the strong

focus on the interaction between maintenance and production and the involvement of

the related personnel (incl. their training and their possible contribution as insiders)

can add value to this research.

The handling of TPM in academic literature is not very critical for most researchers.

Sherwin 2000, Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, Murthy et al. 2002 and at least

partially Ljungberg 1998 raise some criticism on the already mentioned points. In the
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other sources, TPM is either described neutrally or used as a good example – but in

both cases without critical remarks.

2.8.3.2 Reliability centred maintenance

The consideration of reliability with regards to technical systems already started

during the Second World War but not in the context of maintainability or

availability. The focus was on ballistic rockets that had no pilot and that did not

come back (Sherwin 2000).

The approach to regard reliability together with maintenance and availability issues

was raised later. Coming from the aircraft industry RCM was developed in the early

1970’s by Boeing to maintain the new 747. The development of this approach was

based on databases showing the failure histories of equipment. They found that most

(89%!) of the non-structural equipment fails not because of fatigue but for other

reasons (Wilmeth and Usrey 2000).

In general RCM is described as a tool that helps managers to spend maintenance

money only on critical equipment to ensure its reliable operation. The basis for RCM

analysis is the actual performance data of the related equipment and not the OEM’s

manual or the former maintenance practice (Wilmeth and Usrey 2000). Waeyenbergh

and Pintelon 2002 describe the data gathering process with a Failure Modes Effects

and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). This indicates that the focus is not initially on

technical issues but on the effects of a failure and its criticality. This analysis leads to

measures that might include either carrying out maintenance according to

quantitative approaches or the replacement of the related equipment or other

measures.

The original (classic) RCM process is carried out according to the following steps:
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Figure 2.12: The steps of the RCM process (according to Wilmeth and Usrey 2000)

The sequence of these steps might vary from case to case. However other authors

mention in essence the same steps (Delzell and Pithan 1996, Waeyenbergh and

Pintelon 2002) that were applied in the aircraft, nuclear or power industry.

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 identify the complexity of RCM and therefore the

price as the biggest disadvantage. They argue that this can only be justified in the

aircraft/airline industry as well as in high-risk industries. For use in common industry

it is too expensive; maintenance is more an economic than a reliability problem

(Sherwin 2000, Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002) and this recommends focusing on

economic issues instead of reliability. For these reasons it was necessary to find

acceptance in other industries with streamlined versions of RCM. Wilmeth and

Usrey 2000 mention the utilisation of a streamlined version outside of heavily

regulated industries. Streamlined means in this context that the building of failure

history databases for each piece of equipment is replaced by the experience and

knowledge of the experts for the evaluation of failure modes and causes. The use of

Establishment of scope and boundaries of the work

Identification of interfaces

Specification of important functions

Identification of dominant failure modes

Identification of critical failure modes

Identification of dominant failure causes

Selection of maintenance tasks
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the knowledge and experiences of people instead of collecting data is an interesting

approach that will be one focus of this thesis. However, Waeyenbergh and Pintelon

2002 refer to a publication by Moubray 1997 who presented RCM II. This approach

comprises fewer steps and is designed for use in general industry.

Figure 2.13: RCM II approach (according to Moubray 1997)

In the information worksheet the possible functional failures of a technical system

are reviewed and listed. Their failure modes and related effects are linked to these

failures, which is in essence an FMECA-approach. This leads to the most critical

equipment. The decision diagram integrates all decision processes in order to receive

a single strategic framework. The information worksheet and the decision diagram

were merged together to form the decision worksheet. It answers the following

questions:

1. Which routine maintenance activities have to be carried out and how often

and who has to carry them out?

2. What are the serious failures where redesign is recommended?

3. Which failures can be accepted without any measures?

RCM Information
Worksheet

RCM Decision
Diagram

RCM Decision Worksheet

RCM Information
Worksheet

RCM Decision
Diagram

RCM Decision Worksheet
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However, the disadvantages essentially remain the same: it is still very complex and

therefore too expensive especially in the normal industrial environment. Additional

complexity is added by different points that affect the failure consequence: general

circumstances, organisational response, types of failure… (Waeyenbergh and

Pintelon 2002).

The above mentioned points arise from the practical point of view. Sherwin 2000

investigated systematic issues regarding RCM. His greatest concern is the “refusal to

face up to the need for data” (Sherwin 2000). He mentions investigations that aver

that no recorded failures mean no need for maintenance. This, of course, is pure

nonsense. The fact that maintenance activities have most likely caused the absence of

failures is totally ignored in the theory of RCM. Applications in the industrial

environment show that for equipment, that is found to be less important during the

FMECA-process, maintenance activities were just reduced or modified but not

omitted. However, Wilmeth and Usrey 2000 avoid this conflict with the

consideration of the experience and knowledge of the involved people. The gathering

of equipment data is therefore not regarded as necessary but it can be questioned that

the process of collection and preparation of knowledge and experience is much

easier. This approach raises the set of problems of knowledge management with all

its difficulties regarding the reliability of data, the distinction between data and

information and possible bias. Abdul et al. 1998 present a case study where both

knowledge and data collection were used. In their work about the application of

RCM in an aluminium plant they describe an RCM-process where knowledge was

used to identify the critical machines and data analysis was used just for the

identified equipment. This made the job of data analysis much easier as data just had

to be analysed for critical equipment and fortunately they were in the position that

the required data was already available in that company. Although the report was

very short and superficial and one of their references was already very old at the time

that the report was produced, it gives hints in two aspects:

1. The use of knowledge to identify critical equipment avoids (or at least

reduces) analysing the criticality of the whole set of equipment

2. A lot of data on equipment is available in modern accounting or warehouse

systems (e.g. SAP) that might help regarding already used spare parts, repair
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durations (in man hours booked on internal work orders for the repair or

maintenance activity) and related costs

Using this approach it has to be considered that the knowledge of a group of people

is still not objective and is subject to bias and that the available data or information is

most probably not complete. One question to be answered will therefore be: Is that

inaccuracy acceptable with regard to the intended objective? An answer will be the

appropriate involvement of people that will be in the focus of section 2.9.

An additional consideration will show, if there are aspects that could be useful for

this project.

Due to the high complexity of this approach there remain only a few points that are

able to contribute to this project.

The last of the mentioned steps, the selection of maintenance tasks, leads to the

planning and managing of the evaluated activities. Picknell and Steel 1997

recommend the use of a CMMS consisting of a three-dimensional database. The

following figure 2.14 shows their approach which provides valuable inputs to this

research.

Figure 2.14: The three-dimensional equipment database (Picknell and Steel 1997)

According to figure 2.14 each piece of equipment is described by three dimensions

that are relevant for maintenance. The idea of this research project can now be
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regarded as the addition of a fourth dimension: the load the equipment is exposed to.

A fifth dimension could be the influence of the involved personnel. However, the

illustration of this on a two-dimensional paper is difficult.

With respect to maintenance activities this database is used to plan the frequency of

the activities and their extent. Usually this is done considering operational

conditions, condition monitoring data and other equipment-related data in order to

trigger the work.

The following conclusions can be drawn out of the investigation of the sources about

RCM:

Advantages of the RCM-method are the comprehensive approach, the involvement

of people and the three (five)-dimensional equipment database. The focus on

reliability only of critical parts is a disadvantage regarding this research project as

chemical plants consist of equipment that is important not only regarding production

(which is the main objective of the plant) but also regarding quality, conformity to

regulations (such as FDA and other authorities) and safety.

The idea to use the knowledge and experience of the involved personnel

systematically instead of or in addition to the collection of equipment and operational

data has to be discussed again during the evaluation of the interviews with the

operations managers and with the operational and workshop personnel. It has to be

considered that the involvement of the knowledge and experience (and perhaps more

dimensions) of the personnel is not just the collecting of information but a proof of

confidence and esteem that influences the commitment of the personnel positively.

This however was not mentioned in these sources.

2.8.3.3 Life Cycle Costing

The operation of a plant not only generates costs for energy, raw material and

personnel but also for maintenance in order to keep it in a safe and operationally

optimal condition. Therefore it is important to know or to estimate these costs in

advance in order to evaluate the total investment of the corresponding facility.

Swichtenberg 2001 describes a range from initial costs, installation and

commissioning costs, energy costs, operation costs, maintenance and repair costs,

environmental costs right up to decommissioning and disposal costs as the focus of a
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life cycle analysis. The objective of LCC is to achieve the lowest long-term cost of

ownership. Swichtenberg 2001 calls for a majority of facilities energy costs and

maintenance costs as the main cost drivers for life cycle costs. The consideration of

maintenance issues in the discussion of total cost of ownership is therefore highly

relevant.

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 describe the same ideas behind LCC as

Swichtenberg 2001. They use the term “terotechnology” which means the

economical management of assets in order to reach economic life cycle costs. In the

frame of LCC they also mention the Integrated Logistic Support and Logistic

Support Analysis (ILS/LSA) approach. “ILS comprises the spectrum of all activities

related to the logistic support during the entire life cycle of the technical system.

These logistic support activities refer to maintenance concept development, spare

parts provisioning, technical information collection, maintenance crew selection,

training, etc.” (Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, p.305) This comprises more support

activities than most of the other maintenance concepts. LSA is an iterative analytical

process to identify and evaluate the logistic support for a new system. In LSA five

major areas of activities are described:

 Program planning and control

 Mission and support system definition

 Preparation and evaluation of alternatives

 Determination of logistic support resource requirements

 Supportability assessment

These five areas result in 15 activities. Regarding maintenance the functional

requirement specification is important for these activities. Its purpose is the

identification of the operations and support functions that must be performed for

each system under consideration. Important elements are the FMECA and corrective

and preventive maintenance requirements.

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 presented their contribution on LCC in the frame of

an essay about maintenance concept development. They describe this method as a

comprehensive strategic method that covers much more than just a maintenance
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concept. Unfortunately they focus only on maintenance (without being precise) and

leave out details about the other components of LCC. The fact that in the

presentation of LCC just one reference is mentioned (and it is from 1992!) shows

that either researchers have lost interest in that approach or it is not applicable and

for that reason research on it has stopped.

Edwards et al. 2000 investigate the estimation of maintenance costs over the life

cycle of a plant. Their objective is to predict life cycle maintenance costs and to

compare them with the actual costs in order to recognise inadequate maintenance

practice. Their approach is therefore less comprehensive than the investigation of

Swichtenberg 2001 but closer to maintenance practice than the study by

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002. The first part of their approach to estimate

maintenance costs is the prediction of planned maintenance activities. These

measures comprise periodic servicing (like oil changes, greasing, cleaning, adjusting,

calibrating), component replacement (like oil filters) and minor repairs. The second

part consists of the estimation of the costs of unscheduled (corrective, reactive)

maintenance. Here measures are carried out in the case of failure. After the

comparison of the result of their estimation with the actual costs (obtained from an

existing plant) they found that the estimation of costs for planned measures was

fairly precise. This shows that the evaluated mathematical model is valid for the

situation in focus; but the chosen model of FTTM with scheduled maintenance is not

very difficult and is easily predictable. However the estimated costs for unplanned

measures were rather imprecise as the impact from costly random incidents is hard to

foresee. They have recognised this weakness of their proposal and regard this area as

one point for further research.

It is a basic assumption of this research that scheduled maintenance with fixed times

for maintenance is not an optimal solution and allows, as a single solution, only a

little room for improvement. The changing production requirements due to varying

products and the long life time of such types of plant make it very difficult to

implement a foreseeable maintenance scheduling over a time frame of about 30

years. LCC will not therefore be followed up.
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2.8.3.4 Integrated models

Besides the above mentioned models that can be related to the categories according

to Swanson 2001 combined models exist as well. They integrate elements of the

aforementioned methods in order to best fulfil the requirements of the situation in the

relevant company. Integrated models are actually the closest approaches towards the

customisation of maintenance models.

The approaches by Tsang 1998 and Murthy et al. 2002 consider the corporate

strategy in order to align the maintenance strategy. In his strategic approach Tsang

1998 considers the necessity for basic maintenance tasks (proactive work such as

routine servicing and periodic inspection, preventive replacement, condition

monitoring,…) and the upgrading of the knowledge and skills of the personnel as

well. For the identification of the appropriate maintenance strategy Tsang proposes

the SWOT analysis and the measurement is done with a BSC. The maintenance

model that is implemented in the end might be any one or a combination of the

aforementioned. However this very wide frame for the development of a

maintenance model does not answer the main questions of MPP and its

particularities.

This rather strategy-oriented approach was not followed by Murthy et al. 2002. In

their multi-disciplinary approach they criticise TPM and RCM as they neglect the

load of the equipment. The criticism of Murthy et al. 2002 about the maintenance

aspects of TPM and RCM corresponds with the comments of Sherwin 2000 and

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2001. “Both RCM and TPM view maintenance in the

broader business context and take into account the link between component failures

and their impact on the business performance. However, they assume that a nominal

operating condition and the optimal maintenance strategy are designed for this

condition. As such they do not model the load on the equipment and its effect on the

degradation process. In real life, the load (causing mechanical, electrical, heat

stresses on the components) depends on the production rate and this in turn depends

on the demand pattern.” (Murthy et al. 2002, p.289). This supports this project as it

refers directly to the propositions 3 and 4 from this project. In contrast to the

investigation by Khan et al. 2006, who evaluated the degradation process of the

equipment solely with quantitative methods, Murthy et al. 2002 rely on quantitative

and qualitative methods in the frame of reliability analysis. Reliability theory with
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the use of probability, statistics and stochastic models and reliability science and

reliability analysis play a major role in the modelling of equipment degradation and

for predicting its state under different operating and maintenance scenarios. In this

context the importance of data collection and its use in the modelling of the relevant

situation is the main distinction from TPM and RCM. The use of complex

mathematical models in maintenance was already criticised earlier in this essay. The

consideration of reliability engineering suits the investigation by Pieri et al. 2002

where the influences of plant design and construction were investigated. However

this approach is much more suitable to the requirements in practical life in the MPP

environment.

The criticism of Murthy et al. 2002 about the maintenance aspects of TPM and RCM

corresponds with the comments of Sherwin 2000 and Waeyenbergh and Pintelon

2001.

Although both aforementioned essays refer to the company strategy as an important

factor for the development of the maintenance strategy the link between the company

strategy and the maintenance strategy was not covered in detail. The investigation of

the strategic alignment of maintenance and its advantages is the subject of

proposition 4 of this project. The basis will be the definition of the following three

generic business strategies introduced by Porter 1985:

 Cost-leadership: The objective of the company is to sell its products at the

lowest price. Cost leadership in the sense of this project will be regarded as

minimal taking into consideration defined standards

 Differentiation: The product can not be compared to competing products

because of different properties that satisfy special customer needs

 Focus: The company offers products for special niches of the market that

satisfy very specialised needs

The consideration of the business strategy influences the development of the

maintenance strategy as already introduced above. But it is essential to know the

strategy and not just its sub-objectives.
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In contrast to the aforementioned sources Fabricius 2003 presents not a general

approach but a specific approach to maintenance of chemical plants. He describes a

model that integrates analysis methods (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis), and

technical, organisational and economic aspects – which fits well into the approach by

Tsang 1998. He proposes a process-oriented choice of the maintenance strategy that

considers component properties, the plant structure and its dynamic behaviour and

the target-oriented allocation of preventive maintenance measures. This leads in the

first instance to a cost optimisation of maintenance and to simplification of

maintenance planning. An additional approach to condition monitoring and failure

prognosis and diagnosis was developed. In contrast to the approaches by Murthy et

al. 2002 and Tsang 1998 he focuses solely on the maintenance strategy and does not

relate it to the corporate strategy which will be investigated in the course of the

discussion of proposition 4.

For the implementation of measures for performance improvements he recognises

two difficulties: “First, in practice the economic impact of foreseen maintenance

innovations is often hard to estimate prior to introduction as well as to quantify

thereafter (or only possible after long time delays), but nevertheless is of decision

importance. Second, plant operation – involving control actions, product changes and

dynamic characteristics of the plant – strongly affects component and plant

dependability.” (Fabricius 2003, p.V) This is totally in line with the basic assumption

of the author of this project. Whereas the first objection is a basic problem with the

implementation of new approaches – comprehensive strategic approaches and

specific long-term oriented ones as well, the second issue is a central part of this

research. However, in contrast to Murthy et al. 2002 this approach leaves out human

issues and prescribed measures and their degree of freedom are neglected as well.

Nevertheless his strongly plant-related investigation provides important results which

are relevant to the present project.

Some authors describe frameworks for the development of a customised maintenance

model. As they show the same characteristics as the above presented integrated

models they will be discussed in this section as well.

Also Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 introduce a framework that integrates

important elements from various approaches to maintenance, such as the target
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setting (Hora 1987) and the identification of resources (mainly personnel resources in

the TPM-sense), the identification of important and critical equipment (RCM-

approach), the selection of a maintenance policy and the decision making process

(…) and a performance measurement system. The aforementioned approach by

Fabricius 2003 provides detailed and industry-specific information and therefore

supports this point of view. All these steps are supported by continuous improvement

processes. The characteristics of these steps depend highly on the industrial sector

and the production process of the relevant company or department. Nevertheless this

framework provides an issue that is different to the aforementioned models. The

involvement of the personnel considers their knowledge and experience in order to

contribute to the success of the model. The authors recognised the value of the

personnel for maintenance. However a closer discussion of methods and possibilities

to collect, develop and spread knowledge was not provided and the organisational

requirements in order to achieve the increase in knowledge were not discussed.

An important issue in this investigation is the target-oriented integration of other

comprehensive maintenance approaches (like TPM, RCM and others) according to

the requirements of the production environment. Noteworthy is the perception that

“those concepts are not ready for use in most cases” (Waeyenbergh and Pintelon

2002, p. 311). Sherwin 2000 speaks of management fads in this context. This essay

strongly supports the point of view of the author of this research. Unfortunately, it

remains right at the surface and does not go into detail and is therefore not specific

enough. It will be a subject of this research to develop an approach that is specific in

order to meet the requirements of MPP.

The investigation of sources about integrated maintenance models led to the

following conclusions:

The complex situation in the companies requires the customising of the maintenance

model. The strength of integrated models is that they combine the already existing

models or even parts of them into a very special and customer-oriented maintenance

model that fits best into the organisational structure of the company. The use of the

experience and knowledge of the personnel is described in some of the investigated

models but only as an important source. Details of its collection are not mentioned.

Nevertheless the presented integrated solutions do not consider the situation of MPP
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appropriately and specifically enough. It is therefore necessary to develop a best

practice model that is suitable for MPP and considers knowledge in an effective way.

2.8.3.5 Company specific solutions

The above mentioned sources are reports of academic investigations. They describe

the research of single specific problems right up to comprehensive maintenance

models. A more practical approach is followed by companies that either do

maintenance on their own plants or by technical service providers that plan and/or

carry out maintenance on the production plants of customers. Both groups have a lot

of practical experience and knowledge which has been collected over a long period

of time either in one single company (in the case of an internal maintenance

department) or during the planning and execution of services for various production

plants of many different customers.

Whereas explicit knowledge is written down in processes, internal handbooks and

work plans experiences are usually not collected systematically. The character of the

contribution of both groups, internal and external maintenance providers, will be

regarded in this section.

Internal maintenance departments usually provide their services to internal

production and infrastructure departments. Over a long period of time, knowledge

and experience is cumulated and, in the best case, collected and stored – more or less

systematically. This knowledge grows through the interaction between the growing

requirements of the production units due to the technological development,

economical requirements of the company and knowledge of other companies that

share their knowledge e.g. in lectures held in the form of seminars, business meetings

or courses. An important part of this knowledge is regarded as confidential and is

therefore not published. The contributions of a company to seminars are information

about the common practice in at least that one company in its actual situation. It is

company-knowledge that is published. The advantage of this knowledge is that it is

current knowledge and that it is proven through the application in the relevant

company, but it is doubtful that it is best practice as it was normally neither

benchmarked with other solutions nor scientifically investigated. It is the result of

ongoing enhancements of internal processes and procedures that are carried out also
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in maintenance practice and organisation in the form of internal improvement

projects such as continuous improvement, six sigma or similar.

Although this internal knowledge is very important to keep the plant running it is

neither part of the literature nor an academic source as there is no academic rigour.

Its evaluation will be regarded in a different context within the frame of this research.

External service providers support their customers at different levels according to

the agreement with and requirements of the customer. The following figure 2.15

shows four possible models of collaboration.

Figure 2.15: Overview of possible services by external providers to a producing

company (author’s own figure)

As highlighted in figure 2.15 there are four possibilities for external service providers

to support a producing company – with a special focus on maintenance.

The provision of maintenance services (1) is the simple way of collaboration where

the service provider just carries out maintenance work without any strategic

dimension. This work can be executed by any company with skilled personnel and is

usually neither documented nor written down. The knowledge about maintenance,

plant properties, wear and the strategic alignment of the maintenance management
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remains with the internal maintenance department. In the context of this literature

review there is no significance for this research project.

Possibilities two and three comprise the support of the customer with a general

maintenance concept that supports either the maintenance department directly or the

company. These maintenance concepts from service providers are their core business

and are presented in sales documentations in order to convince potential customers.

After the signing of a contract, handbooks assist the implementation team in their

work. Whereas the sales publication is available for everyone handbooks are the

intellectual property of the relevant company and are therefore treated more or less

confidential and not for general use.

The fourth possibility comprises the development and implementation of a

customised maintenance model provided by an external provider. Waeyenbergh and

Pintelon 2002 highlight the need for a customised solution – which does not

necessarily have to be developed by an external provider, but their comprehensive

experience might have some advantages.

However, the approaches of these providers derive from practical life in industry and

might support this project with useful hints although it must be considered that this is

business for these companies and has to lead in the end to a financial benefit. Murthy

et al. 2002 raises additionally the fact of a big dependency of the customer on the

service provider.

One further possibility is to outsource the maintenance or engineering department to

an external service provider and to purchase the required maintenance services. In

this case only customised models are available; a predefined model is therefore not

available but only a general individual procedure from the provider. For that reason,

academic literature that is relevant for this project does not exist. However, this

comprehensive approach might provide valuable inputs during the optimisation step.

This will be discussed in section 5.2.

The contribution of consultants was already criticised by Sherwin 2000. His

objections are valid in principle for other providers as well. He states that

management consultants took over maintenance fads with great enthusiasm put them

together with general management fads and sold them to their customers. Sherwin
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mentions as well that a maintenance function cannot be accomplished by way of fads

and that an opportunity has been lost. Regarding the involvement of service or

management providers a second issue arises. Considering the sales-intention of

external companies it is very likely that their recommendations could be biased in a

way that the provision of single services or of the whole maintenance management

would result in an economic success for the provider – and this does not necessarily

go in line with an economic advantage for the customer. However this is subject to

the contract between the customer and the provider. In this context Murthy et al.

2002 highlight the importance of a long-term focus of the contract which is rather

difficult as the long-term goals of the service provider and of the customer are

different.

2.8.3.6 Conclusions about sources on aggressive maintenance models

In this field in particular, sources were found that disprove or criticise common

points of view about some modern models and therefore provide useful information

for improvements.

Unlike the above previously discussed approaches to maintenance aggressive

maintenance models are researched with much more interaction between the

researchers who investigated these models. Whereas some researchers deal in an

uncritical manner with these models others found viewpoints that do not fit well into

certain situations. This was already discussed earlier. In this section, the points that

best support the requirements of MPP will be identified.

One basic focus in this group of maintenance models is on the involvement of the

operational personnel in simple maintenance activities. This involvement was not

criticised in the investigated sources, however not all sources covered this issue. The

transfer of a part of the responsibility for the plant condition to the operational

personnel can therefore be regarded as useful. However the special role of this

involvement as an educational process as presented in TPM will not be part of this

new model. The second aspect of the extended contribution of the involved personnel

is the use of their knowledge and experience. This was introduced by Wilmeth and

Usrey 2000 as an alternative to the use of breakdown histories of the equipment or

plant. The sole focus was on subject matter experts as contributors. It will be checked

whether a wider range of considered experience and knowledge and the way they are
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used leads to further improvements. However the employment of historical or the

collection of current plant data cannot be omitted although this data is usually not

complete due to many reasons. This was already introduced as well but the mutual

consideration of available plant data on the one hand and experience and knowledge

on the other will lead to a comprehensive picture regarding the current and expected

condition of the plant.

Within the RCM-model critical equipment was evaluated in the planning phase using

the FMECA. In the MPP environment the criticality of equipment might change from

one product to the next and would have to be evaluated prior to the implementation

of any new product. The results of this analysis are important in two ways. They

provide information about weaknesses of the plant in relation to the product that will

be manufactured in the plant and its production process. This enables engineers to

make the process more reliable prior to the start of the production campaign.

Secondly they provide inputs about the selection and quantity of spare parts to be

purchased or about necessary agreements with suppliers of spare parts in order to

have the spares available but not held on the stock.

The next input from aggressive models arises from a critical remark by Sherwin 2000

and touches upon the missing rules for the execution of preventive maintenance.

However this issue was mentioned by Fabricius 2003 and the inputs of the previous

chapter about preventive maintenance provide a detailed answer.

The consideration of the company strategy was not a subject of TPM or RCM where

these maintenance models were imposed upon a company. The broader view of

integrated models integrates the company strategy and aligns the maintenance

strategy with it, which means in essence that the maintenance strategy follows and

supports the company strategy – and not vice versa. However no clear definition

about strategy was either provided or used. As already introduced earlier the

definition by Porter 1985 will be used in this project. Additionally the load as a

factor that influences maintenance is considered using scientific methods and

considering the influence of the involved personnel.

An important method for the construction of a maintenance model was introduced by

integrated models. The integration of contributions of different maintenance models
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leads to customised solutions regarding maintenance. Waeyenbergh and Pintelon

2002 provided a general approach that is shown in appendix B 4.

The following building blocks support the propositions 1 and 3a in addition to the

previously mentioned points:

Figure 2.16: Building blocks from sources of aggressive maintenance (author’s own

figure)

2.8.4 Conclusions about literature on maintenance execution

The execution of maintenance in general was described in detail in the past. A huge

amount of approaches were identified that are either very general and do not

therefore suit the requirements of MPP or they are specific for a particular situation

that does not fit to the MPP environment. However some important points that

support the development of an industry specific maintenance model were identified.

2.9 Personnel

Maintenance is always carried out by people. Their contribution is essential for the

condition and availability, and in the case of special maintenance models, also for the

operation of the production plant. But it is not only the personnel directly involved in

maintenance execution who are in the focus of this part of the research. Depending

on the maintenance model a part of or all hierarchical levels or departments of a

company are involved as well.

The consideration of people in maintenance management can be regarded from two

sides:

 The influence of people on maintenance

 The influence of the implementation of a new maintenance model on people

Building Block
Use of FMECA for decision
making regarding spare parts

Building Block
Consideration of the load
of the equipment
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Figure 2.17 shows the relation.

Figure 2.17: The influence on/of operational and workshop personnel (author’s own

figure)

In this section only the influence of people on maintenance will be investigated as it

is presented in the academic literature. The influence of the implementation process

of a maintenance model on people and their jobs and contribution will be researched

in the next section dealing with change management.

The review of a part of the available literature on maintenance strategies showed that

the influence of people on the success on the maintenance activities is mainly

considered in aggressive and integrated models.

Little 2006 describes the influence of under-skilled labour as one part of the

influences of personnel on maintenance and production. His essay just regards the

educational and training aspect of the influences and emphasises the following points

that not only have an influence on maintenance but on costs as well:

 Inefficiency due to a lack of plant-related experience (They don’t know what

to do)

 Repeated breakdowns because repair-work is not carried out right

 More parts are used because failure diagnosis is not carried out correctly

 More down-time as a result of inefficiency and the repeated execution of

repairs

 Increased personnel turnover as a result of insufficient training and education
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Wireman 2003 adds other aspects. He stresses that the technology in operations and

maintenance requires personnel that not only has technical but also interpersonal

skills regarding team building, personal development, coaching and time

management. These issues refer more to the personal soft skills that are mostly

neglected in academic literature on maintenance. However, Crocker 1999 refers to

typical human characteristics. People get tired, have emotions, lose concentration,

become distracted and make mistakes. This has to be considered not only in the

construction of complex systems but in maintenance and plant operation as well.

These sources demonstrate the importance of considering the influences of people on

maintenance and their effects on plants. Any approach to maintenance that calls itself

strategic has therefore to consider the involvement of people and their behaviour,

expectations, (personal) goals, perception, background, abilities, tacit and explicit

knowledge and experience.

It is one important aim of this project to involve people in the best possible way

taking into consideration not only technical but soft skills as well. In the following

sections, the most important representatives of aggressive maintenance approaches

will be investigated regarding these influences in order to respond to the propositions

5 to 9.

2.9.1 Human issues in aggressive maintenance models

The TPM approach explicitly involves all employees of an organisation in the

implementation and execution process. Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 stress the

importance of all employees of an organisation: from the top management down to

the shop floor workers. With reference to the implementation of total productive

maintenance that is based on autonomous small-group activities they speak of

motivational management. Swanson 2001 highlights that team-based activities play

an important role in TPM and that the skills and experience of all involved engineers,

workers and operators are important. Sherwin 2000 and Gilbert and Finch 1985

mention that maintainers will have to keep up with technological development in

order to be able to maintain and repair the equipment in the future as well.

Additionally Raouf 1994 emphasises that the maintenance and engineering know-

how has to be disseminated to workers. The effects of employee involvement in

TPM on job characteristics were researched by Nasurdin et al. 2005. They found that
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TPM has a positive influence on the core job dimensions as presented by Hackman

and Oldham 1976. (These are: Skill variety, task identity, task significance,

autonomy and feedback.). The criticality of the wrong set-up for the implementation

of TPM is presented by Chan et al. 2005. In their case study about the

implementation of TPM they describe a company that abandoned the implementation

of TPM in the first instance due to various factors. Most of them were related to

people in the broader sense:

 Lack of training on TPM know-how

 Lack of management support

 Lack of involvement of production associates

 Lack of resources

 No delegate person

 Lack of sustained momentum

Taking into account all these weaknesses the second attempt at the implementation

was successful in the end, but this example shows very drastically how strong the

influence of people for the success of such a project can be. However, this describes

the influence of people on the success of the implementation of TPM but not on the

maintenance activities themselves. The training of people is an important step in the

implementation phase of TPM as developed and described by Nakajima 1988.

Training is regarded as an enabler for proper equipment management and execution

of maintenance activities. Nevertheless, soft skills and other personal influences are

not considered. The second point of criticism is that TPM does not manage the

existing knowledge properly but focuses only on training of the involved people at

different levels. Unfortunately this was not mentioned in the reviewed sources.

Companies that follow the RCM strategy face the same issue regarding the

involvement of people. Wilmeth and Usrey 2000 make it clear that a company’s

culture and willingness to accept and support change is the first item to be addressed

in the RCM-implementation process. Also in RCM all levels of a company have to

provide their contribution to ensure the success of that strategy. Although their case

study about an application of RCM is very short and superficial, Abdul-Nour et al.
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1998 mention the importance of a sound involvement of the relevant people. A team

consisting of employees from different disciplines took charge of the project and an

educational program was developed. However, not all authors pay that much

attention to people involvement. This makes clear that the involvement of the

personnel is not an integrated part of RCM like it is in TPM. Delzell and Pithan 1996

focus only on systematic and technical issues in their application report of RCM but

neglect the human factor. From that point of view their report is not complete and

leaves out an important issue. As the RCM-approach provides less strength than the

TPM-approach about the involvement of people and their effects on the equipment, it

will not be considered in this project regarding this issue.

Although LCC is not one defined strategy but a family of approaches that are based

on the idea of optimising total maintenance costs over the whole equipment life cycle

(Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002) there is no special recommendation on how to

deal with human issues. Other sources (Edwards et al. 2000, Swichtenberg 2001)

also do not mention the involvement of people in the implementation or execution

process. Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 state that one weakness of LCC is that its

implementation is difficult and the life cycle cost analysis is complex. Knowing these

weaknesses it would be beneficial to involve at least the respective employees and to

introduce an LCC-implementation process in order to facilitate the implementation

of LCC and to achieve the best possible result. It is therefore a huge weakness of the

LCC-approach and of the regarded research reports that this important issue (that is

regarded as critical in other aggressive maintenance strategies!) is neglected in this

case. A life cycle consideration in general provides a comprehensive understanding

of the cost-side of maintenance. However, the described weaknesses and the fact that

human issues are totally left out lead to the conclusion to use no input from LCC-

approaches.
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2.9.2 The use of knowledge

The use of the knowledge of the involved personnel was already recommended in a

variety of the previously discussed maintenance models. In particular Waeyenbergh

and Pintelon 2002 mentioned the importance of tacit knowledge in maintenance –

unfortunately without going into more details. However this topic was never

discussed in detail in sources on maintenance in the past. This chapter will provide

an in-depth discussion of the relevant literature.

Knowledge in a company exists in the form of explicit and tacit knowledge. Whereas

explicit knowledge can be put into words and is therefore easy to transfer the case is

much more complex with tacit knowledge. It is difficult to express and to be

verbalised and therefore very difficult to transfer from one person to another.

Lubit 2001, Johannessen et al. 2001 and Osterloh and Frey 2000 describe tacit

knowledge as an important competitive advantage. Erden et al. 2008 add that the

competitive advantage of tacit knowledge enables the creation of new knowledge

that allows companies to react more flexibly to market requirements. In contrast the

explicit knowledge of a company can become best practice within the whole industry

in a short time when it is spread over the boundaries of a company and is therefore

no longer a competitive advantage.

The role of tacit knowledge as a competitive advantage completes the recent self-

perception of maintenance as a partner of production as introduced in chapter 2.5.4.

This supports the propositions 5 and 7 in particular and underlines the special

importance of tacit knowledge in maintenance. The competitive advantage is the

result of two facts: Companies can more easily protect tacit knowledge as it is very

difficult to be expressed and transferred to others. Additionally tacit knowledge

usually allows people to perform at a higher level than just with explicit knowledge

(Lubit 2001). It is therefore essential to manage it carefully.

In order to manage tacit knowledge in the best way possible it is necessary to

investigate its nature. Lubit 2001 distinguishes explicit from tacit knowledge by

saying that tacit knowledge is “knowing how” and explicit knowledge is “knowing

that”. The acquisition of tacit knowledge starts unconsciously while being active in

an environment. It develops through inductive mental processes that “create a

representation of the structure of the environment showing the relationship between
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important variables” (Lubit 2001, p. 166). In practical life, gaining tacit knowledge

requires the experience in an activity, preferably together with experts. Murthy et al.

2002 mentioned this possibility as well. These experiences allow the person to

collect information about what to focus on, their interrelations and how to deal with

possible problems. Although tacit knowledge increases steadily within a person

through ongoing experiences it still remains with that person when it is not shared

with others –which is rather difficult as mentioned above. Erden et al. 2008 added

one more aspect by investigating group tacit knowledge and the evaluation of its

quality. It is an important step to focus on groups as maintenance is usually carried

out by groups of people as introduced in the discussion on TPM. Erden et al. 2008

found out that the tacit knowledge of a group is more than just the aggregation of the

tacit knowledge of the group members and that it follows its own dynamics. Group

tacit knowledge depends on the variety in capabilities of the group members taking

into consideration all their strengths and weaknesses. The way of solving problems

and performing tasks might change therefore from person to person. Despite this, the

group will always act as a collective body and mind and compensate for the

weaknesses via active coordination and careful interaction (Erden et al. 2008). They

introduced “phronesis” which was defined by Aristotle as being prudence, practical

wisdom and practical rationality. The adaptation of phronesis from individuals to

group level means achieving a high quality level of collective tacit knowledge that

derives from collective practical experiences. This group tacit knowledge allows the

group to decide responsibly and act appropriately according to specific situations.

The action is guided by values, culture and shared goals of the group (Nonaka and

Toyama 2007). They also describe phronesis as “synthesizing glue” between

contextual and universal knowledge. It enables the group to define objectives for

specific contexts that are accepted by the whole group and for which the group

defines the means to reach them. In particular situations general, universal and

explicit knowledge is used by the group to influence tacit knowledge. Nonaka and

Toyama 2007 emphasise that phronesis requires that the group as a whole is able to

understand the nature of a particular situation. Sharing perceptions, interpretations

and judgments of the group members with the group allows the group to collectively

understand the particular situation. Summarised Erden et al. 2008 describe phronesis

as the conversion from “I”-intentions to “we”-intentions, decision on, commitment to

and taking the best action for the “common goodness”, understanding of the nature
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of a particular situation and management of itself. This highlights a very important

aspect of a group with group tacit knowledge: the ability to organise itself – self-

organisation. This aspect will be picked-up again later. However, other levels of

group tacit knowledge do not fit well in the environment under investigation; these

are mentioned in the appendix.

Other aspects of group tacit knowledge support the intention of this project as well. It

reduces uncertainty and allows the group to deal with it. The group is able to define,

find and agree on the best solution for the common good and is in the position to

establish the way to execute it. According to Erden et al. 2008 this supports not only

certain but uncertain situations as well. Focusing on maintenance in MPP

environments with a high level of uncertainty due to changing products and

production conditions a change of working together might provide advantages. This

corresponds to the statement by Pinjala et al. 2006 who investigated the level of

teamwork in maintenance groups. This increases the flexibility of the group and the

capability to respond to unexpected situations which is one requirement in MPP

environments. However group tacit knowledge is a part of the group culture, its

norms and routines and is deeply based in commitment, ideals, values and senses and

emotions (Erden et al. 2008 following Spender 1996, Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995).

This raises the question of how to deal with differing interests due to differing

objectives e.g. resulting from the membership to different organisational

departments. In the broader context with outsourcing this issue was raised already by

Murthy et al. 2002. This again would call for a restructuring of an organisation.

However Erden et al. 2008 admit that despite the strong advantages of group level

tacit knowledge the group is also not free from making wrong decisions and

performing badly. This raises the question about the quality of group tacit knowledge

and how an organisational structure can help to reduce mistakes. This will be picked-

up later.

Lubit 2001 provided information about the spread of knowledge in organisations.

This is a very important issue as it cannot be spread by way of teaching it to others.

Its transfer was also described as a challenge in the essay of Erden et al. 2008 but the

source of Lubit 2001 was not mentioned there. However Lubit 2001 demonstrated

four major ways to spread tacit knowledge within an organisation (a detailed

description is attached in the appendix).
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Whereas the trial-and-error method is a commonly used but costly and ineffective

method (Fabricius 2003) working with experts and coaches was mentioned by

Murthy et al. 2002 in the context of maintenance. The third way is networking and

working groups. However establishing learning histories as the fourth way can be

regarded as a kind of making tacit knowledge explicit which is hardly possible.

There are therefore some critical issues regarding this method. First, the person who

writes down the learning history must have the capability of finding the right words

to write it down in such a way so that others understand their meaning. This is not

easy in circumstances that are said to be difficult to verbalise (Grant 1996 following

Erden et al. 2008, Osterloh and Frey 2000) and much more difficult for people who

usually do not like to fill up sheets of paper such as craftsmen or plant operators. The

result in MPP environments is therefore most probably not very useful. Secondly, the

verbalisation of tacit knowledge might disclose the competitive advantage to others.

However realistically seen due to the difficulties regarding the verbalisation learning

histories can not be complete (Lubit 2001).

All these possibilities for spreading knowledge might work better or worse

depending on the whole situation. Focusing on the MPP environment one can ask

now for an organisational structure that supports the transfer of tacit knowledge in an

optimal way. The interviews will show if this approach is applicable in the MPP

environment taking into consideration the available personnel.

Osterloh and Frey 2000 investigated the relationship between motivation, knowledge

transfer and organisational forms. With reference to this project their analysis

provides important aspects. It is necessary for firms to rely on intrinsic motivation of

the personnel when there is a requirement for the development and transfer of tacit

knowledge which was already highlighted as competitive advantage. This close

relationship between intrinsic motivation and the transfer of tacit knowledge

increases the importance of intrinsic motivation and adds one more dimension in the

management of an organisation that was neglected in the past by economists who

strongly relied on extrinsic motivation through rewarding employees. They left it

aside due to difficulties in analysing and controlling it. Osterloh and Frey 2000

emphasise the importance of managing both types of motivation. Their trade-off is a

strong competitive advantage in situations where the setting and formulation of goals

is difficult. The goals in maintenance and especially in the MPP environment were
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formulated in chapter 1.3 as key elements that have to be covered. Additionally

Osterloh and Frey 2000 mention that participation strengthens intrinsic motivation as

it raises the perceived self-determination of the employees. In this context

participation means the agreement on common goals. However these common goals

have to “serve primarily as self-control and self-obligation” (Osterloh and Frey 2000,

p. 11) otherwise the strengthening of self-determination and intrinsic motivation

would not take place. The common goal is also a part of the previously introduced

third level of group tacit knowledge by Erden el al. 2008. Figure 2.18 provides an

overview of the relationship between tacit knowledge, intrinsic motivation, goals and

participation.

Figure 2.18: The influences on the development and transfer of tacit knowledge

(author’s own figure)

Although extrinsic motivation is also an important issue it will not be followed up in

this research.

One objective of the research by Osterloh and Frey 2000 was to provide information

about an organisational structure that supports knowledge transfer and sustainable
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competitive advantage. This is rudimentary and is also mentioned by Waeyenbergh

and Pintelon 2002. Osterloh and Frey 2000 found out that participation and personal

relationships are the most important characteristics of such an organisation that are

needed to support the aforementioned objectives best. A proposal for an

organisational structure will be provided later.

The use of IT-systems for spreading knowledge was already touched upon in the

essays by Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, Fabricius 2003 and many others. As

initially mentioned Johannessen et al. 2001 highlighted the competitive advantage of

tacit knowledge. However their investigation showed that companies jeopardise this

advantage by setting up a knowledge management system that supports just explicit

knowledge and not the management of tacit knowledge. Their concern is that the use

of IT-systems to manage knowledge leads to a strong focus on explicit knowledge

that can be handled easily with IT-systems and to a disregard for tacit knowledge that

can not be computerised. The nature of explicit knowledge supports this. As already

mentioned explicit knowledge can be written down, verbalised and distributed to

others. IT-systems are in the position to support and speed up these processes. The

main issue with regards to this is that these systems are available on the market for

all companies and collect and distribute knowledge that is more or less already

common knowledge. If a company therefore relies only on a computerised

knowledge management system, tacit knowledge will be neglected and the

competitive advantage, resulting from tacit knowledge, fades away. This result of

their work is comprehensive and companies not only have to recognise this source

but to manage it carefully as well.

Tacit knowledge was found to be a useful source for substantial and sustainable

business success. However the link between tacit knowledge and maintenance groups

has only generally been made until now. Using original data, it will be investigated

in what way the results of the investigations on tacit knowledge and knowledge

transfer can be used to improve maintenance practice and which level of group tacit

knowledge should be achieved.

The next issue is the identification of a suitable organisational structure for a

maintenance organisation or at least to formulate the characteristics that have to be
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fulfilled in order to achieve the requirements of the key elements as introduced in

chapter 1.3.

The general frame was provided by Erden et al. 2008 and the related aforementioned

literature on tacit knowledge.

2.9.3 Conclusions about literature on the influence of the personnel on

maintenance

It was demonstrated that the influence of the involved personnel on the success of a

maintenance model is very big. None of the presented approaches provided a really

comprehensive consideration of all characteristics of the involvement of the

personnel but most of them gave useful inputs. Therefore the sum of all inputs

together covers important issues for the involvement of people in maintenance:

 Explicit knowledge and experience and skills (tacit knowledge)

 Training

 Personal attitude

 Abilities

 Motivation and the willingness to perform

 Personal goals (with a focus on professional goals)

 Professional background

The active and target-oriented use of these points will enable managers to assign the

staff in the best possible way whilst taking into consideration the company

conditions.

The following building blocks summarise the main inputs from the literature on

personnel issues in order to respond to the propositions 5 to 8.
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Figure 2.19: Building blocks of sources on the involvement of the personnel

2.10 Organisation

Any implementation of new structures in an existing organisation needs to be

planned, communicated and executed carefully in order to be accepted by the people

involved and to reach the intended objectives. Hora 1987 describes the relevance of

this part as follows “Changing a company’s maintenance practice is like turning

around a supertanker. Maintenance change is a five-year effort involving progressive

action. It takes two years to get the change underway and another three to see the full

impact.” (Hora 1987 p. 73). However, with reference to the implementation of a new

maintenance approach in a company or just in a part of it this issue was mentioned in

only a few of the investigated sources on maintenance management.

Morgan and Zeffane 2003 make a general statement by saying that “structural

reorganisation is particularly corrosive of trust in management. However, given the

imperative of change for organisational success, the key question for management is:

how can change be managed to minimise its corrosive effects?” They especially

emphasise the central role of the senior management in that process. They stress the

central role of employee trust as a key element in organisational change and call for a

clear understanding of the relationship between trust and change. Nord 2006

recognises the need for change as well but he also knows about the difficulties. By

stating that “most maintenance departments simply won’t be able to change the way

they function overnight; they will need guidance in the adaptation of the asset

optimisation process” (Nord 2006, p.54), he strongly calls for the commitment and

support of the management level.

This section investigates sources on maintenance that include change management

and implementation issues with a special focus on the influences on the involved

personnel.
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2.10.1 Organisational structures of current maintenance models

The implementation of a new maintenance model is a challenging situation for an

organisation as it requires changes and considerations in many ways. New processes

have to be created or existing ones have to be adapted. The personnel involved have

to learn new methods, jobs, techniques, processes and perhaps change the mind-set

regarding maintenance. Although the implementation of a maintenance model in

industrial practice is an important step it is not a subject of most of the investigated

sources on maintenance. It is considered mainly in aggressive maintenance models as

an issue.

The following three influences have been identified in different sources as being the

main topics regarding the personnel in the implementation phase of a new

maintenance model:

 Topics concerned with technical knowledge (Pendrous 2005, Pinjala et al.

2006, Sherwin 2000, Tsang 1998, Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 and

others)

 Topics related to organisational change (Tsang 1998, Hora 1987, Nord 2006,

Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, Brar 2006 and others)

 Influences on jobs (Nasurdin et al. 2005, Sheu and Krajewski 1994)

Whereas the ongoing training of personnel regarding technical issues, technical

knowledge and innovations is logical for people and accepted by most of them in

order to safeguard the job and to support the plant operations in the best possible

way, organisational changes normally lead to objections not only from the people

involved.

Within the aggressive maintenance approaches the ongoing learning of professional

matters is assumed. The willingness not only to accept but also to support

organisational changes is strongly expected (Nakajima 1988).

However, depending on the maintenance model to be implemented, there are many

more issues to be covered during the implementation phase. Organisational changes

in a broader sense might include the change of the company’s culture or

organisational structure, the change of plant engineering principles, the creation of a
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measuring system in order to monitor the success of the new maintenance strategy,

the set-up of a dedicated implementation team, the related information for the

employees about the implementation, the implementation of relevant IT-tools that

support not only technical issues but also warehousing, data-collection and

processing and many more other issues (Hora 1987, Nakajima 1988, Wang 2006,

Chan et al. 2005, Marquez and Gupta 2006 and others)

Hora 1987 describes an implementation process that starts with the evaluation of the

negative impact of the current maintenance set-up and of the potential, achievable

and cost-effective improvements. This first step is necessary to convince the top

management level about the necessary changes and to inform them about what will

happen to the assets of the company. A more detailed financial study about the

inventory provides information about over investment in plant capacity and cushions

regarding inventory because of bad performance at operational and workshop level.

The responsibility for the implementation lies with one person that holds the key

position in the whole process. What is significant is how Hora describes the role of

this person within the process. “This person must form a non-threatening alliance

with existing maintenance management people by helping them understand that the

company is upgrading their function and designing a new approach to manage costs.

The position will require authority to overhaul record-keeping systems and

accounting practices if necessary.” (Hora 1987, p.74) Although his focus on the

implementation phase of his maintenance model is too short and superficial he

recognises that the involvement of the personnel is crucial for the success in

achieving the objectives and that the implementation might be regarded as a threat.

The author shares his estimation that a change in this environment might be regarded

as threat by the existing maintenance management and that this issue has to be

treated accordingly in order to keep the personnel in line. The upgrade of their

function is in this context not only an excuse to calm people but a strong necessity in

order to keep pace with technical development and the corresponding increase in the

demands regarding maintenance. However, clear roles or a framework for the

implementation are not described. From this point of view the consideration of the

implementation process leaves out very important issues and is not sufficient for the

development of an initiation phase of such a project.
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Wilmeth and Usrey 2000 go one step further in their case study on RCM. After the

evaluation of several RCM examples they conclude that the following issues have to

be addressed for a successful implementation of RCM:

 The company’s culture and willingness to accept and support the necessary

change with the special role of the management and the maintenance

personnel

 The measurement of success

 The establishment of goals

 The implementation of a CMMS system

 In particular in companies that had formerly been under the protection of a

monopoly status the organisational change is considered to be a challenge

(which is not a common situation in the MPP environment)

The measurement of success and the setting of goals are very general issues that are

not described in much more detail in that essay. The basic idea is to measure against

a baseline in order to recognise the changes. This however requires appropriate data

which is barely available in practice (but it is not the intention of this report to

present a measurement system). Ljungberg 1998 reports biased data due to personal

data and Murthy et al. 2002 highlight the strong need for reliable and credible data

especially in highly sophisticated maintenance models. Information about how to

measure the improvements caused by a new maintenance strategy have to therefore

be drawn out of other sources. Wilmeth and Usrey 2000 refer to Richardson and

Giesecke 1999 who presented an ideal measurement system for RCM. A different

and simpler point of view regarding the implementation of RCM is presented by

Delzell and Pithan 1996. They report on the implementation of RCM in a power

station. Although they mention the importance of the personnel as the driver for the

successful implementation of RCM in their case, the implementation itself is based

highly on the evaluation of the system regarding the critical components and

potentials for improvement. An important issue is also the selection of a suitable PM

policy. Regarding the implementation phase of RCM Waeyenbergh and Pintelon

2002 focus on the system as well and they add that RCM was too complex and

expensive to be implemented in industrial environments like the chemical industry.
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Although the chemical industry involves high technical risks, the implementation of

RCM was not recommended for the chemical environment in the literature but it

might provide some inputs on the development of the maintenance model in this

project.

The second important issue in the essay by Wilmeth and Usrey 2000 about RCM is

the setting of goals. They have to be realistic and achievable. Although the authors

refer mainly to costs-reductions as the main goal for maintenance optimisation other

issues like availability, reliability, productivity or efficiency can also be targets of

maintenance optimisation. However, this depends highly on the strategic targets of

the company and has to be decided case by case. The reduction of the discussion

only to costs is therefore not sufficient and in the end leads to the wrong direction

and to incorrect decisions.

The consideration of the special role of the management level of a company

regarding the implementation of a maintenance model is worth looking into more

closely.

There is a clear indication for the increasing importance and perception of

maintenance issues at the management level. This kind of commitment is not only

requested in RCM. TPM also involves the management level in the implementation

process of the maintenance model (Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, Ljungberg

1998, Nakajima 1988). How important the careful implementation of TPM is and

how it can go wrong is reported by Ljungberg 1998. He mentions a study by Beer et

al. 1992 about the implementation of TPM in six large US companies. The result was

disillusioning as two years later in all companies where the program was launched by

the CEO virtually nothing had happened – although the implementation process is

described carefully by Nakajima 1988 (described in the appendix).

This program, as developed by Nakajima 1988, covers the whole company and

although this implementation process is described in detail it is very demanding and

challenging for the whole organisation – without any guarantee for success as

mentioned above. But the fact, as described above, that the implementation was not

successful in nearly all of the reported cases, suggests that this approach is not

optimal. The intention of the first steps is the creation of a great commitment of all

employees to the new maintenance approach. But in the chemical industry in
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particular mergers lead to the situation that production units are questioned and

relocated to other countries or pooled or totally shut-down. However, all these

measures put the commitment of people at risk – with all negative effects on the

single plant, its condition and output. It will be a part of the interviews to look deeper

into this issue.

An additional factor that was already introduced in section 1.4 is the long

implementation time for the TPM approach. Together with the strong focus on the

team building process that has to be introduced in TPM it is obvious that this

approach is not the answer for the MPP environment. The requirement for high

flexibility calls for the composition of shift teams according to the changing

requirements of production and the special role of cleaning as described by Nakajima

1988 is not suitable for pharmaceutical production, where cleaning is a strong

necessity and not a means of educating people. This makes it very difficult to adopt

this approach in the situation under investigation. This will be researched in detail in

the evaluation of the interviews.

According to Ljungberg 1998, Beer et al. 1992 conclude that the focus should not be

on programs but rather on the work itself. However, the work itself, where

maintenance is relevant and carried out, is far away from the CEO- and management

level in big enterprises; the support of these projects can therefore not be much more

than the general agreement and commitment to the program. Ljungberg 1998 also

refers in this context to Shaffer and Thomson 1992 who came to the conclusion that

in most companies that implemented “total quality” and “continuous improvement”

results were not achieved and that the focus should have been on results rather than

on activities. In general Ljungberg 1998 questions whether companies “going for a

corporate change such as TPM have the necessary foundation for planning and

directing activities towards operator maintenance, preventive maintenance, training,

maintenance prevention etc.” (Ljungberg 1998, p. 495) The basis is that the reasons

for losses are known and that data is available in order to recognise the losses. Any

deficiency regarding the information on reasons for losses will prevent activities

from helping to improve the situation in an optimal way. This is in line with the

argumentation of Hora 1987 as described initially. According to Ljungberg 1998 this

phase is already critical for the success of the project: Measurable results have to be

provided within a short time to the management and to the personnel in order to keep
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up the reliance in TPM. However, this is not only important for TPM but also for any

organisational change.

The special role of teamwork as a precondition for a successful implementation and

operation of a maintenance model is presented in the essay of Pinjala et al. 2006

about the relationship between business and maintenance strategies. They found out

that teamwork in most of the investigated companies is only at medium level and that

it has to be improved prior to the implementation of people-oriented maintenance

concepts like TPM. Team-building processes and small group activities are one

major focus of TPM. Not only Nakajima 1988 but also McKone et al. 1999, Chan et

al. 2005 and many others describe the importance of teamwork in TPM-approaches.

According to Pinjala et al. 2006 team-oriented maintenance involving production

operators is crucial in order to maintain the required quality and to reduce costs. The

key driver for this is the business strategy that demands more and more complex

production facilities in order to satisfy the market needs for excellent products at a

good price at the right time and its link to the maintenance strategy. Pinjala et al.

2006 claim that more automation and advanced manufacturing technology can lead

to an increase of indirect costs (like maintenance costs) due to the increasing

complexity of the assets. The ongoing improvement of the assets in order to reduce

these costs requires a high level of training, the recruitment of professional staff and

the formation of teams with a high level of skills.

The implementation phase of a new maintenance model is not just described in

reports on aggressive or integrated maintenance models. McKone and Weiss 2002

presented the integration of a predictive maintenance model in an already existing

combination of CM and PM (an introduction to their model is provided in the

appendix). The important issue here is that McKone and Weiss 2002 have shown that

the optimised combination of three maintenance models using predictive methods

provides cost-benefits. This is an important input for this project as the situation

under investigation fits well with the presented approach. Nevertheless this model

only provides information about one part of the wide range of maintenance issues. It

does not consider the comprehensive viewpoint of the implementation process of the

new maintenance model as it was shown in the aggressive or integrated models. It

demands no organisational change and deals with the existing general maintenance

organisation. This is not enough for this project but the focus of that essay was not
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the provision of a comprehensive organisational approach but of an approach with

respect to an important detail of maintenance organisation – and this will be used

later.

All the above presented models for the implementation and (at least partially)

operation of a maintenance model are characterised by their focus on closely

maintenance-related issues like skills, job characteristics, the involvement of other

departments and hierarchical levels and their change or adaptation during the

implementation phase. The partially bad experiences with the implementation of

TPM and the deeply maintenance-oriented models suggested the consideration of a

different organisational approach. The findings as presented in chapter 2.9.2

complete this picture where it was found that the organisational structure has not

only to involve the participation of the personnel and their relationships but self-

development, self-formation and self-regulation as well. All these points support the

improvement of intrinsic motivation as introduced earlier which is a basic

assumption of a successful transfer of tacit knowledge.

An interesting approach for the organisation of social systems was presented by

Probst 1987. His focus considers no maintenance issues at all but organisational

considerations from the viewpoint of self-organisation and self-regulating systems.

He argues that the commonly known organisational measures are not comprehensive

enough and lead to unintentional effects like undesirable results, backlashes and

disappointments. His basic assumption is that human communities are in the position

to structure themselves without prescriptions, organigrams or specialists in

organisation and that order derives from a networked whole issue because of the

need of people for order and safety and the insight into the sense of role allocation. In

order to support this Probst 1987 proposes an open self-organising system where

relations and interactions within the system and with its environment are considered.

This is also a basic assumption of this project according to section 1.2.1 and 2.6.2 but

Probst 1987 takes a much broader view and substantially supports the findings by

Erden et al. 2008 and Osterloh and Frey 2000. The environment according to him

consists of a whole field of relations and interactions. Circular relations between the

system and the environment lead to the insight of the exertion of influence on the

events of the environment and the feedback. Its control systems are designed
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hierarchically and have the purpose to lead the system back into stability in the case

of a disruption.

As already mentioned, this approach is totally detached from maintenance issues. It

is a general approach for the organisation of social communities. It represents the

opposite to the earlier described organisational models of maintenance where some

weaknesses have been found. However both the development and transfer of tacit

knowledge are supported by the self-organising organisational approach as described

by Probst 1987. This organisation therefore helps maintenance to become a

competitive advantage. It will have to be checked if it is additionally in the position

to solve special requirements of MPP: the improvement of the flexibility of the

personnel (as described in figure 1.11) and their involvement.

For more information about self-organisation the author refers to Probst 1987; a brief

description of the main aspects is provided in the appendix.

2.10.2 Conclusions about sources on organisational issues in maintenance

The implementation phase was described mainly in essays on aggressive and

integrated maintenance models. One contribution about an alternative organisational

approach was included because of the partially questionable results of the

implementation of the aforementioned existing models. The following table presents

the main issues and shows congruent and differing points of view.

Issue Evaluation in literature

Improvement of professional

skills of maintenance personnel

All authors agree, that the professional skills of

the maintenance personnel have to keep up with

the technical development of the installed

assets/plants

Improvement of professional

skills of operational personnel

regarding maintenance activities

The involvement of the operational personnel in

maintenance activities is a speciality of TPM;

there is therefore no agreement between the

authors about the involvement of operational

personnel regarding the execution of

maintenance activities
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Involvement of all hierarchical

levels of the company in the

implementation process

The involvement of the management level of a

company in the implementation process was

claimed in TPM and RCM; however, some

authors call for the concentration on the work

itself and not on extensive implementation

programs. There is no common agreement about

this issue.

Involvement of other

departments (in addition to the

maintenance department) of the

company

The involvement of other departments is

described in TPM and RCM. However, the

range of involvement is different. In the frame

of the presented open approach not only the

involvement of other departments but also their

interactions and the interaction with the

environment would have to be considered. This

was not done in the past and there is therefore

no experience with that approach.

Preventive and reactive

maintenance

The execution of preventive and reactive

maintenance requires their implementation.

Both maintenance policies are necessary to react

to sudden break-downs and for the execution of

measures in order to prevent breakdowns. This

was only considered in one source

Change of job characteristics The focus on changes of job characteristics is

reported in essays on TPM and RCM. This

requires social competencies of the personnel.

The involvement of production personnel leads

to the improvement of maintenance jobs in

TPM.

Organisational weaknesses in the

implementation and operation of

common maintenance models

The structure of a self-regulation organisation is

totally different to the commonly used

approaches. This alternative approach
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incorporates complex linked internal closed-

loop control mechanisms that work without (or

with only a few) outside influences and can

stabilise disruptions from outside of the system.

At the same time the relations and interaction of

the system with its environment are considered

much more deeply.

Table 2.5: Congruent and differing points of view regarding the implementation

phase of a new maintenance model

The implementation phase is different in the investigated and commonly

implemented approaches, additionally it is not mentioned at all with regards to the

chemical industry, although the implementation might not be different in the

chemical industry compared to other applications. There is no common agreement

about best practice for this important phase with regards to maintenance.

The organisational structure and embedding of maintenance in the company structure

is described in the different models. It was shown that the presented solutions do not

suit the MPP environment. A self-regulating organisational approach might provide

an appropriate frame for the organisational structure of maintenance. The interviews

will show if it is possible and beneficial to implement such a structure.

The propositions regarding the implementation phase will therefore integrate issues

that are assumed to be best practice and will be verified or falsified through the

evaluation of the interviews on the one hand and also through the weighting of

relevant sources.

The following building blocks summarise the results of the investigation of the

literature regarding organisational aspects and support the propositions 2, 5a, 8a, 8b:
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Figure 2.20: Core inputs from sources on organisation aspects

2.11 Fit of this project into recent research/conclusion

The objective of this project is the development of an optimised maintenance model

for the MPP environment. The discussion of the above mentioned reactive and

proactive maintenance models showed that they comprise valuable approaches and

inputs for the chemical production environment.

More comprehensive than the planning, scheduling and execution of maintenance

tasks are the aggressive maintenance models that were discussed in section 2.8.3.

Their approach can be regarded as (at least partially) strategic as their focus is not

just on the operative level but on the company level as well. Mainly the TPM

approach comprises the whole company and not only directly maintenance related

issues. RCM is closer to the assets but also considers economic and risk aspects of

the plant with an influence on the result of the company. The objective of life cycle

costs to achieve the lowest cost over the life time of the plant is only possible taking

into consideration the company strategy. The big problem with all these approaches

is that technical and compliance issues are not followed enough. This led in the end

to integrated models as described in section 2.8.3. They are strongly in line with the

corporate strategy (Tsang 1998, Murthy et al. 2002) and are derived directly from it.

The involvement of technical issues (maintenance measures and planning) reflects

the fact that maintenance is in the end a technical and an economic issue.

In this context Pinjala et al. 2006 investigated the relationship between business

strategies and maintenance strategies. They first describe the three generic business

strategies according to Porter 1985 and investigate whether maintenance strategies

that are implemented in companies can be allocated to these business strategies out

of a total of 150 companies. However, a business strategy was not presented. It just

describes the common practice in industry. The objective of this project is different.
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The objective here is to design a maintenance model that fits into the business

strategy. The guideline will clearly be the business strategy and the maintenance

strategy has to support the business strategy in the best possible way.

The identified body of scientific literature provides valuable inputs to many

perspectives that are important for the development of the maintenance model for

MPP. As this model claims to be comprehensive it is important to have found inputs

from the strategic level down to very closely equipment-related issues. However the

identified literature does not provide a full set of answers and many existing

solutions do not answer the questions that arise in the MPP environment. For this

reason it is necessary to investigate further in the intended direction.

Figure 2.21: The best practice model between existing knowledge as found in

literature and the gaps that are not bridged by academic sources (author’s own figure)

The bridging of the gaps will be the basic condition for the development of the best

practice maintenance model. The aforementioned gaps will lead to propositions that

will be formulated and explained in detail in the following chapter.
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2.12 Thesis and propositions

After the description of the environment under investigation and the literature review

the author establishes the following thesis. Subsequently 9 propositions will be

formulated in order to narrow down the different aspects of the investigation.

2.12.1 Thesis

A purpose designed maintenance model for multi-purpose plants would provide

significant cost-improvements to a company. Maintenance optimisation of the unique

production environment of a chemical multi-purpose production plant, the target-

oriented involvement of production and workshop personnel and their knowledge

and of the legal requirements will generate cost reduction in maintenance-related

costs.

2.12.2 Proposition 1

The review of the relevant literature in section 2.8 regarding reactive maintenance

showed that the investigated approaches do not really fit well into the environment of

multi-purpose plants. Some sources neglect the necessity for the planning of reactive

maintenance and therefore misjudge the situation in practical life. Another source

recognises the necessity but presents no details about how to deal with the situation.

The most useful model of Sheu and Krajewski 1994 presents in detail a decision

model for corrective maintenance but it goes beyond the requirements of multi-

purpose plants and has to be reduced to the required level. Due to difficulties with

unexpected influences (e.g. due to unforeseen chemical reactions) reactive

maintenance is a necessary part of the framework of maintenance of chemical multi-

purpose production plants in order to avoid loss of production or dangerous

situations (e.g. occurring due to a defective closed-loop control of a cooling circuit of

a reactor or leaks due to corrosion or the malfunction of a safety valve). An increase

of the development of reactive maintenance leads to influences on the costs. It causes

an increase in costs for spare parts, personnel and organisation and a decrease in

costs due to loss of production and a decrease of the risk due to dangerous situations

(as mentioned above). At the same time the plant availability increases. The slope

and position of the lines depend on various factors subject to the product, the

production process, required period for delivery…. A dangerous production process

would cause high costs in case of a break-down of a part that can not be repaired or
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exchanged in time because of a low development of RM. On the other hand the

break-down of a part will not cause high costs if the plant availability can be kept

high because of a high-developed RM. In this context a lot of different scenarios are

imaginable that can be summarised as plant use. The following figure 2.22 shows the

relationship qualitatively:

Figure 2.22: The relationship between costs, availability and the development of

reactive maintenance in different scenarios of plant use (author’s own figure)

P1: It is therefore argued that the optimisation of the trade-off between a reactive

maintenance model, acceptable production loss and required plant availability under

consideration of the plant use leads to minimised costs especially in low and medium

plant use.

2.12.3 Proposition 2

The review of academic sources, the investigation of the character of legal,

regulatory and company-internal inputs and the consideration of the way of

maintenance planning in practice, showed that the separate execution of planned

maintenance measures and the various prescribed influences does not provide an

optimal solution. A synchronisation of both was not found in academic sources but it

is common practice in the maintenance workshops. An evaluation of the possible

impact of the synchronisation of the maintenance activities by way of comprehensive
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planning on the costs that are related to these measures will show if a contribution to

this project can be provided. The following figure 2.23 shows the relationship

qualitatively. The total cost that arise due to prescribed and proactive measures

consist of the cost for the execution of the measures and of the loss of production due

to the down time during the execution of the measures. The costs for the execution of

the prescribed measures can be regarded as fixed costs. Their basis are measures that

are mandatory; they cannot be omitted and cause costs for their execution and loss of

production. The loss of production can be minimised when these measures are

carried out between two batches. Synchronisation in this sense means that proactive

measures are carried out together with prescribed activities. A low degree of

synchronisation would mean that proactive measures are carried out independently

from the prescribed measures. In the case of the synchronisation, the schedule for

proactive maintenance and the execution of prescribed activities would follow the

production schedule and not an independently developed maintenance or inspection

schedule.

Figure 2.23: The relationship between the degree of the synchronisation of proactive

and prescribed maintenance and total costs caused by proactive and prescribed

maintenance measures (author’s own figure)

P2: It is therefore argued that as the degree of synchronisation of proactive and

prescribed maintenance measures improves maintenance related costs will be

reduced.
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2.12.4 Proposition 3

Corrosion was identified as one of the most serious problems in chemical plant

operation. It causes equipment failures and product contamination and subsequently

costs and quality problems. During the planning phase for a new plant corrosive

influences are considered when construction materials are selected. This is hardly

possible for MPP as not all products that will ever be produced with the plant are

known in the planning phase. This leads to the situation that the whole chemical

process has to be investigated in order to recognise intermediates or other products

that damage the plant equipment prior to the implementation of each new product.

The comprehensive investigation of the whole chemical process prior to the

implementation of a new chemical process would enable planners to exchange or

modify equipment that would corrode during the new production process and cause

equipment break downs. Additionally the risk of poor product quality would be

reduced as contamination of the product with particles that peel off due to corrosion

could be avoided.

P3: It is therefore argued that improvement in the technical preparation of the plant

and scoping the chemical process prior to the implementation of a new product will

result in less corrosion and consequently lead a. to reduced costs and b. to

improvement in product quality.

2.12.5 Proposition 4

The consideration of the business context of a company as one part in the

development of a maintenance strategy was presented in TPM. This involvement

included issues like product quality, efficiency, availability and safety. These points

are really important and are always in the focus of maintenance – but they are not

directly strategic in the sense of Porter 1985 as introduced in chapter 2.8.3.4.

Other models out of the group of integrated models consider strategic thoughts as

well. However, the point where and how much exactly the maintenance and the

business strategy meet each other are very different. The business strategy describes

the long-term objectives of the company; the orientation of the maintenance strategy

on the business strategy supports the decision process regarding warehousing of

spare-parts, the number and qualification of the personnel, the execution of
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maintenance measures and repair methods, training of personnel, … All these issues

impact cost directly. Figure 2.24 shows the relationship in general:

Figure 2.24: The general relationship between the orientation of the maintenance

strategy on the business strategy and the cost (author’s own figure)

P4: It is therefore argued that as the alignment of the maintenance strategy with the

corporate strategy improves, a decrease of the maintenance-related costs will be

observed.

2.12.6 Proposition 5

The integration of the operational personnel in maintenance activities is well

developed in TPM. The basic idea is to improve the accountability of the operational

personnel for their own plant by transferring maintenance tasks to them on a

reasonable level. This includes the appropriate training of people in order to prepare

them for their new additional tasks. The job enrichment (and additional team

building processes) contribute to better motivation of the personnel and therefore of

the quality of the maintenance work, the plant availability, the cost situation and in

the end of the product. However, in the environment under investigation in this

project the educational structure of the involved personnel offers some options

regarding the set-up of maintenance groups, the training of the personnel and the

professional basis that it is myopic to focus just on a system and its implementation.

In the frame of this project it is assumed that people execute tasks they like to do, in

a much better and efficient way. In this context, it also has to be accepted that people

execute tasks they do not like, as directed by their managers but that the result is
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never as good as the execution of tasks that they like. This is in essence a question of

the personal attitude of the individual. These relations are very complex; this

research will investigate them in detail.

Other maintenance models either do not focus on people (they are assumed to

execute maintenance perfectly) or they do it at a lower level.

P5: It is therefore argued that an improvement in understanding of the professional

and educational background of operational and workshop personnel and their

attitudes will result in and increase skill/work alignment and a. consequent

improvement in maintenance flexibility and b. maintenance-related costs

2.12.7 Proposition 6

For the reason of product quality and sustainable maintenance execution it is

necessary to carry out maintenance tasks either according to the maintenance

prescriptions of the equipment manufacturer or according to external directives or

other standards. Their execution requires professional knowledge with a practical and

theoretical background. Even assumed simple tasks like the exchange of a pipe

gasket require knowledge about the material of the gasket and the media in the pipe

and how and why to tighten a flange. Literature (Pendrous 2005) and also experience

show that inappropriately skilled personnel execute tasks in a poor way. The

avoidance of poor maintenance execution reduces the risk of sudden equipment

break-down, safety risks or negative impact on product quality. All this requires

theoretical and practical knowledge, ideally learned systematically during the

professional education, seminars, courses, or similar.

P6: It is therefore argued that the assignment of personnel to maintenance tasks

according to their professional knowledge in the execution of maintenance tasks

leads to improvement of maintenance quality which results in reduction in the risk of

equipment failures or break-downs and in the end in cost reductions.

2.12.8 Proposition 7

Tacit knowledge is knowledge that is not or at least not fully systematically

collectable. It exists in the involved personnel in the form of skills, know how,

experiences and capabilities (Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, Erden et al. 2008 and

others). The author of this research additionally allocates soft skills to the broader
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field of tacit knowledge of an employee. There was no indication that the full range

of tacit knowledge, as described above, and its transfer was investigated in the frame

of maintenance before. Figure 2.25 shows the assumption of this research that the

involvement of just professional knowledge only leads to a medium efficiency of

maintenance execution. The additional consideration of tacit knowledge leads to an

improvement in the efficiency of maintenance execution.

The above mentioned attitudes of the people involved in this context comprise the

willingness to get involved in the team, to transfer knowledge to less experienced

colleagues and to work on the creation of group tacit knowledge.

Figure 2.25: Qualitative description of the relationship between efficiency of

maintenance execution and the characteristic of knowledge (author’s own figure)

P7: It is therefore argued that an increased ability in the management of tacit

knowledge leads a. to increased flexibility and b. to increased involvement of the

personnel.

2.12.9 Proposition 8

The consideration of sources on aggressive and integrated maintenance models and

the existing investigations about tacit knowledge show that the existing

organisational approach where separate maintenance and operational departments

exist does not satisfy the actual needs of MPP regarding flexibility and the

commitment of the involved personnel. It was mentioned in literature that teamwork

is at its best at medium level. Obviously, the implementation of aggressive or
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integrated maintenance models has not improved this situation significantly. As

found in investigations about tacit knowledge teamwork, the subsequent resulting

common understanding and people involvement lead to high commitment and

identification of the personnel with their plant. This suggests a need to search for an

organisational structure that meets the special requirement in the MPP-environment

for high flexibility of the personnel and production plant due to the ongoing changes

in the production environment. It asks for an organisational structure that reacts with

the same flexibility to all these disturbances- ideally in a self-regulating process. It

has to support the development and transfer of explicit but of tacit knowledge as

well. A self-organising structure was presented that seems to fulfil these

requirements better than already existing structures. The four presented

characteristics strongly support the processes of self-regulation, self-formation and

self-development that are the basic beliefs of the handling of group tacit knowledge

at a high level.

P8: It is therefore argued that a self-organising structure of a maintenance

organisation in an MPP environment provides the capability to respond to external

influences with self-regulation which results in increased a. flexibility and b.

involvement of the personnel.

2.12.10 Proposition 9

The typical behaviour and characteristics of people as introduced in 2.9 have an

influence on the plant operation, the plant modification in the case of a new product

and its maintenance. People who are tired, distracted or who do not work accurately

cause defects with the product due to various reasons especially in a dynamic

environment like MPP. Although a lack of accuracy is not directly a maintenance

issue its effects often influence the plant condition negatively which has to be

covered with reactive maintenance measures. For this reason this aspect will also be

part of this comprehensive maintenance model. The following main issues show the

nature of these influences:

 The introduction of a new product might require the modification of the plant

and its equipment. This modification has to be planned and executed

considering the total chemical process. This was already discussed in 2.12.4

(Proposition 3) as the technical background. The human aspect is that the
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personnel that are occupied with the planning and execution of the

modification have to work very accurately and conscientiously in order to

recognise potentials for risk which cause negative influences on the product

quality or on the plant safety, mainly due to corrosion.

 Especially in MPP, where products change quite often, the operational

personnel have to follow different production procedures with every new or

different product. A lack of accuracy due to any reason might lead to

maloperation of the plant equipment which might lead to negative influences

on the product quality or on the plant safety. Typical experiences from

practical situations are wrong mixing speed and mixing times, wrong

temperatures, wrong times for chemical reactions, maloperation of catalysts

amongst others.

P9: It is therefore argued that the increased accuracy in plant operation and plant

preparation for a new product leads to increased product quality and plant safety.
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3 Methodology

In this section the research process for this project will be described. After the

description of the topic and the formulation of the research question in the first

section and the literature review in the previous section this section comprises a

detailed introduction into and the justification of the chosen paradigm, research

design, data collection and evaluation techniques. Initially a general description of

the structure will introduce the direction of this project.

3.1 The general structure of this project

A general introduction to the topic will enable readers to better understand the further

sections about the chosen research methodology in this project.

A comprehensive approach to the maintenance of MPP requires the consideration of

influences from all directions that are relevant for the respective topic. The objective

of this project is the development of an optimised maintenance model. Whereas

reactive and proactive maintenance approaches were researched in detail in past

decades and provided partially feasible results, the approaches of aggressive

maintenance were found to be not suitable enough for chemical and pharmaceutical

production. This deficiency leads to questions about the missing parts that allow the

optimisation. Although all aggressive maintenance approaches consider a number of

important influences in order to improve maintenance practice these approaches in

the end focus on issues that do not have the highest priority for multi-purpose

production plants and do not properly reflect the particularities of the involved

personnel. For these reasons they do not represent the best solution for this type of

production environment.

This new maintenance model will consider and combine various factors that are

relevant in this special case. The following figure 3.1 shows the influences on the

maintenance model that are important for this project.
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Optimised maintenance
model for chemical multi-
purpose process plants
under changing
production contexts

Maintenance executionLegal requirements
Machinery directive, FDA,
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- Scheduling
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- Changes in product portfolio

-Cost reduction

- Corrosion

- Flexibility of personnel

- Flexibility of plant use

- Production schedule
- Soft skills

- Loss of production

- Maintenance cost

Figure 3.1: Influences on the maintenance model (author’s own figure)

The choice of these influences will be justified in the following sections.

3.1.1 Justification: Maintenance execution

As already highlighted in section 2.8, corrective maintenance is a necessity resulting

from the fact that a defect or breakdown might occur at any time and with any part of

the equipment. The probability of its occurrence is higher the less proactive

maintenance is carried out. Gupta et al. 2001 (p.146) describe a situation that is very

popular in the production environment and that provides the best justification of

being well prepared for unexpected break-downs by considering corrective measures.

These measures help to avoid or at least minimise the impact of dangerous situations

regarding safety, product quality and/or plant reliability of the production process. It

is therefore essential to consider corrective maintenance approaches in the

development of this model.

Proactive maintenance activities are carried out prior to the break-down of a piece of

equipment in order to avoid a defect and to keep the equipment in a good technical

condition. This is essential to ensure the required product quality, to guarantee the

required plant availability and to fulfil legal and compliance (e.g. with FDA or GmP

requirements) regulations. These planned activities can either be inspections or

scheduled maintenance activities. Proactive measures are usually strongly

recommended by the manufacturer of equipment. This part of maintenance was in
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the main focus of the research. The most important representatives have already been

described in section 2.9. As manufacturers prescribe the execution of maintenance

activities it is necessary to carry out these measures. After the expiration of the

guarantee period it is still recommended to maintain the equipment as any accident

which results in injuries that can be ascribed to bad maintenance might cause serious

problems for the plant owner from a liability point of view.

The implementation of aggressive maintenance models in the industry was

researched extensively in the past. The evaluation of the most important issues of

these models will have to be investigated within the frame of this research in order to

find the best solution for maintenance of the MPP.

3.1.2 Justification: Personnel

The relevance of the involved personnel was neglected in research on reactive and

proactive maintenance. Aggressive maintenance models considered the involvement

of people in different ways, which was already discussed in section 2.9. As

maintenance activities are usually planned and executed by people it is necessary to

support the planning process and to investigate their ability, willingness and

preparedness, experience and maintenance-related education, training and skills. A

particular focus will be on tacit knowledge which summarises the mentioned aspects

and which covers an important part of the contribution of the personnel to the

success of maintenance. For that reason the author will focus on the involvement of

people in the broader frame.

3.1.3 Justification: Organisation

The design of the organisational structure and its implementation is crucial for the

success of the best practice maintenance model. Examples were reported in the

literature review.

The organisational structure of the maintenance model has to support the

requirements of the production department regarding the use and the development of

the personnel and their knowledge and plant use. In previous investigations the

structure of the maintenance organisation was described mainly in the TPM

approach. It involves the production personnel in the execution of maintenance tasks

and transfers the primary responsibility for the plant reliability to the operational
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personnel. The unit that executes maintenance is described as autonomous which

reflects in essence the core responsibility for the plant. However the TPM approach

is not a customised solution as demanded nowadays (Garg and Deshmukh 2006). It

has to be adapted to the specific situation in a company but a concept for the

adaptation to a specific industrial environment is missing. This research will provide

information about the frame of a customised organisational structure that fits into the

MPP environment.

3.1.4 Justification: Legal requirements

The operation of chemical plants is subject to legal requirements that are defined in

Switzerland by various federal organisations. Additionally directives from the

European Union become valid (with a certain delay) in Switzerland as well.

Inspections of pressure vessels and piping systems on a regular basis or the use of

special lubricants or special cleaning procedures are just a few examples. In the

pharmaceutical industry, which is an important part of the chemical industry in

Switzerland, there are some more regulations that might influence the execution of

maintenance tasks or that require special activities that could be executed within the

frame of maintenance activities. In this context GmP-regulations require special

consideration. As these prescribed activities (like regular inspections, measurements

of filters, regular greasing and cleaning, regular visual controls of the state of the

surface that is in contact with the product,…) have to be scheduled and/or internal or

external processes have to be followed there is a direct link to maintenance.

In this context the exact content of the directives and other obligations is not the first

priority. Of much more importance for this project is their nature. What is important

is that different directives and obligations require different maintenance measures

like inspections, adjustments, calibrations, taking measurements (e.g. wall thickness,

electrical resistance…) with certain frequencies and degrees of freedom regarding

the scheduling. Whereas the tasks themselves require different skills, the frequency

of their execution is a scheduling problem that was already a subject of academic

investigations – but not in this context.

3.1.5 Justification: Process related influences

The deterioration of a technical object depends on the load to which it is exposed

(Khan et al. 2006). In the chemical industry many process related influences like
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abrasion, corrosion, temperature and pressure occur (Pieri et al. 2002). It will be

investigated how the effects of these influences occurring during the production

process can be either minimised or predicted prior to the start of a production

campaign in order to avoid negative results like poor product quality or adherence to

delivery dates.

3.1.6 Justification: Changes in product portfolio

One important characteristic of multi-purpose plants is the ongoing change of the

products that have to be manufactured in the plant. These might either be products

that are produced again and again with a certain time lag or new products that come

into mass production from the pilot scale. These new products in particular are of

major interest as they might cause technical influences like corrosion and/or abrasion

to the equipment in the plant that are hard to predict (or are neglected) (Pieri et al.

2002). Here the foreseeability of the possible effects of the production material

and/or intermediate products will be important and will lead to the question of which

measures have to be taken in order to avoid these negative influences on the plant

equipment.

3.1.7 Justification: Cost reduction

The reduction of costs is one of the main objectives of companies in order to increase

their financial result. The focus of this part of the research is on the contribution of

cost saving in maintenance of the production plants to this objective. Due to the big

portion of maintenance-related costs which equate to about 20 to 40% of the total

operational costs it is worth investigating how this could take place. This

investigation will focus on the following two issues:

 Maintenance costs

Maintenance costs comprise costs for maintenance personnel, spare parts,

maintenance-related consumables. The reduction of the number of required

personnel and the management of the provisioning of spare parts have a direct

influence on the financial result.

 Costs due to loss of production

Here the focus is only on loss of production due to production down-time as a
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result of scheduled or reactive maintenance. The reduction of plant down-times

leads not only to more plant output but also to a smooth production process.

3.1.8 Summary of justifications

In the previous 7 sections the consideration of the aforementioned influences for the

development of this maintenance model was justified. The relevance of these points

for this project results from the following issues:

 Fulfilment of technical requirements for maintenance using reactive and

proactive maintenance

 Fulfilment of legal and/or compliance requirements considering the related

prescriptions

 Consideration of human issues as sources of technical and process knowledge

and experience which is not fully reliable and predictable. This includes explicit

knowledge and the development and spread of tacit knowledge

 Consideration of operational influences resulting from the changes of the product

portfolio and the operational conditions

 Requirement for cost savings in order to contribute to total cost savings at

corporate level

The consideration of management issues and leadership requirements in order to

create a model that satisfies economical and practical (regarding feasibility and

acceptance) requirements will be discussed in the course of the data collection and

analysis and in the optimisation step.

The fact that in this new maintenance model a comprehensive approach will be

followed which integrates solutions from many different policies which are already

in existence and which adds a new approach regarding the responsibility of the

directly involved personnel is an indication that it will be part of the group of

integrated maintenance models.

As these influences span a range from technical to organisational and social topics it

stands to reason that not one single research method can cover all these topics.

Appropriate methods have to be identified and employed in order to receive the right
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information. The following sections will introduce readers to the underlying

paradigm, research design, data collection and analysis.

3.2 Research paradigms in research on maintenance

The paradigms that were applied in previous research on maintenance strategies were

identified during the literature review. The result was very clear and provided the

following outcome (according to the criteria of Guba and Lincoln 1994):

 In research on reactive and proactive maintenance the positivistic approach

was used. The focus in this various research was on technical and/or

organisational issues (e.g. the determination of the optimal periodicity of

maintenance measures, decision models …) and research was carried out in a

straight forward process. Researchers can be regarded as objective; there is

no influence on the object of research. The methods employed are mainly

quantitative and are based on mathematic models.

 In research on aggressive maintenance (aggressive maintenance models go

beyond efforts to avoid equipment failure; their intention is to improve the

overall equipment operation and can therefore be regarded as more or less

comprehensive) the post-positivist approach was applied. In the various

reviewed research examples the focus was not just on one single approach as

either questionnaires or case studies were used for data collection. These

research examples can be regarded as objective as well because researchers

are neutral and show no bias to any possible result. As with the positivist

research paradigm above the inquirer has the role of the disinterested scientist

who informs others like decision makers of enterprises. His/her information is

independent and used to justify actions, e.g. the implementation of the

researched maintenance model (Guba and Lincoln 1994). In the defined

frame of the research the results can be assumed to be true.

The dividing up into the mentioned groups (reactive, proactive and aggressive

maintenance) is according to Bateman 1995 (cited in Swanson 2001). The findings

regarding the applied paradigms as described above indicate that there was a

paradigm shift when aggressive maintenance strategies were developed and

implemented.
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3.3 Influences on the choice of the paradigm

There are two points of view that influence the selection of the paradigm.

The first aspect is the properties of the research project. There are several different

issues (technical issues, human issues, usual maintenance policies, organisational

issues…) around the topic that have to be considered and that require different

research methods. Whereas for the investigation of technical issues (occurrence of

failures, periodicity of measures…) quantitative methods are recommended as

collected numeric data is evaluated with statistical methods, the collection and

evaluation of data concerning human issues requires the use of quantitative and

qualitative methods in order to gather hard facts about the professional and

experience set-up of plant operation and maintenance and to learn about the attitude

and approach to maintenance of the involved people. However, this potential will

never be fully understood nor be fully discovered as individual interests and

perceptions will have a certain influence on the answers of the interviewees.

The second aspect is the requirements of the research on the topic in order to achieve

the best result as every paradigm represents the “basic belief system or worldview

that guides the investigator” (Guba and Lincoln 1994, p. 105). The consideration of

different, technical and non-technical influences on the maintenance model (as

presented in figure 3.1) is typical for aggressive maintenance strategies (McKone et

al. 1999, Chan et al. 2005, Tsang 1998, Wilmeth and Usrey 2000). In all these

previous research projects the post-positivist approach was chosen as the most

appropriate.

3.4 The selected paradigm

In order to achieve the intended result in the most effective way the author will use

the post-positivist approach. The following points are the main characteristics for it.

 A reality exists about the condition and maintenance of a chemical production

plant which is an interaction of several influences (as indicated in figure 3.1).

The set-up of the plant, the implemented maintenance strategy, the

experiences of the involved people and their knowledge, their motivation,

legal requirements, operational conditions, raw material used and their

properties among others form this reality and shall be considered in this
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project. However it is not possible to know all the details about all of the

mentioned influences. In particular, information that has to be gathered from

people (in interviews, surveys, questionnaires) can not be fully captured and

is not complete. The above mentioned reality is therefore not perfectly clear

(Guba and Lincoln 1994) but tendencies will be visible. Caulley 1994

recognises that “the postpositivist interpretive inquirer must consider all

factors and influences in the context being studied.” (Caulley 1994, p.4) This

does not necessarily mean that he/she will know everything.

 Besides the use of quantitative methods some of the influences have to be

investigated using qualitative methods as already carried out in previous

research and where aggressive maintenance methods were investigated. The

knowledge gained in this way is valid in the environment as described in the

respective research under the defined assumptions (e.g. Wilmeth and Usrey

2000, McKone et al. 1999, Nasurdin et al. 2005, Ljungberg 1998) and would

have been the same if the research was carried out by a different researcher.

So the result can be regarded as probably true (Guba and Lincoln 1994).

 With regards to the influences of the human factor, tacit knowledge will be

one focus of this project. In research on it, interviews are carried out in order

to gather information about the (technical) knowledge and about experiences,

motivations and interactions of involved people (Nasurdin et al. 2005,

Ljungberg 1998). In doing this an interaction between the interviewee and

interviewer takes place and has to be considered. The interviewee has to be

‘experienced’ in order to be understood (Caulley 1994) with regards to

his/her position or ability to carry out maintenance activities. This again fits

in with post-positivism as described by Guba and Lincoln 1994.

3.5 The research design

The overall research process for this project will consider the elements as introduced

in section 3.1. The following figure 3.2 provides an overview of the intended design

of the research. The methods for the investigation of the indicated influences will be

described in detail in section 3.6.
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After the description of the subject of this research project and the formulation of the

propositions as the 1st step, a literature review was assembled (section 2). The broad

field of literature on maintenance and adjacent topics had been narrowed down to the

important contributors of knowledge regarding the key elements of maintenance

(according to figure 3.2) of this research. With regards to the various influences it

was necessary to integrate this project into previous research (section 2.11). This was

an essential part of all previous research projects.

In the 2nd step the different sources were allocated to the key elements of

maintenance in order to prove or disprove the propositions. Figure 3.2 shows that the

interviews are an essential contributor to respond to the propositions. The answers of

the interviewees will be set into relation primarily with the existing academic

knowledge. If academic sources do not provide sufficient answers specialised books

and professional journals will be considered in a critical manner. The consideration

of additional sources (academic or non-academic) will add reliability to the results of

the evaluation of the original data. This step includes the analyses of the original data

and the evaluation of the other sources.

In the 3rd step interactions between the mentioned sources will be identified and

employed to respond to the propositions. In this step additional information will be

identified that does not support the evaluation of the propositions but that might be

important for the development of the maintenance model. For this purpose the results

of the research parts and the findings of previous research and other literature will be

assembled in order to show the relations. The presentation of these results will show

potentials for optimisation.

In the 4th step all information that was collected and analysed with the described

research methods will be used in order to design and optimise the maintenance model

for MPP.

3.6 Data collection and evaluation

One requirement of the research design is the collection of original data. This

original data will be gathered from already existing sources on the one hand and

from surveys on the other. The following figure 3.3 shows the origin of the relevant

data.
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Figure 3.3: Data sources of relevant information (author’s own figure)
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 Due to the technical and economic evolution in the past years, sources that were

older than 15 years were excluded if they were not of very special importance

 Investigations about very special cases of industrial practice => too far away

from the MPP environment

 Pure mathematical approaches => not manageable for most maintenance

managers and very difficult to understand; they do not suit in practical life

 Research with a questionable credibility due to low academic rigor

After this first elimination of irrelevant sources, the analysis process was carried out

as described in section 3.7.1.

3.6.2 Standards

In section 2.8.2.4 standards, directives and other prescriptions were introduced as

factors that influence maintenance. Initially the character of the influence has to be

identified; the second step will show the required maintenance measures in order to

fulfil the obligation.

The nature of the influence describes the strength of the obligation and the degree of

freedom for the scheduling and execution of maintenance tasks that are prescribed by

directives and other prescriptions.

As this project covers multi-purpose plants of the chemical industry in general it has

to be considered, that in different sectors of the chemical industry different industry-

specific requirements are in place and have to be followed. They have to be fulfilled

in addition to the higher-ranking legal obligations.

It is a part of the interviews with the operations managers to collect information

about directives and obligations that require maintenance-like tasks that are effective

in their environment.

In this context the exact contents of the directives and other obligations is not the

first priority. More important is the nature of the relevant influences and that the

prescriptions, that are selected for this research, are in place in the majority of the

companies that participated in the interviews.
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3.6.3 Literature and knowledge of companies

From the scientific point of view it is difficult to employ non-scientific sources as (at

least) one basis for a scientific study. In the event of them being used it is important

to choose sources by well-known authors and to deal critically with their findings

and statements.

Technical literature on wear, corrosion and their avoidance has a very close

relationship to academic research as most of this part of the technical literature is

derived from scientific studies and can be regarded as an explanation and summary

of their results. This part of the literature will therefore be regarded as objective. In

addition sources that describe the current situation in operating chemical plants

describe facts that shall not be subject to interpretation – they will be seen as facts as

well.

The situation is different with non-academic literature that deals with maintenance

management models. As already found during the literature review a big variety of

different maintenance management models exists that can be allocated to aggressive

or integrated maintenance. These models are usually derived out of practical life in

companies, are refined and commercialised by consultants or institutes. After this,

scientists investigate the effects of the implementation in companies regarding

maintenance practice, jobs, financial results and effectiveness amongst other things.

The focus in this research regarding the knowledge of companies was therefore not

on non-academic literature but on the related research reports. However, not all

characteristics of the models are already scientifically investigated. It was therefore

necessary to consider non-scientific sources as well in a critical way.

3.6.4 Research in the frame of this thesis

In the frame of the collection of data questionnaire-based interviews were carried

out. The objective of this part is the collection of quantitative and qualitative first-

hand data about the professional education, experiences, knowledge, skills, attitudes,

preparedness and personal interests and ideas of the people involved and to extract

information that enables the development of a practical and accepted model that

considers the already existing plant-, process- and product know how and legal

requirements.
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According to the nature of the required data and the different levels of knowledge

and objectives different target groups were identified and different questionnaires

and evaluation techniques were used.

The first target group of interview partners was operational and workshop

personnel. Both groups were interviewed with the same questionnaire as they have

some apparent similarities. They are on the same hierarchical level, both groups

work in the production plant and are responsible for its proper operation. The

following objectives were in focus:

 The identification of maintenance activities that had been carried out by the

interviewee and his/her thoughts about them in order to learn about the level of

activities carried out by the employee

 The identification of the similarities to and differences between the professional

education and the current position regarding maintenance-related activities in

order to recognise possible potentials or threats

 To learn about the attitude towards maintenance activities and the perception of

this work and its environment in order to find out something about the

willingness, preparedness and other thoughts of the directly involved personnel.

The matching up of these points together with further information about the job

tenure and their attitudes as was experienced and noted by the author during and

after the interview drew a picture that showed the personal abilities to carry out

maintenance tasks, additional maintenance tasks at different levels, the preparedness

to do and (at least in some cases) the motivation of the operations and workshop

personnel to carry out these tasks.

This survey was carried out in the form of a questionnaire based interview. The

collection of the above described data requires more than one single collection

method.

 Collection of information about the professional capabilities and experiences

of the workers regarding maintenance activities will be carried out with pre-

coded questions. In this type of questionnaire a selection of possible answers is

given by the author. This allows a focus on the required information and the
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possibility to leave out biased information, given by the interviewees, as much as

possible. However, as with every questionnaire survey, there are tendencies of

the interviewees either to exaggerate or to downplay things (Veal 2005)

according to their personal interests.

 In order to receive more information about the experiences and attitudes of the

people involved the author will ask additional questions with attitude statements

(Veal 2005, p. 157) and make notes about the process of the interview after its

conclusion. This will provide detailed information about how people think about

their professional environment combined with their related professional

experience. This is an essential issue. The identification of patterns of behaviour

will provide information on how and how far they can and are willing to

influence maintenance activities and their result. As already shown in the

literature review about aggressive maintenance the influence of people is

regarded as highly valuable (Sherwin 2000) and a consideration of this impact is

necessary in this project as well.

It is a basic assumption of this project that the optimised involvement of the people

directly concerned will provide an essential contribution to an improvement of

maintenance practice. However, these people do not think in a strategic manner

regarding maintenance. It is therefore necessary to obtain further information from

the leadership level.

Whereas the goal of the operational and workshop personnel is to run the plant and to

keep it running, the goal of the leadership level is to fulfil the production plan taking

into consideration of economic, safety and regulatory objectives. In particular the

consideration of economic issues includes the involvement into strategic topics as

well. The leadership level in the considered production units is represented by

production supervisors and their deputies. They are the second target group for the

interviews. The content of the questionnaire for these interviews can be split up into

3 groups:

 Questions about the production material and production conditions and their

influences on the equipment
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 Organisational questions about new products that will be manufactured on the

plant and compliance requirements

 Questions about the personal perception regarding maintenance execution and

its orientation

The first intention is to benefit from the knowledge and experience of this group.

Due to their hierarchical position as operational managers and their occupation

(typically chemist or chemical engineer) they are a useful source for information

about chemical processes, process conditions, launch of the products in the

production plant and their influence on the plant equipment. The second point is

their perception about maintenance. This issue is very important as this group

experiences the effects of a good or poor maintenance operation – from the

operational execution of maintenance to the strategic alignment. The effects of

maintenance will be visible through the ability to deliver the required products in

time and at the right level of quality and through the optimised cost situation.

In addition, these interviews were carried out on the basis of a questionnaire. It was

obvious to ask open-ended questions as the possible answers were not clear in the

beginning and depended on the willingness and experience of the interviewee to

talk more or less about the relevant subject of the question.

One objective of the interviews with operational and workshop personnel is to

investigate the question of how teams can be assembled that execute maintenance

activities in order to improve maintenance practice and to receive a better

maintenance result in order to lower costs.

This part starts with the investigation of the relationship between the following

subjects of the surveys:

 The time the operative and workshop personnel had spent in their current

position. Together with the attitude of the personnel towards maintenance and

personal professional skills this will be regarded as a measure for the

experience a person has regarding maintenance.
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 The degree of fulfilment of the required maintenance activities by the

operational and the workshop personnel in relation to the acquired knowledge

during the apprenticeship or further professional education.

 The objective to assemble maintenance teams implies the use of a cluster

analysis. It suits best for the identification of homogenous groups as the

mentioned maintenance teams could be independent of the group (production

or workshop personnel) to which they had originally belonged. Nevertheless,

the cluster analysis will be used as a tool that supports the team-building

process only indirectly.

Cluster analysis is a quantitative method to recognise patterns of data or their

similarities and to group them according to defined characteristics. The cluster

analysis searches for the relationship among the objects that are being researched.

The distinction is made according to the aim of the analysis into hierarchical and

non-hierarchical methods. The third possibility combines both. This method will be

described in detail in section 3.7.3.

3.7 Methods of data analysis

The analysis of the collected data will be carried out according to the nature of the

corresponding data. The following table 3.1 provides an overview of the gathered

data and the employed method for its analysis. Details of the proceeding will be

discussed subsequently.

Data type Analysis method and objective

Previous academic sources Method: Study of the relevant body of
academic literature and identification of
the relevant sources

Objective: Fit of the project in current
research.
Discovery of suitable practices and
approaches with relevance for the MPP
environment
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Standards Method: Collection and compilation of
prescribed measures and degrees of
freedom

Objective: Discovery of prescribed
measures, their placement in and
influence on maintenance practice

Quantitative data from interviews with
operative and workshop personnel (1)

 Job tenure
 Degree of performance of

maintenance tasks
 Current position

Method: Cluster analysis and
interpretation of the clusters

Objective: Discovery of groups of
employees that are able to fulfil
maintenance tasks at different levels.

Quantitative data from interviews with
operative and workshop personnel (2)

 Skilled profession
 Executed profession

Method: Comparison of the degree of
performance of skilled and executed
maintenance tasks

Objective: Recognition of a gap between
the skilled and executed profession in
order to evaluate the risk in the execution
of maintenance tasks

Qualitative data from interviews with
operative and workshop personnel

 Attitude statements about thoughts
regarding maintenance

 Notes during and after the
interviews

Method: Collection and compilation of
answers and notes

Objective: Identification of the
willingness and preparedness of the
personnel to carry out maintenance
activities
Discovery of other personal influences

Qualitative data from interviews with
production supervisors

Method: Collection and compilation of
answers and notes

Objective: Identification of the
possibilities of the production supervisors
to support with knowledge and experience
of chemical processes and their influence
on the state of the plant equipment
Identification of the maintenance-related
operational practice and conditions

Discovery of personal thoughts on the
current situation regarding maintenance in
their production plant

Table 3.1: Collected data and data analysis methods
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Initially, the analysis of the collected data will be carried out by data type. The

intention of the following analysis is to match the results and to recognise

possibilities for the development and optimisation of the maintenance model. The

following sections will describe in detail the analysis methods of the data types as

shown in table 3.1.

3.7.1 Analysis method of previous research

The body of academic sources were reviewed in the second section. The following

steps were used to identify and analyse the reports and to extract the relevant

information regarding maintenance of chemical multi-purpose plants.

Academic sources about maintenance
(maintenance models, strategies, human issues, change management…)

Identification of relevant sources
(suitable maintenance models, human issues,

change management)

Analysis of identified sources

Extract of relevant inputs
from academic research

Figure 3.4: Analysis steps for academic sources (author’s own figure)

The objective of this part was the reduction of the number of sources for the inputs

that are really relevant for this research project. It was already mentioned in the

literature review that not all sources are important for this work. Therefore the first

step was to select the relevant sources according to the following criteria:

 Sources that describe the organisational details of corrective maintenance

 Sources that work with just partially available data-sets as complete data is not

collected and therefore hardly available
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 Sources that research maintenance of process plants

 Sources that research irregularly executed maintenance tasks

 Maintenance models that are aligned with and consider the company strategy

 Sources that describe the influence and particularity of the involved personnel

After the identification of the important sources, their analysis helped to identify the

relevant inputs. They will be one part of the new model.

3.7.2 Analysis method of standards

For the consideration of the influence of standards only the most relevant standards

will be chosen. As already described the content of the standards is not the most

important issue in this project. It is essential to consider a wide range of different

influences deriving from standards regarding the scheduling of the required tasks and

the different tasks themselves.

It is a part of the interviews with the production managers to ask a question about the

relevant standards. Out of all the answers the three or four most common standards

will be chosen according to the following criteria:

 A scheduled activity with inspection

 A scheduled activity with an adjustment or equipment exchange measure

 A condition-based activity

 An internal measure that is carried out to ensure a certain quality level (e.g. a

calibration measure)

The specifications of the standards, the prescribed measures, the periodicity and the

possible degrees of freedom will be compiled and structured in order to recognise

options for improvements.

The appropriate tool for this compilation will be a table that shows the relevant

properties of the standards.
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3.7.3 The survey with operational and workshop personnel supporting this

research

As already introduced in section 3.5 a survey will be employed to support the project

with original data from operational and workshop personnel. The questionnaire that

will be described in this section will allow the collection of information that answer

questions regarding the professional background, the current professional situation

and the attitude of the personnel regarding maintenance. The questionnaire is

composed as follows:

Issue Consideration in the survey

Introduction with general

information

 Company/interviewee’s employer

 Interviewee’s number

 Interviewee’s job title

 Date of the interview

Individual information

about the interviewee

 Interviewee’s skilled occupation

 Employed according to the skilled

occupation?

 Job tenure in current position

Skilled occupation Maintenance activities that were taught during the

apprenticeship (according to table 3.4)

Executed occupation Maintenance activities that are executed in the current

position (according to table 3.4)

Questions about the attitude

of the interviewee

The interviewee gives his/her degree of consent to

questions about his/her opinion on

 The necessity of maintenance activities
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 The challenge of maintenance activities

 If he/she would like to improve in this field

 If he/she regards it as good job variation

 If there is enough time to execute maintenance

activities

Table 3.2: An overview of the questionnaire for the interviews with operational and

workshop personnel

This questionnaire will be used as a guideline for the interviews in order to receive

the answers in a consistent and analysable way. Additionally, notes about the

dialogue will be taken after the interview. They summarise the additional

information given by the interviewee and the general impressions of the interviewer

during the interview.

All questionnaires will be kept anonymous regarding the interviewee and regarding

the employer; this was a precondition of the interviewees and their supervisors in

most of the participating companies in agreeing to the interviews. Considering this

the interviewees will appear as “Participant 1”, “Participant 2” … and the companies

likewise.

3.7.3.1 Analysis method of quantitative data from interviews with operative and

workshop personnel (1)

The analysis of the interviews with operations and workshop personnel will be split

up into two parts. The objective of the first part of this analysis is to provide the

maintenance model with a method for building shift-teams that are in the position to

operate and maintain a production plant. The method will be developed using

original data from interviews with operational and workshop personnel from various

production units and companies. The consideration of participants from various

companies reduces the influence of company-specific factors like basic principles of

decision-making, the relationship between operational and workshop personnel, the

degree of out-tasking of maintenance tasks and values and paradigms of a company.

It helps to focus on the topics that were asked about in the interviews. The
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generalisability is therefore increased as the result shows the profile of the whole

population of operational and workshop personnel.

With respect to the application of the maintenance model under development in this

project this method will be used in one production unit taking into consideration all

of the operational and workshop personnel in order to create the shift teams for this

plant using the available personnel.

In the first analysis of the interview, data groups of people will be recognised that are

directly involved in either the production or maintenance process of the plant and

that are able to carry out maintenance tasks at different levels. These groups of

people will be used to create maintenance teams. The grouping process will be

carried out with a cluster analysis with an additional second step for team-building.

The clusters will represent the maintenance levels. The number of required

maintenance levels depends on the complexity of the plant and its equipment.

Initially a number of three clusters/maintenance levels will be defined. Considering

the experience of the author, this seems to be appropriate – at least as a starting point.

The investigation of the properties of the groups will be the next step. Information

about the heterogeneity between the groups/clusters and about the homogeneity

within the clusters will show if the number of clusters is adequate. The objective is to

create teams that are in the position to execute maintenance activities and to operate

the plant. In TPM maintenance activities are carried out by operational personnel.

The idea in this approach is to get maintenance done by operational and workshop

personnel collectively. The special consideration of the MPP environment and

demands will lead to further advantages.

The number and composition of these groups depends on the maintenance strategy,

the working shift model and other organisational demands. The second step of the

grouping process is the creation of the maintenance teams. In this section the team

building process starting with the cluster analysis will be described. Figure 3.5

provides an overview (under the assumption of 3 clusters and a 5-shift system (which

is commonly used in Central Europe for a 24/7 plant operation)
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• highly experienced
• mainly technical
background

• highly motivated

Cluster 2
• mid-level skilled
• experienced
• technical or chemical
background

• motivated

Cluster 1
• low-level skilled
• little experience
• professional
beginner
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 2

Operational
Personnel

without
maintenance

tasks

Figure 3.5: An overview of the team building process for mixed plant operation and

maintenance teams (author’s own figure)

Figure 3.5 shows how the teams will be assembled using the results of the cluster

analysis. Each cluster contains a certain number of employees with defined

characteristics. The knowledge that the members of a cluster fulfil the defined

characteristics in a similar way enables managers to assemble teams in order to

satisfy their requirements as defined in the following table 3.3. The fourth group is

the personnel that do not execute maintenance tasks; it comprises operational

personnel that just operate the plant. This pool of personnel will be used to fill up the

teams until the required team size is reached (if necessary). Each team consists

therefore of maintenance personnel, of operational personnel that additionally carry

out maintenance tasks and of operational personnel without maintenance tasks. The

TPM-approach is different. In TPM the execution of normal maintenance tasks (like

cleaning, inspection, greasing/lubricating) is carried out by all operational personnel

and they are organised into small groups. There is still a distinction between

operational and maintenance departments. In TPM cleaning of the equipment is

described as a basic task that helps “operators develop an interest in and concern for

their machines through cleaning them thoroughly” (Nakajima 1988, p. 76). It is

regarded as an educational process. In contrast, in the pharmaceutical MPP-

environment cleaning and cleanliness is an ongoing requirement by various
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authorities (such as FDA) and cannot be used as an educational process; this has to

be mastered perfectly by all involved people in advance but it does not contribute to

a better commitment to the plant or to the company. All in all, the approach in this

new model regarding the use of the professional background and experience is quite

different to TPM. Whereas TPM requires maintenance-related training and execution

of tasks by all involved people, the present approach uses the specific professional

education, the maintenance-related experience and the willingness and preparedness

of people for the execution of maintenance-tasks at different levels. It is accepted

that some operational employees are not willing to execute maintenance tasks and

some others are not in the position to execute maintenance tasks due to their lack of a

professional background. The presented specialised tool for the composition of shift-

groups is therefore very important as the modification of teams might be necessary

more often in MPP (depending on the products, processes, plant utilisation and

related requirements) than in serial production with only one single product over a

long period of time with fixed shift-groups. It ensures that every shift-team has the

appropriate staffing with the required capabilities. It therefore considers the special

requirements of the MPP environment in a better way than the TPM approach.

The following table 3.3 summarises typical requirements of the operational and

maintenance organisation regarding maintenance:

Production

related

requirements

The number of teams has to fit to the required number of shifts

according to the working shift model

In each shift team a defined minimum capacity for reactive

interventions in the event of a sudden break down has to be

present. It is not necessary for this capacity to be a technician; it

is also possible, for an adequately skilled person with a chemical

background and who is familiar with reactive measures to be

allocated to this.

Plant down-times due to unexpected measures/reactive

maintenance shall be minimised
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Maintenance

related

requirements

Mixed groups with respect to the personal capabilities, tenure and

experience of the group members in order to ensure a good plant

related knowledge transfer

Mixed groups regarding plant knowhow to ensure that

appropriate plant knowhow is present in each shift

At day times with shift allowance (e.g. night shift or public

holidays) the number of maintenance personnel has to be reduced

to a minimum due to cost reasons

Tasks that can be planned (repairs of exchanged defective parts

or components, greasing, inspections…) shall be executed within

normal working hours whenever possible

Table 3.3: Basic requirements concerning maintenance from operations and

maintenance point of view (exemplary)

The basic demands for team building that are listed in table 3.3 consider not only

organisational but also economic objectives and objectives regarding knowledge

transfer.

Prior to the execution of the cluster analysis the considered parameters (as presented

in section 3.7) have to be transferred from the result of the survey into numbers.

Figure 3.6 shows the general process.

Figure 3.6: The preparation of the survey data for the cluster analysis (author’s own

figure)
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Whereas the preparation of the first and of the third parameter is very simple the

evaluation of the degree of performance of maintenance tasks out of the interview

data requires the steps as described later in this section.

According to table 3.3 three parameters are relevant as key issues for these groups:

Job tenure, degree of performance of maintenance tasks and the current position of

the employee.

Job tenure: The duration, how long an employee carried out his/her current position

in the respective production unit is a number (unit: years) that will be included as it

was indicated in the interviews. It relates to the experience of the employee with the

plant, its properties, weaknesses, strengths, processes and products and can be

regarded as an indicator for the (theoretical) effectiveness of the involved personnel.

However, the real effectiveness also greatly depends on the personality and attitude

of the individual.

Degree of performance of maintenance tasks: The focus within this dimension is

on the maintenance activities that are currently carried out by both groups of the

interviewed personnel. It is assumed that people actually master the maintenance

tasks they are carrying out at the moment. In order to verify this, a detailed

investigation on the skilled and executed maintenance tasks is carried out in the

following section. The given information has to be transferred into quantitative data

in order to be able to consider it in the cluster analysis.

Current position of the employee: For the team-building process it is important to

know who out of the interviewees are part of the maintenance or of the operational

group within a cluster. It is also necessary to know how many members of a cluster

have a chemical or a technical occupation.

In the questionnaire the main maintenance tasks were listed and the question of

which task is carried out within the current position was asked. All the listed tasks

are challenging at different levels – from very simple tasks to very demanding tasks

that require a lot of knowledge and experience. The challenge ranking and therefore

the weighting of these tasks was made as follows according to the experience of the

author:
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Task
no.

Task Weight /
factor

0 None 0

1 Cleaning 1

2 Greasing 2

3 Control of oil level 2

4 Exchange of filters 3

5 Exchange of seals 3

6 Exchange of belts 3

7 Decalcifying 4

8 Exchange of bearings 4

9 Reactive work / trouble shooting 5

10 Disassembling / assembling of parts / machines 6

11 Maintenance planning activities 6

12 Adjustment of distances, pressures, temperatures, weights,
measurements

5

13 Provision of spare parts 5

14 Vibration testing of bearings incl. evaluation 5

15 Visual inspection incl. evaluation 6

Table 3.4: Weighting of general maintenance tasks according to their difficulty

As this weighting is based on the experience of the author and is influenced by the

interviews it is not only possible but likely that the weighting would be different in

the event of it being carried out by a person that has a different background and

experience or in a different technological environment with different technological or

regulatory requirements regarding corrosion, abrasion and prescribed measures.

During the interview the interviewees were asked if they actually carry out

maintenance tasks according to table 3.4. For any positive statement a “1” was noted

and for any negative statement a “0” was noted; a 0.5 was noted where the

interviewee confirmed that the task was carried out but with substantial support from
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a second person. The degree of performance of maintenance tasks was determined by

multiplying the “1”, “0.5” or “0” with the weight / factor (according to table 3.4) and

their addition. The result was a number that is called the “degree of performance of

maintenance tasks” and that could be compared to the results of the other

participants. This procedure was also carried out for the maintenance tasks that had

been taught during the professional education. This will be important in the

following section. Table 3.5 gives an example of the process.

Task
no Task

Weight /
factor

Participant 1
(result of
survey)

Participant 1
(result
weighted)

0 None 0
1 Cleaning 1 1 1
2 Greasing 2 1 2
3 Oil-level control 2 1 2
4 Exchange of filters 3 1 3
5 Exchange of seals 3 1 3
6 Exchange of belts 3 1 3
7 Decalcifying 4 0 0
8 Exchange of bearings 4 1 4
9 Reactive work 5 1 5

10 Disassembling/assembling of parts 6 1 6
11 Maintenance planning activities 6 1 6
12 Adjustment 5 0 0
13 Provision of spareparts 5 0 0
14 Vibration test 5 0 0
15 Visual inspection 6 0 0

Degree of performance 35

Table 3.5: Determination of the degree of performance of maintenance tasks of one

participant (example)

This degree of performance will now be used within the cluster analysis as one

grouping parameter.

Details on the process of cluster analysis

Cluster analysis is always used when similarities of objects are the basis for grouping

them. This means that the clusters exhibit a high internal (within the cluster)

homogeneity and a high external (between the clusters) heterogeneity (according to

Hair et al. 2006).
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This is especially important when focusing on certain properties of the examined

groups. In this research it is used to group the operational and workshop personnel

regarding their capability to execute maintenance tasks. Other areas of application

are e.g. (not complete!):

 Social sciences: Grouping of people according to various criteria (e.g. age in

years and hours of TV per week (according to Veal 2005)

 Biology: Grouping of all organisms

 Psychology: Grouping of individuals according to personal traits or

characteristics

 Marketing: Finding of similarities or differences between products

The execution of a cluster analysis requires the compliance to a defined process. It

will be described on the following pages.

Prior to the initiation of the cluster analysis the following four questions have to be

answered (Hair et al. 2006):

 Is the sample size adequate?

In Cluster Analysis the sample has to be big enough to represent small groups

sufficiently. This is critical when dealing with outliers. It must be possible to

recognise if an outlier is really an outlier or a representative of a small but

substantial group.

 Can outliers be detected and, if so, should they be deleted?

An outlier is an object that is different from others. Where an outlier is identified

it must be assessed for its representativeness of the population and deleted if it is

not representative of the population. This requires a case by case evaluation of

the outlier and its significance for the team-building process.

 How should object similarity be measured?

According to Hair et al. 2006 the following three major methods to measure

similarity dominate the application in cluster analysis:

o Correlational measures (requires metric data): They measure the

correlation between the profiles of two objects of the sample
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o Distance measures (requires metric data): They are the most

commonly used measure of similarity. It indicates the similarity as

the proximity of the observations to one another across the variables;

a larger value here indicates an increasing dissimilarity

o Association measures (requires non-metric data): They compare

objects with characteristics that are measured with non-metric data

The decision about the measure of similarity depends on the raised data.

 Should the data be standardised? Due to the sensitiveness of the cluster analysis

to differing scales or magnitudes it is necessary to evaluate the numeric values

of the defined criteria in order to decide about their standardisation prior to the

execution of the cluster analysis.

The survey was carried out among operational employees of different companies.

For this part of the investigation the affiliation to a company will be neglected. It was

important to interview as many operational people as possible with a strong focus on

maintenance-related issues. Nevertheless the consideration of employees of different

companies in the interviews was necessary to exclude influences of the company

culture on the answers. The intended grouping of the personnel does not therefore

lead to a real group in one company. This will be discussed in detail in the course of

the data evaluation.

The process of the cluster analysis is described as follows. The basis is the process

chart as shown in Hair et al. 2006 (p. 568 + p. 583)
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Figure 3.7: Process chart of cluster analysis (according to Hair et al. 2006)

The following numbers refer to the corresponding numbers of the process chart. The

explanations give just an indication about the questions to be answered in the

corresponding step. Hair et al. 2006 (p. 571ff.) describe the cluster analysis as a

method that uses different approaches that might produce different answers to the

same question. It is therefore an important task for the researcher to choose the best

approach.
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 In the frame of the research problem, the objective of the cluster analysis has to

be defined first. This can either be taxonomy description or data simplification

or the detection of relationships

 The existence of outliers raises the question or whether they need to be deleted.

Standardisation of data will be considered if problems occur with different scale

values among the clustering variables

 The selection of similarity measures depends on the type of data: metric or non-

metric data.

 For metric data either proximity or pattern can be regarded.

For proximity distance measure is relevant which can be carried out by various

methods: Euclidean distance, Squared-Euclidean distance, Cheyshev distance,

City-block distance and others. For the selection of the appropriate method it is

recommended to read the relevant literature.

For pattern the correlation of pairs of data is important. High correlation

indicates a good similarity. The recognition of patterns is rarely used in practice

as the focus of cluster analysis is on the magnitude of objects.

 For non-metric data (nominal or ordinal data) the association measures are used

to compare objects regarding their selected characteristics.

 Data has to be standardised if necessary before running the cluster analysis.

 The underlying assumptions of cluster analysis have to be checked in this step.

Sample size: The researcher has to make sure, that the sample really represents

the population and that they are generalisable. The sample size therefore

depends on the environment of the research but not the procedure of cluster

analysis. A very small sample size might not be representative however as one

single outlier could provide a big influence on the result.

 At this point a decision shall be made about the method to be applied. It depends

on the aim of the analysis whether hierarchical, non-hierarchical or a

combination of both will be used. The result of hierarchical procedures is a

hierarchical structure that shows the formation of the clusters. Non-hierarchical
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methods are used to group objects that are at a defined distance from the centre

of the corresponding cluster. Combined procedures use procedures of both.

 The identified clusters need to be interpreted considering the strengths and

weaknesses of the data and of the whole model

 In the validation process the researcher tries to ensure the generalisability of the

result for the whole population. From the point of view of critics this is a weak

point of cluster analysis as it depends more than other techniques on the

measure of data.

The following limitations confine the use of cluster analysis:

 The cluster analysis is not an exact science. Its result depends not only on the

correct application of methods and algorithms but also on the ability of the

researcher to build a model that fits best to the setting and to interpret the output

of the cluster analysis.

 The partitioning of a big number of objects is nearly impossible due to the huge

amount of possibilities to group them.

 A cluster analysis will always produce clusters but this can not be regarded as

proof of their existence. An actual structure between the objects might not

necessarily be detected by a cluster analysis.

 A well defined and with different approaches reproducible result can not be

guaranteed. This makes careful preparation of the analysis and interpretation of

the result necessary.

The result depends more than other techniques on the measured data that is used

for the analysis. This might restrain the generalisability of the result.

A more detailed explanation about cluster analysis can be found in the previously

mentioned book by Hair et al. 2006.

In the frame of this research, SPSS will be used to carry out the cluster analysis.

This software is provided by Charles Sturt University.
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The method that will be used in this cluster analysis will be the hierarchical method

that is provided by the aforementioned software. On the one hand it is

recommended for small sample sizes. On the other hand the three clusters with their

cluster members describe a clear hierarchy of high, medium and low level skilled

and experienced employees.

3.7.3.2 Analysis method of quantitative data from interviews with operative and

workshop personnel (2)

As already mentioned at the beginning of the previous section the data from the

interviews with operational and workshop personnel will be used for one more

purpose. The comparison of the skilled (in terms of the professional education) and

the executed maintenance tasks provides important information about boundaries in

the allocation of tasks to people and possible risk factors. In this context it completes

the process that was presented in the previous section. The following considerations

(table 3.6) will show the three possibilities regarding the aptitude of the involved

personnel for the intended maintenance tasks:

Case Potential

Ds > Dp The potential of the person is not fully used. More
challenging maintenance tasks could be allocated without
an increase of risk. The effective potential depends on the
willingness and preparedness of the person and on the
requirements of the company to utilise this potential.

Ds = Dp The person executes the maintenance skills as trained
before during the professional education.

Ds < Dp The person executes maintenance tasks without being
trained sufficiently. Whereas the execution of simple tasks
can be learned through experience, the execution of
challenging maintenance tasks might lead to high risk
regarding safety and/or product quality and/or plant
reliability.

(Ds = Degree of skilled maintenance tasks; Dp = Degree of performance of maintenance tasks)

Table 3.6: Case consideration of degree of skilled maintenance tasks and

performance of maintenance tasks

In general the author argues that the risk for the company grows with the increase of

the difference between Ds and Dp. In the first case (Ds > Dp) the risk is that the person
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is not satisfied in his/her job as it does not fit to the professional education and the

degree of dissatisfaction correlates with the extent of the difference. The risk is, that

the dissatisfied person is under-challenged and delivers poor work quality or leaves

the company. The other case (Ds< Dp) contains the higher risk. A big discrepancy of

Ds and Dp means that a person executes tasks that do not fit to his/her professional

education or that the person learned the execution of the task through observation

and experience. The higher the Dp and the lower the Ds is, the less likely the person

is in the position to deliver the appropriate work which might cause problems

regarding product quality, safety and sustainability of the executed maintenance

work. However, in the case of learning through observation and experience, the

acquired knowledge should be consolidated with appropriate training.

The determination of Ds and Dp will be according to the process as presented in the

previous section.

This quantitative evaluation of the answers considers just the measurable facts about

the professional situation of the operational and workshop personnel. However the

nature of the risks as introduced above regarding different issues implies the

definition of thresholds in order to trigger measures to reduce the risk. As the impact

of an occurring incident (as described above) differs from one company to the other,

it is not possible to define a fixed value in the research. The intention of this project

is to make managers aware of the problem and to present a method to recognise its

significance. The evaluation of the risks and possible counter measures depend on

the individual case and they are not a subject of this project.

3.7.3.3 Analysis method of qualitative data from interviews with operative and

workshop personnel

The questionnaire for the interviews with operational and workshop personnel

contained attitude statements that asked about personal thoughts regarding

maintenance. Additionally in the frame of this part of the interviews the author tried

to get information from the interviewee through a general discussion of the topic.

The information from this part of the interview was written down by the author

directly after the interview. Both parts – the attitude statements and the notes after

the interview – will not only provide an insight into the attitude and preparedness of

individuals but will also provide a general picture of the way in which people think
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about the topic and will be an additional factor to be considered in conjunction with

the results of the quantitative analyses of sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4. The impact of this

part of the survey on the research depends on the diversity of the answers.

For the evaluation of the attitude statements a table with all answers from all

participants to the relevant question will be compiled and similarities will be marked.

Cumulations of similar answers show trends in the attitudes of the interviewees.

The notes taken after the interviews will be evaluated by way of a formation of

groups of similar answers - if possible. For this reason a table will also be compiled.

Cumulations of similar answers or remarks will provide information about the

preparedness and willingness of the operational personnel to take over maintenance

tasks and other issues that are important for the interviewees within that scenario.

3.7.4 Analysis method of qualitative data from interviews with production

supervisors

Asking open-ended questions to production managers provided two kinds of

answers.

 Direct answers to the questions on the basis of the professional background

and professional experience

 Information given during the interview that does not directly answer the

question which was asked but that relates to the topic in a certain way (at

least from the perspective of the interviewee)

The analysis of the interviews with production managers will be conducted using a

table where all answers given by the interviewees to the related questions have been

assembled and allocated to the three groups of questions as described in section

3.6.4. This enables the author to recognise the width of answers by comparing them

and to recognise trends regarding the relevant topics. Knowing how wide the range

of answers to a question is, is important for the evaluation of the answers. A wide

range is an indication that the characteristic of maintenance and of the chemical

influences is very different in the interviewees’ plants. In this case a closer

investigation of the reasons will have to be carried out. If the answers lie in a narrow

range, the interviewees more or less share the same experiences with their plants,
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with maintenance and with the chemical influences. The accumulation of similar

answers to a question would therefore mean that the evaluation of solutions can be

made on the basis of received answers without a further investigation. The number of

similar answers in relation to the total number of answers to a question of the survey

provides also useful information about existing trends (if any) – independent from

the company.

The additional information that was provided by the participants during the

interviews while they were explaining about the situation in their plant was noted on

a big piece of paper and all information about the same topic was marked with the

same colour to match the information given by different participants. The rest was

isolated information that had to be treated separately. Accumulation of similar topics

will be evidence of topics that might be important as well. However, their relevance

for this investigation would have to be evaluated case by case.

3.8 Testing of the propositions

After having identified and investigated relevant existing sources and evaluated the

results of the surveys with operational and workshop personnel as well as operations

managers the results will be combined in order to test the propositions that were

introduced at the end of chapter 2. The focus in this evaluation will be on the MPP

environment.

Initially the proposition will be put into relation with existing knowledge. The

reference to relevant sources as identified in the analyses of the body of literature

shows the boundaries of existing knowledge to respond to the proposition. Original

quantitative and qualitative data from the interviews responds to the propositions

with respect to the topic of this research.

3.9 Presentation of the maintenance model / optimisation step

The model will consist of parts out of already existing sources and the results of

interviews with different groups of people that are involved in maintenance. Both

existing sources and information from the interviews will be used to respond to the

propositions. The results of the evaluation of the propositions will form the frame of

the best practice maintenance model. However the additional information will

complete the maintenance model.
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The illustration of the results will be made in a form that is similar to the illustration

of the “House of Quality”. This kind of illustration shows how the results of previous

research and of the surveys answer the propositions and how the answers influence

themselves in order to identify the potentials for optimisation. The following figure

3.8 shows the process in essence:

Grouping of personnel according to defined parameters

Building of mixed shift teams for plant operation and maintenance

Method for the identification and evaluation of potential for risk

Transfer of knowledge within teams
Positive attitude for maintenance of the involved personnel

Mostly good preparedness for additional training in maintenance

Improvement of job satisfaction due to maintenance tasks

Time frame for maintenance execution is sufficient
Requirement for high accuracy during plant design and modification

Requirement for high accuracy during product implementation process

Corrosion and pitting are the major influences on plant condition

Time frame for plant preparation is sufficient

The identification of the personnel with their plant is essential

Allocation of the responsibility for parts of the plant to operational workers

Involvement of operational personnel in the execution of maintenance tasks

Use of redundant equipment in case of equipment break-down

Active and use-pattern oriented management of spare parts

A

Maloperation of the plant has to be avoided
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Figure 3.8: Introduction of the House of Maintenance; example (author’s own figure)

In the orange and grey field the core statements of the research part and of existing

sources will be filled in. Their contribution to the propositions will be marked with a

‘+’ or a ‘–‘ according to the sense of contribution. This will provide concentrated

information about the statements that led to the confirmation or falsification of the

proposition. In the roof-part of the house the proposition will be matched in order to

recognise the strongest influencing synergies that allow optimisation. The matching

points will be marked with numbers and the potentials for optimisation will be

justified and described subsequently.
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4 Analysis of research data

The methods for the analyses of the collected research data were described in section

3.7. The analysis of quantitative survey data, the summary of qualitative survey data,

the execution of the analyses, their evaluation and interpretation will be presented in

this section. The contributions of the results to this maintenance model have to be

understood as building blocks of the best practice maintenance model. This will be

summarised at the end of each section.

The confirmation or falsification of the propositions will be shown in the last section

of this chapter.

4.1 Introduction

In accordance with the boundaries of this project the surveys were carried out in

chemical and pharmaceutical companies and in companies of technical service

providers in the north-west of Switzerland and in the adjacent area in Germany.

It was the purpose of the interviews to collect original data from the directly involved

personnel as described in section 3.7. In order to ensure the representativeness of the

data it has to be checked whether the sample is sufficient within the defined

boundaries of the project as introduced in chapter 1.4. The following table provides

the relevant information in order to evaluate the suitability of the data.
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Number of chemical and pharmaceutical companies,

comprehensive service providers

7 13

Number of operational personnel that are occupied (at

least occasionally) with maintenance activities

9 770

Number of workshop personnel that provide mechanical

maintenance services in an MPP in the chemical or

7 100
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pharmaceutical industry

Number of production managers of MPP 7 40

Table 4.1: The sample size vs. the estimated population

Special attention was paid to the number of companies from which the employees

(operational, workshop and managerial personnel) had been interviewed. In order to

increase the representativeness of the interview data it is important to consider

answers from as many employees as possible from as many different companies as

possible. However, for different reasons the number of participating people and

companies was limited.

 Some of the addressed people refused the participation because they have

been addressed recently to participate in many surveys for many different

purposes and they are simply not willing to be interviewed again and again.

 Some of the addressed people argued that they have no time for an interview.

This, however, might just be an excuse and the real reason might be found

above.

 A more serious reason is that some companies do not want to disclose

company secrets or information that might disclose weaknesses within their

organisation – especially in an area that is that close to the end product. This

reason for not participating is comprehendible mainly in the pharmaceutical

industry where the disclosure of weaknesses might lead to a loss of

confidence amongst the public.

 The interviewees (operational and workshop personnel) were not selected by

the author. Their manager was asked for his/her agreement and he/she asked

their employees if they want to participate. The number of participants and

their maintenance-related characteristics depended therefore on the way the

manager supported this project and communicated with the personnel

regarding this matter. This can be regarded as a kind of bias. However the

execution of this survey in several different companies supported the

smoothing of this influence.
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Nevertheless some of the most important pharmaceutical companies participated

although only partially just with one or two interviews.

As already introduced earlier the participation of interviewees from several

companies minimises the influence of cultural effects of a company on the answers

and therefore on the result of the survey. This is important because they represent

individual properties of a company that would limit the validity of the overall result

of this project to the situation in one single company. Company cultural properties

that could affect the result of the investigation can be the following:

 Basic principles for decision making

 The relationship between the operational and workshop personnel

 The degree of out-tasking of maintenance tasks

 Values and paradigms of the company

 The way in which the current economic situation of the company is handled

by the management

None of these issues are of interest in this part of the project and are therefore not

objectives of the survey. The interviews focus on the skills and attitudes of the

individuals but not of the company. The execution of the interviews in just one single

company would have reduced the validity of this research to just this company; the

validity for other companies would have been small.

An additional factor is that the participation of several companies equalises the small

number of participants of one company. It ensures therefore that the sample of

participants reaches an appropriate size in order to improve the generalisability of

this investigation. However the relatively small number of participants raises the

question of whether the result is really generalisable or if it shows trends regarding

the answers. This will be answered after the evaluation of the data analysis.

The above mentioned criteria for generalisability do not satisfy all requirements of

the applied methods. The fulfilment of the requirements as presented in section

3.7.3.1 (table 3.3) will be shown in the following section.
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The consideration of interviewees from many different companies was necessary to

reduce the influence of the company culture and to therefore eliminate biased

answers. The discussion with the interviewees prior to and after the interview

showed that maintenance has a different meaning and that the attitude of the

personnel is different as well in the companies that were included in the interviews.

Significant remarks made by the interviewees will be highlighted in the following

sections.

All interviews were carried out in the frame of a dialogue with a focus on the

required information according to the questionnaire. It was an objective of these

interviews to collect supplementary information in addition to the direct answers to

the questions. This information was given by the interviewee during the discussion of

the topic and will be considered in the evaluation of the results of the survey.

4.2 Evaluation of quantitative survey data

According to section 3.7 the process of data analysis will be split up into the analysis

of the survey with operations and workshop personnel and to the survey with

production managers. This section covers the evaluation of quantitative data from the

interviews with operational and workshop personnel.

4.2.1 Evaluation of quantitative data from interviews with operational and

workshop personnel (1)

The objective of the first evaluation is to build-up groups that are able to carry out

maintenance tasks at different levels in order to cover a wide range of maintenance

tasks that have to be done during a normal plant operation. This includes planned and

reactive tasks. The result of this part of the research will support the answer to

propositions 5a and b, 6 and 7b.

The cluster analysis will provide clusters of employees that show an internal

homogeneity and an external heterogeneity. In the frame of this research this means:

 Homogeneity: The members of a cluster show similarities regarding their job

tenure, the degree of performance of maintenance tasks and their professional

education.
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 Heterogeneity: The distance of the clusters provides information about the

applicability for different maintenance tasks for groups of employees that are

assembled in the different clusters.

The cluster analysis was carried out using the results of the survey with workshop

and production personnel. These results are presented in detail in appendix A 1. As

introduced in section 3.7.3 three clusters have been built. The following dendrogram

presents the result of the cluster analysis:

Cluster 3

Cluster 2

Cluster 1

Figure 4.1: The result of the cluster analysis presented in the form of a dendrogram

(calculated using PASW Statistics 17 from SPSS Inc.)

For the execution of the cluster analysis the method of Eucilean Distance Measure

was chosen. It is the most commonly used measure for similarity between two

objects. In order to test the viability of this method the analysis was run with the

Squared Euclidean Distance Measure which provided in essence the same result.

Other methods for measuring distance were excluded for the following reasons:
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Distance

measuring method

Not used for this reason

Chebyshev

distance

This method focuses on the greatest distances between the

objects. This creates inhomogeneity in the clusters due to the

small quantity of objects. It is therefore not appropriate in this

case.

Block distance This method provided a result that was very close to the result

provided by using the Euclidean approach. The investigation

of the difference between the two results showed that the

result using the Euclidean measuring method considered the

parameters in a more logical way. The block distance method

was therefore not used.

Table 4.2: Exclusion of inappropriate distance measure methods

The fulfilment of requirements of the cluster analysis for generalisability has been

checked. The following table 4.3 shows its compliance:

Sample size Was demonstrated in section 4.4.1

Outliers No outliers found

Similarity Measured with Euclidean Distance method

Standardisation No

Table 4.3: Fulfilment of conditions of cluster analysis

The dendrogram shows the membership of the participants to the clusters. The

sequence of the members of a cluster as presented above shows an increasing value

of the employee regarding maintenance (which is not a judgment about the person

themself!).

The first cluster contains mainly the personnel with a chemical background and just a

few mechanics that do not perform high level tasks. This is the largest group with 11
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out of 16 employees. Within that group not all employees showed a strong

commitment regarding maintenance. It is therefore important to consider the remarks

made after the interview as well when composing the shift teams. The dendrogram

additionally shows that there are several sub-groups of employees in the first cluster

with special characteristics. However it depends on the particular situation of an

organisation to investigate these sub-groups in more detail.

The second cluster contains only three mechanics that execute maintenance tasks at

an advanced level. Two of them mentioned that they are interested in more

challenging maintenance work. This qualitative information underlines the

quantitative result. This result can be used not only for the allocation of shift teams

but it also indicates to the manager the professional potential of the members of this

cluster. It can be used for the identification of individuals that can be developed into

maintenance specialists.

With only two members (out of 16) the third cluster is the smallest. It comprises

highly-skilled mechanics. The remarks showed that they are not interested in doing

more complex maintenance tasks; most probably this is not possible. But the remarks

showed also that both of them have clear ideas about their professional environment

(maintenance, operations and related processes) that can support strategic

considerations. It can therefore be strongly recommended to maintenance and/or

operations managers to listen to these people.

The distribution of the participants in the clusters was as expected. A big group that

is able to carry out normal maintenance tasks is followed by a smaller group that

executes more challenging tasks and finally an even smaller group of specialists.

Regarding this part of the data analysis the result can therefore be regarded as

representative. This result shows that the initial assumption with three clusters is a

useful approach.

The fulfilment of the propositions will be evaluated in chapter 4.4. Further properties

of these groups will be discussed in chapter 5 where the maintenance model will be

developed.

According to figure 4.1 the following clusters were found and lead to the following

shift teams:
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Figure 4.2: Building of shift teams using the results of the Cluster analysis (author’s

own figure)

The results of the Cluster analysis were used to assemble shift teams (assuming a 5

shift model) according to chapter 3.7.3.1. Each shift-team consists of a mid-(cluster

2) or highly-(cluster 3) skilled mechanic and additional operators or mechanics from

cluster 1 to fill the teams up to the required size. Special attention was paid to ensure

an additional mechanic was present in the teams with the highly-skilled mechanics.

This was important to ensure knowledge transfer from the highly-skilled mechanics

to the less experienced one. The following objectives are fulfilled:

 The teams consist of mechanics and operational personnel. The integration of the

workshop personnel into the operational teams leads to better commitment to the

team and to the plant they are assigned to. This also supports a self-regulating

organisation.

 The assignment of workshop personnel to a defined production plant leads to

increased knowledge and experience within the team

 The knowledge transfer is possible because of different levels of professional

knowledge within one team
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 At least one mechanic is in each shift so that an immediate reaction on break-

downs is possible at least at medium level

In this evaluation only personnel that already execute maintenance tasks were

considered. As shown in chapter 3.7.3.1 it is possible to increase the teams up to the

required capacity with personnel that execute no maintenance tasks. This however

depends on the plant and its requirements for operation.

The application of the result of the cluster analysis for the composition of shift teams

provided a logical result as well. This shows that the presented method is suitable for

the composition of shift teams. However the proof in a practical situation was not

established until now and would be the subject of a case study.

The following building blocks from the first evaluation of quantitative data from

interviews with operational and workshop personnel support the maintenance model

and the response to the propositions 5a, 6, 7a, 7b, 8a and 8b:

Figure 4.3: Building blocks from the first evaluation of quantitative data from

interviews with operational and workshop personnel

4.2.2 Evaluation of quantitative data from interviews with operational and

workshop personnel (2)

The process for evaluation of data regarding the degrees of performance of skilled

and executed maintenance was described in section 3.7.3.2. The comparison of the

degree of performance of the skilled and executed maintenance tasks provided the

following overview:

Building Block
Grouping of personnel according
to defined parameters

Building Block
Building of mixed shift teams for
plant operation and maintenance

Building Block
Transfer of knowledge
within teams
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No of
interviewe
e

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Profession
al
education
a

T T C T/C T T T C C C C T T C T T

Executed
job a

T T C C C T T C C C C T T C C T

Degree of
performan
ce of
maintenan
ce tasks
Dp

35 35 24 23 27 40 45 31 32.5 24 14.5 57 42 21 26 48

Degree of
skilled
maintenan
ce tasks Ds

34 34 24 33 32 34 37 31 34 23.5 17.5 42 33 15 24 32

Ds – Dp -1 -1 0 +10 +5 -6 -8 0 1.5 -0.5 +3 -15 -9 -6 -2 -16

(a : T = technical occupation, C = chemical occupation)

Table 4.4: Results of the survey among operational and workshop personnel

regarding the degree of skilled and performed maintenance tasks

The result of this part of the survey (Ds-Dp) shows that there is a trend in the

companies for the directly involved personnel to execute maintenance tasks at a

higher level than they have learned systematically: either in their apprenticeship or

through topic-related courses. Whereas a difference of -1 is most probably not

significant, a difference of -8 to -16 requires a further investigation of the related

case. In this context it is important to know how this big difference materialises and

how to deal with it in the existing case. The following cases can be deduced from the

result of this part of the survey:
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Case Examination
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Just a small difference could have the following reasons:

 It can indicate that just a minor maintenance task is not learned or

executed. As the more challenging task have been learned and are

actually executed it can be assumed that this might not lead to

difficulties as the employee has a general understanding for technical

relationships

 The second reason could be that the lack in the execution or

professional skill of a high level maintenance task is equalised by a

couple of low level tasks that are either not learned or executed due to

any reason.

These two possibilities show that a small difference of Ds-Dp also requires

an individual risk evaluation of each case.
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 A big positive difference might lead to dissatisfaction for the

employee as he/she can not contribute with his/her full knowledge to

the success of the company.

 A second possibility could be that the employee was dissatisfied with

the first occupation and decided to learn a second one (like

participants 4, 5 and 15). In their cases the big difference was due to

their own preference.

Also in this case an individual examination is required in order to

recognise and minimise the risk.
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A big negative difference holds the biggest technical risk for the company

as the employee executes tasks that he/she has not learned. Here as well

an individual examination provides information about the actual risk:

 A big difference coming from a couple of low level tasks requires

some general training about the related tasks. This can be considered

to be sufficient because a general understanding for technical

interrelationships at a high level is given as high level tasks are

executed and learned. An interesting question in this situation could

be: Why has that person only learned high level tasks and not low

level tasks?

 A big difference coming from high level tasks that are executed but

never learned systematically holds a big risk. In that case an employee

executes high level tasks without understanding their theoretical

background. This situation has to be investigated properly. The first

possibility is that the gap results from capabilities that have been

acquired through experience with the plant and its properties. In this

case the risk is that the person who owns this tacit knowledge could

leave the company and take the knowledge away with them. An

appropriate measure in this case is a sound knowledge management

(chapters 2.9.2 and 4.4.7)

The second possibility is that the employee acts carelessly. This needs

immediate action by the related manager. Appropriate measures could

be:

o Training of the employee

o Prevention of this person executing the related task again

The distinction between the two possibilities shows the manager the

nature of the risk as described above. This is important for the

decision-making process in deciding how to react.

Table 4.5: Individual examination of the difference of Ds-Dp taking into
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consideration the list of the weighted general maintenance tasks as presented in table

3.5 (chapter 3.7.3.1)

This result also shows that the companies tend to accept some risk regarding

maintenance quality and plant and product safety. Table 4.5 indicates that the sole

consideration of Ds-Dp is not sufficient and an individual investigation of each case is

necessary in order to recognise and manage the possible risks.

This result contributes to the support of hypothesis 6. The result and its interpretation

make managers aware of this fact and show that the allocation of people to

maintenance tasks has to be done with a careful consideration of the individual case.

The following building blocks contribute to this project:

Figure 4.4: Building block of the second evaluation of quantitative data from

interviews with operational and workshop personnel

4.3 Summarisation of qualitative survey data

In this section qualitative survey data from the interviews with operational and

workshop personnel and operations managers will be evaluated and summarised.

4.3.1 Summarisation of qualitative data and additional information from

interviews with operational and workshop personnel

During and after the interview qualitative data was collected either in direct way

using statements or in an indirect way with notes taken after the interview. The notes

reflect the perceptions and impressions of the interviewer during the interview. In

this section the answers to the questions and the remarks taken after the interviews

will be summarised. Their analysis and contribution to the propositions will be

executed in chapter 4.4.

In the frame of the interview six statements about maintenance were put to the

interviewees and the following answers were provided. The individual results are

presented in appendix A:

Building Block
Method for the identification and
evaluation of potential for risk
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Statement 1: Maintenance work is necessary

All interviewees agree that maintenance is necessary; either with strong (13

participants) agreement or (3 participants) agreement. This information is very

important and calming as it demonstrates that the insight about the necessity of

maintenance exists and that people are aware that a plant requires maintenance.

Statement 2: Maintenance is challenging and interesting

Most of the interviewees agree either strongly or agree with this statement and regard

this kind of work positively. Maintenance covers, in the context of this research not

only simple and periodic work but demanding tasks as well. This was introduced by

the questions about the executed and skilled maintenance tasks and was therefore

known to the interviewees. The result that, 14 out of 16 interviewees find this kind of

work interesting and challenging shows that it can also contribute to job satisfaction

for an employee.

Statement 3: I would like to do more maintenance work

Although maintenance work is regarded predominantly as challenging and

interesting there is no general commitment by all interviewees that they would like to

carry out more of it. Two participants (operational personnel) disagreed with that

statement and stated clearly that they would not like to do more maintenance. Their

reasons were very interesting. One of them argued that the more he executes

maintenance the fewer technical personnel are employed in the workshop. The

execution of maintenance by operational personnel would therefore be to the

detriment of the workshop personnel – a clear sign for solidarity among the

personnel in the worker hierarchy. One other mentioned a similar reason for his

disagreement with this statement. As both of them are employed in the same

company, this might result from a special situation that this company is in or it might

have a cultural reason. Nevertheless, this would require an individual investigation of

the situation in this company.
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Statement 4: I would do additional training to be able to execute more maintenance

work

Most of the participants agreed (5 out of 16 strongly agreed and 9 out of 16 agreed)

that they would improve their maintenance-related skills through additional training.

One of them responded with indifference and one disagreed and would refuse. This

shows that the majority have good reasons to get more involved with the equipment.

An interesting issue regarding this point was the variety of reasons that were given

during the discussion of this statement. Whereas some participants intend to train up

in order to do more challenging and less simple work there was one interviewee

(chemical equipment operator) who responded that the additional execution of

maintenance work makes him more valuable for the company and increases the

salary grade. These two very different reasons show that the companies follow

different ways to motivate people to get more involved in maintenance. Considering

the fact the money is just a hygiene factor and not a motivator (at least in the long

run) the focus for a sustainable success of maintenance should be on an approach

where people are convinced of their work and interested in it (Grob and Haffner

1982) This result refers directly to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of personnel.

According to the findings of chapter 2.9.2 the approach to have intrinsically

motivated personnel is more sustainable than just relying on rewarding people.

Statement 5: Maintenance work provides a good variety to normal daily work

A mostly positive attitude regarding maintenance as an enrichment of the daily work

was established following the results of the survey regarding the statement for

maintenance as a variety to normal daily business. Only one employee (plant

operator) mentioned that he would prefer a clear distinction between maintenance

work and plant operation. This principally positive attitude to maintenance from both

service and operational personnel demonstrates that they like to care for their plant

and that there is a commitment for it.

Statement 6: The time frame for the execution of maintenance tasks is sufficient

Most of the interviewees agree that the time frame for the execution of maintenance

work is sufficient. There was no significant difference between service technicians

and plant operators. This indicates, that time pressure is not a major topic in this
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environment. The fact that there is sufficient time for maintenance shows that it can

be carried out with a good level of quality and that the time factor can not be used as

an excuse for poor maintenance quality. Additionally the knowledge transfer from

experienced to less experienced employees can be carried out – at least from the time

point of view.

The last part of this survey was the remarks written down directly after the interview.

It was surprising that most of the participants showed a positive attitude to

maintenance and would get more involved with it. In particular among the service

technicians (7 out of 16) some showed great enthusiasm for their work and are

willing to improve (in the sense of vocation instead of just occupation). Most of the

chemical equipment operators have a positive attitude as well. However they gave

more additional information about their work and the influence of maintenance work

on their professional environment. The most important comment was provided by an

operator who said that maintenance work is basically challenging and interesting but

the fact that it is carried out by operators led to a reduction of the workshop

personnel. He argued that this is the reason why he has some objections to getting

more involved with maintenance – despite the interesting work. Another argued for a

clear distinction between plant operation and maintenance but he did not give any

reason for this. What was also amazing was that in general there were only a few

comments against the combined execution of maintenance by operational and

workshop personnel. This makes it easier to get the commitment of the personnel for

the implementation of a combined approach as described in TPM. However knowing

that the involved personnel have basically no objections against a combined

approach reduces the effort for the implementation. It is therefore most probably not

necessary to get the highest management level involved in the implementation

process.

This very close to the working environment and maintenance related part of the

investigation shows that there is a good positive basis for sound plant maintenance.

This result might also have an impact on the implementation process. It shows that in

contrast to the TPM approach the implementation does not have to start right from

the beginning with fundamental basics. The high professional and attitude related

level raises the question of whether the start of the implementation must involve the

highest management level of a company as promoted by TPM and other approaches.
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The high level of the involved personnel also suggests the transfer of more

responsibility to these personnel. This is a sound basis for an organisation that

organises itself with self-regulation. An open organisational set-up as introduced

earlier would consider this.

These results respond positively to hypothesis 5, 6, 7a and b. The qualitative

investigation of the directly involved personnel provides information about the

likelihood of successful teambuilding within shift teams, implementation of the

model and operation of this approach. Hypotheses 8a and b are supported as well

because the capability of the personnel to react flexibly to breakdowns due to their

high professional level and commitment is demonstrated.

The following building blocks support this model:

Figure 4.5: Building blocks of the evaluation of qualitative data from interviews with

operational and workshop personnel

4.3.2 Summarisation of information from production managers

Production managers do not carry out any maintenance tasks themselves.

Nevertheless they are fully responsible for the fulfilment of the production plan –

taking into consideration production time lines, legal and regulatory obligations, cost

limits, technical circumstances and the personnel situation. Their comprehensive

experience with the production plant, the products (raw materials, intermediates, co-,

by- and end-products), the personnel and the relevant obligations is very important

for this project. The information was collected during interviews with production

managers from four different companies. As already indicated in section 3.6.4, the

answers will be investigated according to the groups as described earlier.

4.3.2.1 Questions regarding production material and production conditions

The questions 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 from the survey asked about the influences and

impacts of production materials and production conditions on the production plant or

Building Block
Mostly good preparedness for
additional training in maintenance

Building Block
Time frame for maintenance
execution is sufficient

Building Block
Improvement of job satisfaction
due to maintenance tasks

Building Block
Positive attitude for maintenance
within the involved personnel
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even on parts of it. An important issue in this part of the interview was also trends

regarding the properties of the production materials and conditions as identified by

the interviewees. The survey provided the following results:

Question 1: Do you recognise influences of production materials or production

conditions on the condition of the plant or parts of it and what do they look like?

All interviewees agree about the special significance of corrosion mainly as a result

of the acids used and pitting (a special form of appearance of corrosion).

Temperatures and pressures are not commonly regarded as critical although one

participant reported problems with high temperatures and another with low

temperatures. Abrasion due to crystallisation of an intermediate product was reported

as an issue by one interviewee as a consequence of maloperation by the operational

personnel– an interesting remark.

Question 2: In which part of the plant do you recognise the biggest influence?

The answers to this question were diverse. Whereas three participants experienced

the most impact on the reactors and the pipework, two others reported the

mechanical part (mainly pumps, feeding systems, floating ring seals) as the most

influenced parts of the plant. One person described a relation between the pattern of

the use of the plant and the point of occurrence of wear, which means that it depends

on the product and the related production process. In one company, corrosion was

only found in secondary structures but not in the plant itself. The participant tracked

this back to the fact that the plant equipment is designed with highly corrosion-

resistant material (e.g. Hastelloy and enamel equipment). For this reason the plant

equipment was very expensive.

Question 3: Have these influences already led to critical situations (production

downtime, contamination)?

In six out of seven interviews critical situations have been reported. The range of

impacts however was quite different. The most serious impact was that a production

plant burnt down. An interesting issue regarding this question was that four

interviewees admitted that they had already experienced critical situations with their

plants but they only gave indications about the reasons. The author assumes that they

did not want to disclose technical or organisational weaknesses. However, one
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participant reported two cases of product contamination. In the first case the reason

was pitting and metallic particles that contaminated the product. The second case

occurred due to the incorrect use of a catalyst that led to too small abrasion particles

that could not be filtered out and which contaminated the product. The same

participant also mentioned a case of corrosion of a pipe due to the wrong steel that

led to a near-miss situation. Just one production manager had no critical situation to

report. One manager claimed that critical situations regarding the production plan

can be minimised by using redundant equipment.

Question 5: Do you see any trends regarding the properties of production materials

and what do they look like?

Changes in the properties of the production material were not recognised by most of

the interviewees. There is a trend to design or adapt the plant equipment to the

requirements of new products and to reduce the impact on the plant by using less

corrosive cleaning agents instead of acid for example. However, the chemical

process has the first priority. The use of high-resistant equipment materials leads to

increasing asset costs. It was reported by one manager that these costs are in the

focus of the purchasing department.

Question 6: Do you see any trends regarding the production conditions (temperature,

pressure) and what do they look like?

Regarding the production conditions most participants mentioned that there were no

major changes over the years and trends were not recognised. One interviewee

mentioned a trend towards higher pressures and another to lower temperatures. One

participant admitted that the chemical processes have become much more complex

over the years due to the narrower measurement ranges of the temperatures and

pressures and the better use of the measuring tolerances.

Summary:

The answers to the questions about the production materials and conditions provided

the following general picture:

 The major problems regarding the plant condition are corrosion and pitting

due to chemical influences. These problems lead to impacts on the plant
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availability and/or on the product quality and/or on the plant safety.

Mechanical wear on floating ring seals and pumps is an issue as well.

 Corrosion occurs in all parts of the plant including the secondary structures,

depending on the design and purpose of the plant. The construction materials

of the plant equipment are selected in order to withstand the chemical

influences. If the construction materials are not appropriate for a new

chemical process, the relevant parts and equipment of the plant are exchanged

and replaced by adequate parts.

 The production conditions and production materials experienced no major

changes over the years due to the introduction of new products. The few

reported changes might indicate special properties of a chemical production

process for a special product. However, a trend could not be recognised. The

trend towards more complex processes and as a result the better use of

technical tolerances was reported by only one participant but there is a strong

link to maintenance tasks. This input is therefore important. The careful

investigation of the production process is therefore strongly recommended in

order to recognise weaknesses within the plant.

 The use of redundant equipment in the case of an equipment break-down was

mentioned by one manager

The following building blocks support the evaluation of the propositions 1, 3a and b

or show additional information:

Figure 4.6: Building blocks from answers to questions about the operational

conditions of the plant

Building Block
Maloperation of the plant
has to be avoided

Building Block
Use of redundant equipment in the
case of equipment break-down

Building Block
Corrosion and pitting are the major
influences on plant condition
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4.3.2.2 Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

The questions 4, 7, 9 and 11 asked about organisational, legal and compliance issues

in order to find out something about weaknesses and potentials for improvement

regarding the maintenance and also about already implemented organisational

measures.

Question 4: From your point of view: Could these influences on the plant have been

avoided through appropriate measures?

Four out of seven participants report that more care during the implementation of a

new product and the preparation of the plant could have avoided the critical

situations as reported in the answers to question 3. They define that the consideration

of all reaction products of the whole production process during the re-design or

adaptation of the plant for the new product could have avoided the corrosive

influences and subsequent interruption of the production process.

One production manager proposes the implementation of condition monitoring in

order to recognise upcoming equipment break-down of pumps and floating ring seals

earlier. This would not avoid influences on the plant but on the production schedule

because of a reduction of the plant downtime as the exchange of the defective part

could be planned and would not necessarily be unexpectedly.

Question 7: How far in advance do you know that a new or additional product will

be manufactured on your plant?

All participants answered that there is always enough time to prepare the plant for

new or additional products. Depending on the product, the production process and

the necessary plant modifications the time frame for the preparation of the plant

includes long delivery times for special equipment that is made from special steel or

that has special surfaces (e.g. enamel, Halar ECTFE, Teflon PTFE…).

Question 9: Which kind of involvement of production personnel in maintenance

activities can you imagine?

In general all participants support the involvement of production personnel and in all

production units maintenance tasks are carried out by them. However the

characteristics of the involvement and the level of the tasks are extremely different.
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In one company there is a group of production employees with maintenance tasks in

each plant as an additional field of activities. They are responsible for the execution

of a defined set of maintenance tasks and they receive an additional compensation for

this. In other companies, the execution of maintenance tasks is allocated to all

production workers. Whereas in one plant all of them just carry out simple tasks in

another plant they are appointed according to their professional education and

therefore cover a wide range of activities according to the professional background

of the employees. This was one subject of the interviews with the operational

personnel.

Two production managers (company 1 case1; company 4 case 1) highlighted the

importance of the personal attitude of the involved personnel. The identification of

the involved personnel with the plant was described as a key success factor.

An interesting issue was the allocation of well-defined sections of the plant to

defined employees. Whereas one manager mentioned that this was not effective,

another reported a good success with this measure. Also the operational personnel of

that plant confirmed the success of the allocation of parts of the plant to operators. A

deeper investigation will help to identify the reason in order to support this research.

The most successful result (with reference to the incidents) was reported by the

production manager of company 4. In his production unit the operational personnel

just execute simple maintenance tasks but they are assigned to defined parts of the

plant and therefore responsible for its condition. This responsibility for a part of the

plant rotates on a regular basis from one employee to the next.

One manager mentioned that, according to legal requirements, people responsible for

maintenance have to be nominated; the execution in principal is anyone’s task.

Question 11: Which legal or compliance requirements do you have to fulfil within

your plant regarding maintenance?

The most important legal requirements according to all production managers are the

PED, the machinery directive and the ATEX. An additional and very important

regulation is the GMP issued by the FDA which is valid for all producers of

pharmaceuticals. Besides the official legal requirements all participants mentioned

company-specific regulations that include maintenance-related issues. The
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characteristics of these internally prescribed measures depend highly on the product

and the required quality. One participant referred to the so called drug master file,

which describes the complete information of a human drug product regarding its

chemistry, manufacture, stability, purity, impurity profile, packaging, and the cGMP

status. Although just a part of this information relates directly to maintenance issues

it contains important information about the regulatory framework for the described

product. The participant described a situation where it was not possible to use an

alternative reactor of the same size due to the wrong stirrer that was not defined in

the drug master file. One participant (company 3, case 1) reported that they use the

degrees of freedom in the frame of the execution of prescribed measures.

Summary:

The majority of the answers to the questions 4 and 7 showed that the main problem

of the implementation phase of a new product is the imperfect consideration of the

whole chemical reaction and its intermediates – with the consequence that these

unconsidered products cause corrosion to the plant or even parts of it. But obviously

there is enough time to check the whole chemical process carefully in order to select

the appropriate construction material and design. This issue was described by one of

the participants as a wish for care of the engineering personnel that are occupied with

the adaptation of the plant.

The involvement of production personnel is already common practice in all

production units of the participants. The characteristics of the set-up range from a

pure execution of allocated maintenance tasks to team approaches together with the

workshop personnel. The consideration of the professional background of the

operational personnel is still low. An important topic was the attitude of the

operational personnel and their identification with the plant.

Regarding the legal requirements the participants agreed on the already mentioned

directives. This fits to the objective of this research as described in section 2.8.2.4

and confirms its direction. However in order to keep the validity of this study within

the frame as set initially, GMP issues will not be considered.
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The following building blocks support the evaluation of the propositions 2, 3a, 3b, 9,

5a, 5b, 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b:

Figure 4.7: Building blocks from answers to organisational questions to production

managers

4.3.2.3 Personal perception about maintenance

Regarding the personal perception of the participants about maintenance the

questions 8 and 10 were asked. The same evidence regarding this issue was also

noted in the remarks after the interview about the process of the interview and the

additional information about the environment of maintenance in the corresponding

production facility.

Question 8: What is your personal opinion on and your experience with the

orientation of maintenance within your area of responsibility?

The answers to this question differed greatly and in some cases were contradictory so

that a general trend was not identifiable. The following table provides an overview of

critical and positive remarks.

Criticism Positive items

- Warehousing of spare-parts not

foresighted enough

- Not enough proactive measures

- Too many reactive measures

- Too much administrative work,

+ Good technical level of the personnel

+ No “overkill”

Building Block
Requirement for high accuracy during
product implementation process

Building Block
Requirement for high accuracy during
plant design and modification

Building Block
Time frame for plant preparation
is sufficient

Building Block
The identification of the personnel
with their plant is essential

Building Block
Allocation of the responsibility for parts
of the plant to operational workers

Building Block
Involvement of operational personnel
in the execution of maintenance tasks

Building Block
Use of degrees of freedom for time
frame of prescribed measures
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complex internal processes

- Sometimes excessive execution of

proactive maintenance

- The commitment of the workshop

personnel was higher when there was

a defined allocation of the workshop

personnel to production plants

- Proactive maintenance measures are

not adjusted to the utilisation

characteristic and risk potential of the

plant

- Historical data is not used to identify

weaknesses of the plant

- Maintenance is regarded as costly

Table 4.6: Overview of the pros and cons about the maintenance set-up in production

units

This overview demonstrates that there is still room for improvement from the

viewpoint of production managers. Additionally it supports the general direction of

this project as initially introduced. The comparison of the positive and negative

aspects also shows that maintenance is not experienced very much as being strategic.

The statements from operations managers are partially contradictory. This shows

again that the development of a comprehensive model has limits where the

customisation has to start in order to meet the individual requirements of a

production unit.

The following building block will be investigated in the discussion of the proposition

4.

Figure 4.8: Building block from the discussion of the general opinion about the

direction of maintenance in the interviewee’s company (author’s own figure)

Building Block
Alignment of corporate
and maintenance strategy
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Question 10: How do you rate the preparedness of the production personnel to take

over maintenance tasks?

Generally speaking operation managers report a basically positive attitude of their

personnel to maintenance.

In one company the execution of maintenance tasks is only allocated to a defined

group out of the whole of the production personnel. This leads to the situation that

the members of the maintenance group of the production employees have a very

positive attitude to maintenance activities and the others dislike this kind of work.

However, the production managers of that company also expect the personnel to

identify with their plant.

The production manager of another company mentions that maintenance is

sometimes seen as annoying. Unfortunately the interviewer was not allowed to

interview production or workshop personnel from that company.

The production manager of a small company mentioned the good teamwork between

production and workshop personnel.

General remarks noted after the interviews:

The comments made by the operations managers are different. For most of the

operations managers the most important issues are of a qualitative nature. They

highlighted the importance of the following topics:

 The attitude and commitment of the involved personnel

 The good collaboration between operative and workshop personnel (team spirit)

 Deep plant knowhow

 The acceptance of responsibility

 Knowledge transfer has to be ensured

Some mentioned the missing strategic focus of maintenance. They expect a more

proactive and strategic orientation.
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One manager described that maintenance measures are evaluated and implemented

within the team that consists of operational and workshop personnel and that execute

the measures they had planned. He recognised a positive effect regarding the

identification of the personnel with their plant.

Summary:

In general production managers confirm the result of the interviews with the

operational and workshop personnel regarding the attitude, motivation and skills of

the personnel for maintenance. Despite this they mention some issues that have room

for improvement. Contradictory statements about the extent of maintenance

execution reflect the different experiences of operations managers regarding this part

of maintenance. It also shows that the customisation of maintenance is essential in

order to achieve the optimal solution.

The above mentioned criticisms from the operations managers will be formulated in

a positive way so that they provide information about the direction in which

maintenance should go in order to satisfy the needs of production.

The following building blocks support the evaluation of the propositions 1, 5a, 5b,

7a, 7b, 8a, 8b

:

Figure 4.9: Building blocks from the evaluation of the personal perception of

operations managers

4.3.2.4 Evaluation of the interviews with operations managers

In general all interviewees showed good knowledge about their plant, the chemical

process(es), their personnel and the related legal background. They also had a clear

understanding about their expectations and perceptions regarding the way

maintenance is carried out in their area of responsibility. All this was a basic

assumption of this research which is supported now through the result of this part of

the interviews.

Building Block
Positive attitude for maintenance
of the involved personnel

Building Block
Active and use-pattern oriented
management of spare parts

Building Block
Good professional level of
operational and workshop personnel

Building Block
Conjoint preparation, planning and execution
of maintenance on regularly basis
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The interviews with operations managers showed the particularity of the situations in

the production units that participated in the investigation. The diversity of the

answers demonstrates that the individual development/customisation of a

maintenance model is necessary in order to respond to the particular needs of the

production units. However the similar answers that have been given show that there

are issues that can be solved comprehensively with a general maintenance model.

This general model describes the solution for superordinate topics and the links to

issues that have to be solved individually. One result of these interviews is therefore

the split up of the maintenance model into a superordinate part and an individual part

that is the link to customisation which will be discussed in section 5.2.

The relation between the number of participants and the (estimated) total number of

MPP is at about 17%. This is a relatively high proportion but the total number is

small. In order to evaluate the generalisability of the answers it is important to look

at the profile of the answers. As the answering of the questions took place as part of a

discussion the interviewees not only answered the questions directly but also gave

additional information. This additional information is hard to compare and instead

provides information about trends. The direct answers to the questions provided the

following profiles:

 The vast majority of interviewees answered a question in the same way.

In this case the answer is most probably generalisable. The maintenance model

can provide clear inputs that support managers to deal with the situation. The

questions 1, 3 (but the effects were different), 5, 6, 4, 7, 11, 10 were answered in

the same way by the majority of the participants.

 Only a minority of interviewees answered in the same way and the other

participants did not mention this issue.

In this case it is difficult to generalise the answer; the answer indicates in fact a

trend. This appeared in the remarks that were made by the managers after having

answered the questions.

 The answers of the participants were diverse.

The different experiences of the participants that are reflected in the answer

show that the answer mostly depends on the situation in the respective company

or production unit. The issues that were raised in questions with diverse answers
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can therefore be regarded as boundaries of the maintenance model and are

therefore to be customised as the provision of a comprehensive solution would

not reflect the individual and company-specific situation. This concerns the

questions 2, 9, 8.

4.4 Analysis of the propositions

In this chapter the results of the surveys and the knowledge from the existing sources

will be used to discuss their meaning regarding the propositions as introduced in

chapter 2.12. These evaluations answer the propositions in the following way:

4.4.1 Proposition 1:

The interviews and some academic source showed that corrosion is the most serious

impact on the plant condition. The interviews with operations managers have shown

that most of them face this problem in all parts of the plant and with every new

product when the process is not investigated carefully prior to its implementation.

Corrosion has also led to unexpected plant breakdowns which required corrective

maintenance activities as a consequence of this. According to the managers this

already had an influence on the plant availability. This suggests that the focus of the

maintenance activities should be mainly on corrosion (but other possible influences

should not be neglected).

Regarding corrective maintenance techniques in section 2.8.1 a list of possible

measures were provided by Sheu and Krajewski 1994. The following approaches

influence maintenance practice in a positive way in the MPP environment:

 Training of the personnel: Maintenance and operational personnel must be aware

of the special importance of corrosion in order to recognise it in time prior to the

break-down of the equipment. The survey with the operational and workshop

personnel showed that they are prepared to complete additional training in order

to execute more maintenance tasks. It can be assumed that this is also true for

issues regarding corrosion. The target oriented training of the personnel leads to

the early recognition of upcoming defects prior to the breakdown of the

equipment which is basically supported by the high level of technical knowledge

of the workshop personnel. This leads to a decrease of costs for spares and

repairs and reduces critical situations. One operations manager (company 1 case
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1) recognised high competence within the personnel which becomes significantly

visible where reactive measures are necessary.

 Provision of spare parts: Prior to the start of a new product, the critical parts of a

plant have to be evaluated in order to decide about the provision of related spare

parts. A special focus will be on parts that are exposed to corrosion. This

conclusion has to be drawn from the interviews with production managers. It was

mentioned that the provision of spare parts is not handled proactively enough

and that the plant has to be prepared for a new product through the consideration

of the whole new production process. The decision will be made between

warehousing of parts and the involvement of suppliers of spare parts in order to

have access to the required spare parts within an acceptable time. The main

decision criterion is the delivery time. The warehousing of spares guarantees

immediate access to the required parts but it is expensive to have them on stock.

The involvement of suppliers reduces the warehouse costs but it increases the

uncertainty regarding the ability to deliver by the supplier of the parts. The

necessary delivery time depends on the required availability of the defective part

of the plant. The utilisation of the allowed plant down time (which is the

production manager’s decision depending on the use of the plant and on the

requirements of the production plan) therefore leads to the reduction of costs for

warehousing as parts that are identified as not being critical can stay with the

supplier until their use. The required number and items of spare parts therefore

depends on the allowed plant down time which depends on the use pattern of the

plant. This enables the manager to optimise the inventory which leads to a

reduction of fixed capital through an optimised number of spares in the

warehouse.

At first the use pattern describes the technical load of the plant equipment. A

weak use of the plant under normal pressures and temperatures and with no

aggressive raw materials and uncritical processes requires less preparation to

avoid or repair unexpected breakdowns as corrosion is unlikely. A strong plant

use with aggressive raw materials and critical processes, extreme temperatures or

pressures influences the plant much more. This was described by some plant

managers during the interviews (company 1 case 2; company 2 case 1; company

3 case 1; company 4 case 1) for different cases with extremely high or low
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temperatures or pH-values. In this case it is necessary to be prepared more

carefully for unexpected situations. The second aspect of the use pattern is how

much of the equipment is in use for the production of the product. This was also

mentioned during the interviews with production managers. In the case of

redundant equipment (reactors, pumps, dryers…) existing in a plant, production

can be switched to this equipment as long as it is not in use for a different

product.

The necessity for immediate reactive measures and related spare parts is

therefore reduced and costs can be minimised. The aspect, that the adaptation of

maintenance to the plant use is not made, was raised as a criticism during the

interviews as well.

 Alternative options to allow production during repair time: This option depends

greatly on the plant design and the use pattern. As already introduced in MPP

some of the equipment exists redundantly and can be used in the case of a defect

with equipment and if it is not in use for the production of a different product.

The negative influences of a break-down can therefore be minimised –

depending on the availability of redundant equipment. This was confirmed by

two operations managers (company 1 case 1; company 1 case 3). However

another operations manager (company 4 case 1) mentioned the limit for the

switch to other (parallel) equipment. In the production of pharmaceuticals there

are production steps where the production process is described in the drug master

file. This includes among other things e.g. the requirements regarding the size of

the reactor and the type of the agitator. In that case the switch is only possible as

long as the equipment is really equivalent to the original one.

The trade-off between the reactive maintenance model, acceptable production loss

and the required plant availability is possible according to the information from an

operations manager (company 1 case 1) but this is not an industrial standard. From

the cost point of view it can be beneficial to re-route the production process on the

existing plant and to accept a certain delay due to the re-routing. This could avoid

costly urgent repairs of equipment that would require the relevant spare parts. The

characteristics of the reactive maintenance model could be adapted accordingly.
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However there is a high dependency on the situation the plant is in at the point of

time where the breakdown occurs.

This proposition is therefore confirmed.

4.4.2 Proposition 2:

The evaluation of existing research provided no information about the

synchronisation of maintenance tasks and prescribed tasks due to legal or regulatory

obligations. Neither in the interviews with the operational and workshop personnel

nor during the discussions with operations managers was this topic mentioned

explicitly. The operations managers were asked about the legal and compliance

requirements that they have to fulfil in their plant. This was the basis for the

investigation of the relevant sources. After the omittance of too industry-specific

regulations the most important legal prescriptions were investigated regarding the

obligations and periodicity of the tasks. The result was presented in chapter 2.8.2.5

and showed that the periodicity of the measures due to legal and compliance

prescriptions is low compared with the periodicity of other maintenance activities.

Additionally the degree of freedom regarding the time frame for the execution of the

prescribed measures is big enough that they can be planned together with other

maintenance tasks in accordance with the production schedule (see also chapter

2.8.2.5). However this evaluation is not made due to scientific investigations but

from the logical point of view. Nevertheless it is an important part in the

development of a comprehensive maintenance model.

Proposition 2 is therefore confirmed.

4.4.3 Propositions 3a and b:

The influence of corrosion was described by Pieri et al. 2002. This was confirmed by

various production managers during the interviews. Their reported approach to avoid

corrosion is in essence to investigate the chemical process prior to the

implementation of a new product in order to recognise possible weaknesses of the

plant and to exchange or modify the related equipment. For this purpose construction

materials are selected that resist the chemical influences using appropriate lists that

show the resistance of construction materials against chemical influences. However it

was also mentioned by a production manager (company 1 case 3) that it is not the
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objective to protect the equipment which means in essence that they allow corrosion

as long as is does not affect the product quality. Another (company 4 case 1)

mentioned that they have the most influence on the auxiliary systems which are

usually not changed when a new product is implemented. However some managers

admitted that the whole chemical process of a new product is not always

investigated. They also admitted that the time frame for the implementation of a new

product is sufficient for the preparation of the plant. The focus of the investigation of

the production materials and their influences on the equipment is mainly on the

equipment that has direct contact with the production materials in order to avoid

product contamination and to keep the required product quality. However the

investigation of the interactions between production materials, the chemical process

and construction materials also provide information about effects that might not

influence the product but would cause damages or breakdown to the equipment –

which might be costly in the end. The appropriate comprehensive preparation of the

plant for a new product with a focus not only on quality aspects but on maintenance

aspects as well therefore helps to save repair costs and to avoid costs due to plant

down times caused by equipment failure.

Proposition 3a is therefore confirmed.

It was also mentioned by production managers that corrosion caused quality

problems due to particles that peeled off as a result of corrosion and operational

errors and contaminated the product (company 1 case 1 and case 2). In that case it

depends on the threshold that defines the degree of contamination to accept or refuse

the production batch. The appropriate preparation of the plant to meet the

requirement and properties of the chemical process avoids corrosion and therefore

supports the compliance with the quality specifications. Considering the plant

preparation for a new product in a broader context it is also necessary to prepare the

involved personnel for the new product and its properties. This concerns the plant

engineering and the operational personnel. The accurate execution of their work

would help to avoid product contamination.

Proposition 3b is therefore confirmed.

However it was confirmed by the production mangers that they do not recognise

trends regarding changes in the properties of the production materials or production
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conditions. In the long run this means for the planning of the plant that the focus

remains on the new chemical processes and not on totally different production

materials and conditions (questions 5 and 6).

4.4.4 Proposition 4:

The interviews with the production managers showed that maintenance is not

experienced as being strategic. There was no link to a corporate strategic approach

according to the definitions by Porter 1985 either. The operations managers

experience the direction of maintenance within their production unit as mainly

operational and tactical. The sole execution of planned maintenance does not reflect

the requirements of the plant utilisation which derive in the end from the strategy (in

line with Porter 1985) of the company. In this context Crespo Marquez et al. 2006

mention that maintenance has to follow the business priorities which will lead to a

maintenance plan. For this project the frame of the orientation with maintenance will

go beyond the maintenance plan. In order to be more specific to the topic of this

research the aforementioned three generic business strategies were allocated to the

companies from which the interviewees were taken and will now be confronted with

the remarks of the production managers and improvements will be highlighted:

 Cost-leadership: This strategy requires cost-saving processes and solutions. The

major criticisms made by the production managers from company 2 (cost

leadership) concern too complex and therefore expensive and time consuming

processes. Streamlining of processes leads to increased flexibility and less

administration which influences costs in a positive way.

 Differentiation: In order to decide about the orientation and measures of

maintenance it is necessary to know the details of the selling propositions of the

company. In this investigation two companies participated that can be allocated

to the group “differentiation”. They produce pharmaceuticals that are unique and

satisfy very special customer needs. Production managers reported quality issues

due to corrosion and operational errors that had influences on costs. One of them

(company 1 case 2) also claimed that the inspection intervals are too long and

that too much reactive maintenance is carried out. Unfortunately there was no

direct statement about a possible link between the inspection intervals and the

amount of reactive work. However a reduction of the inspection intervals would
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lead to increasing costs as more inspections would have to be executed. But it

cannot actually be clarified whether this would lead to less reactive work.

Nevertheless, considering the statements of the operations managers of that

company in response to question 4 it can be assumed that more inspections

would lead only partially to less reactive maintenance as they also reported

deficiencies in the accuracy in the plant preparation prior to the implementation

of a new product. This would lead to cost increases in the first instance. Another

operations manager reported influences on the ability to deliver due to outage of

pumps and floating seal rings. He proposed a condition monitoring system in

order to monitor the state of the equipment continuously. This also increases the

maintenance costs initially.

 Focus: A company with this strategy is either a specialised cost-leader or a

specialised differentiator. This leads to similar considerations as described

above. According to the operations manager this company (company 4 case 1)

invested more money in the original design and construction of the plant. This

kind of measure was part of preventive maintenance as introduced in chapter

2.8.2.3. Preventive maintenance is completed by way of yearly plant shut-downs

for further PM measures. These plant shut downs have a positive influence on

the plant availability during the up-times but they reduce the overall plant

availability as production is not possible during the down time. This creates not

only costs due to loss of production (although it is planned) but also costs for the

execution of the maintenance measures.

This hypothesis is not confirmed. It is possible for maintenance to support the

strategy of a company but this does not necessarily lead to reduced maintenance

costs. The sole focus on maintenance costs is myopic. The comprehensive

consideration of costs that include operational costs, maintenance costs and costs due

to loss would provide a better picture.

4.4.5 Propositions 5a and b:

The involvement of operational and workshop personnel in the execution of

maintenance tasks in MPP was investigated using the literature and interviews with

the related personnel and production managers.
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The investigation of literature showed that the involvement of operational personnel

in the execution of maintenance tasks is beneficial. The most sophisticated

involvement of personnel was described in TPM. Although personnel aspects were

covered, mainly in literature on TPM, in a wide range the results do not suit MPP

sufficiently as already shown in chapter 2.9 and 2.10. It was therefore necessary to

investigate the following topics with a special focus on the MPP environment in the

frame of the interviews with operational and workshop personnel:

 The level of execution of maintenance tasks and the professional education of

the operational and workshop personnel. In general it was mentioned by some

production managers that professional education is at a reasonable level. The

others made no mention of this so that it can be concluded that their opinion is at

least not the opposite. The detailed evaluation of the interview data in section

4.2.1 and 4.2.2 demonstrated that the professional knowledge of operational and

workshop personnel exists at different levels. Regarding the execution of

maintenance tasks and the professional education, in literature it was only asked,

how people can be taught to meet the requirements of TPM and of technical

development. It was not investigated in literature how the existing knowledge

can be used to improve maintenance practice. In order to achieve this a model for

the building of shift teams was created and its validity and suitability was shown.

In the frame of the interviews with the operational and workshop personnel the

executed maintenance tasks and the professional education were investigated

deeply. The result was that operational and workshop personnel are in the

position to execute maintenance at different levels: from simple routine jobs to

highly-sophisticated overhauls due to the variety of different professional

backgrounds of the personnel and due to the actual assignment of tasks. The

tasks actually executed were one part of the cluster analysis and the subsequent

building of shift teams.

 The attitude and commitment of the personnel. These issues were almost

neglected in literature as described in chapter 2.9.1. Nevertheless the

commitment to, attitude and identification of the personnel with their production

unit were mentioned by production managers as being very important properties

of the personnel that care for maintenance of the plant. Two production

managers (company 3 case 1; company 4 case 1) set the attitude and motivation
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of the personnel directly in relation to the result of maintenance, especially in the

case of reactive measures. It was also mentioned that the commitment of the

workshop personnel to the plant was better when they were directly assigned to

the plant. The interviews with the operational and workshop personnel showed

that the involved personnel have in essence a positive attitude to maintenance.

This was a result of the interviews with operational and workshop personnel

within the chemical and pharmaceutical industry in the defined region. This

might be different in other industries or regions and might therefore require

measures in order to influence the attitude and commitment.

It was demonstrated in chapters 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.2 that the consideration of the

professional background of the personnel can be used to build teams that operate and

maintain their production plant. As these teams consist of members that are in the

position to execute maintenance at very different levels they can react flexibly to

suddenly occurring break-downs and can support plant modifications with their

professional knowledge and positive attitude. However another part of the

knowledge enables an additional support especially in plant modifications but in

reactive maintenance as well. As already introduced, tacit knowledge (know-how)

covers plant related experiences that can be valuable for technicians who prepare the

plant modification for a new product. One manager (company 1 case 1) mentioned

the importance of knowledge transfer especially with regards to the experience (tacit

knowledge) of the personnel. This could bridge the lack of accuracy that was

mentioned by some managers. However, this proposition did not comprise tacit

knowledge so that the professional and educational background and the attitude of

the personnel do not satisfy the need for flexibility alone. The involvement of tacit

knowledge provides a big contribution to the successful maintenance operation.

Proposition 5a is therefore confirmed with a limitation.

The investigation of the professional background of the personnel showed that the

technical knowledge does not lie with the workshop personnel alone. There are

employees in the group of plant operators that had a technical education in the past

and the professional education of chemical plant operators comprised some

maintenance topics as well. Considering the technical knowledge of the operative

personnel the presence of a technician might not necessarily be needed when the
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normal maintenance is already carried out (e.g. during the daytime) and the plant

runs smoothly. Due mainly to cost reasons a night shift could then be operated

without a technician, which would lead to a decrease of plant availability in the case

of a serious breakdown. The investigation of the maintenance knowledge of the

operational personnel showed that it is at a reasonable level which allows operational

personnel to react to sudden break-downs up to a certain level. The consequent use of

the professional knowledge of the involved personnel would therefore lead to

reduced costs due to the saving of a technician. This is confirmed by an interviewee

who mentioned that there are fewer technicians since some maintenance work is

carried out by operational personnel.

However the influence of plant down time at night because of unexpected breakdown

and the absence of a technician have to be evaluated individually. It can therefore be

stated that maintenance costs can be reduced but that the overall costs might increase

in certain cases.

Regarding its exact wording the proposition 5b is therefore confirmed.

4.4.6 Proposition 6:

The influence of a lack in professional knowledge was shown in the literature. Little

2006 describes the direct impact of under-skilled personnel on maintenance quality

due to poor repair work, inefficiency and bad failure diagnosis. The assessment of

the operational and workshop personnel regarding their maintenance-related

knowledge was carried out using a survey with an additional evaluation made by the

interviewer of the remarks made after the interview. The objective was to see how far

the personnel that carry out maintenance tasks are adequately trained/skilled. The

interviews with operations managers provided inputs as well.

The results of the surveys respond to the findings of Little 2006 in two ways. The

interviews with operations managers showed that in one production unit the plant

operators are assigned to maintenance tasks according to their maintenance-related

professional background (company 2 case 2). The manager reported just minor

influences that led to critical situations in production. Another manager (company 4

case 1) indicated that he had no critical situations in his plant and that maintenance is

at a good level but he did not mention that the assignment of the personnel was
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carried out according to their professional background regarding maintenance.

However he had chosen a different approach. He paid more attention to the close

collaboration and relationship between operational and workshop personnel and their

identification with the plant. The professional improvement of the personnel is

carried out in that case in the frame of the evaluation and planning of maintenance

measures that are implemented and executed together. The professional education is

therefore an ongoing process in which both operational and workshop personnel are

involved and contributes successfully to maintenance quality. According to the

findings in academic literature about tacit knowledge this manager successfully

started to realise the development and transfer of tacit knowledge.

Other managers either rely on additional training regarding the execution of

maintenance tasks for the personnel who are assigned to those tasks or they

mentioned no special training in order to prepare operational personnel for

maintenance tasks. All of them reported more or less serious critical situations.

The results of the survey with the operational and workshop personnel showed that

there is a trend for workshop personnel to execute more difficult maintenance tasks

than they have learned during their professional education. This might be the result

of their increasing experience due to their job tenure but increases the risk as well

due to a lack in the task-related theoretical background – as introduced in chapter

3.7.3.2. The situation of the operational personnel is vice versa. Three plant operators

were able to execute more maintenance tasks according to their professional

education. This would not lead in the end to a better maintenance quality as they

would take over the execution of tasks from at least adequate workshop personnel.

However, this would lead to cost savings and to an upgrade of jobs for the workshop

personnel as the plant operators would not carry out the most challenging tasks.

Regarding the evaluation of proposition 6 professional knowledge has to be specified

more precisely. In the sense of this proposition professional knowledge comprises

the professional education due to an apprenticeship and the additional maintenance-

related training and the tacit knowledge that was acquired during their work in the

plant. This proposition is therefore confirmed. But the evaluation of the interviews

provided additional information about the additional training. The company with the

best result regarding maintenance quality trained their personnel on a regular basis
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and supported an enhanced team spirit by training the whole plant team and not only

the plant operators.

Regarding the risk due to inadequately skilled personnel there was no clear answer

provided in the interviews. It can be assumed that there is a certain risk in the

execution of maintenance tasks by the workshop personnel but this was not

supported by the managers who confirmed a good level of maintenance. However,

the critical situations that were reported result from other influences that can not be

allocated to the workshop personnel but more to a lack of accuracy in the plant

preparation process and maloperation.

Proposition 6 is therefore confirmed.

4.4.7 Propositions 7a and b:

Experience that is acquired over time in maintenance of MPP comprises knowhow

about individual properties of a production plant and the way in which to deal with

them in special situations. These can be special procedures for plant modification for

instance due to a new product, the ‘know-where’ of plant equipment, weaknesses of

centrifuges with certain products, the behaviour of pumps with certain products and

all the insider tricks and workarounds to deal with special situations.

Tacit knowledge is described as difficult to be transferred into explicit knowledge as

it is difficult to be verbalised and written down. Explicit knowledge can be

transferred easier from one person to the other as it can be verbalised. In the

maintenance environment tacit knowledge is mainly acquired by way of increasing

experience over the years of doing maintenance and repairs in a plant. This covers

technical backgrounds and special technical solutions that are closely related to the

plant or particular behaviour of the plant equipment during certain production

processes. It enables the personnel to perform contextual thinking and not only to

handle detached and well-defined technical details.

The different aspects of management of tacit knowledge in organisations were

evaluated in the discussion of various sources as introduced in chapter 2.9. It

comprises the development and spread of tacit knowledge and the development of a

suitable and supportive organisational structure.
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In the interviews with operational and workshop personnel and with the production

managers two situations were described that support propositions 7a and b. One plant

operator mentioned that his preparedness to carry out maintenance tasks in addition

to his normal work is rewarded by his employer with additional compensation.

According to Osterloh and Frey 2000 this is extrinsic motivation. The result

regarding the maintenance quality as reported by his manager shows that this kind of

motivation does not lead to a significant improvement of the maintenance-related

situation. On the other hand another manager (company 4 case 1) described the

evaluation, planning and implementation of maintenance activities as a common

team effort in his production unit. The manager explained that this common team

effort increases the identification of the personnel with their plant. However in that

company no major breakdown was reported in the interview. The comparison of

these two situations in two different companies provides at least a strong indication

that the use of the tacit knowledge of a team leads to increased team spirit and to

increased maintenance quality – as already introduced in the essay about quality

group tacit knowledge (Erden et al. 2008). In the first case it was neither indicated by

a manager that the tacit knowledge of the chemical operator will be spread to his

colleagues nor how. However it was mentioned by managers of the same company

that team spirit and knowledge transfer is important although it was not mentioned

how this should happen. In the second case clear measures for knowledge transfer

and the spread of tacit knowledge are in place and provide positive results. Teams for

the preparation, implementation and execution of maintenance activities have been

put in place. They combine their know how by way of a discussion about the

maintenance task. This leads to an increasing common understanding and thinking

about the plant and its maintenance.

The second approach is a point of discussion in science. The common standpoint is

that tacit knowledge cannot be transferred into explicit knowledge. However in this

environment skilled craftsmen acquire knowledge (experience) through their daily

work in the production plant. It is difficult for them to (and usually they do not like

to) verbalise operational procedures or even their experiences – which does not

necessarily mean that this is not possible. The approach to verbalise these

experiences or operational procedures therefore involves getting this verbalisation
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done by a different person together with the craftsman. The verbalised knowledge

can then be spread to other employees.

The objective of both approaches is to gain access to the tacit knowledge of one

employee by others in order to spread this knowledge. This also enables other

employees by and by to deal with special situations in a similar way. The

management of tacit knowledge is its identification, the evaluation of its value, the

distinction of the above described possibilities and the decision about further

measures regarding how to handle it. This is a typical task of a facilitator as

described by Probst 1987. The results of the survey support this as they provide

information about personnel that hold a body of experience as demonstrated in

chapter 4.2.2.

The spread of tacit knowledge within an organisation therefore leads to a wider range

of personnel who are in the position to know and use the tricks and know-where as

indicated initially. This enables people to act flexibly to plant modifications and react

to break-downs of equipment with appropriate measures. The management of tacit

knowledge therefore leads to increased flexibility within the involved personnel.

Proposition 7a is therefore confirmed.

The implementation of measures due to the management of tacit knowledge requires

the deep involvement of personnel. The generally positive attitude of the personnel

supports this. This was already shown above.

Proposition 7b is therefore confirmed.

4.4.8 Propositions 8a and b

The investigation of the interviews with operations managers showed that there is a

lack of commitment and identification of the operational and workshop personnel

with their plant or production unit. Managers mentioned the importance of

identification, commitment and attitude for the success of maintenance. In the survey

with operations managers it was identified that the approaches to achieve this

identification and commitment are different. The most successful approach was

described by the production manager of company 4. The execution of maintenance

measures is planned and implemented by both operational and workshop personnel

together. Simple maintenance tasks like exchange of filters or oil are carried out by
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operational personnel who are assigned to parts of the plant for which they are

responsible. This manager described this as one important reason why he essentially

had no major breakdowns within his production unit. Other approaches to increase

the identification of the personnel did not provide such a good result. Literature on

maintenance provided no satisfying answer to this issue either.

Another issue was raised by operations managers. An important point is the transfer

of knowledge within a maintenance team. This affects explicit and tacit knowledge.

Knowledge that is owned by just a few people or by an individual becomes critical

when this person is not available due to sickness or holidays or when the person

leaves the company. With reference to this project it is obvious that this leads to a

decrease in flexibility with the execution of plant modifications or the ability to react

to unexpected breakdowns.

The investigation of academic sources on tacit knowledge showed that the

development and spread of tacit knowledge within an organisation strongly supports

both the increase of identification of the personnel with their plant and the teamwork

and the knowledge transfer within the team. The organisational structure has to

provide the frame for this.

In the sources on tacit knowledge the demands on the organisational structure were

well defined. As already described in chapter 2.9.2 the support of participation and

self-determination lead to intrinsic motivation and therefore have to be essential

elements of such an organisational structure. In chapter 2.10 an approach was

introduced that not only meets these requirements but exceeds them. The concept of

self-organisation as described by Probst 1987 supports the participation and self-

determination of the personnel through self-organisation and self-regulating

systems/groups. This was already described in the aforementioned chapter. The link

to this project is the personnel. The surveys had to provide information about the

suitability of the personnel for such an organisational approach.

The survey with operations managers demonstrated that there is a strong requirement

for an increase of identification with and commitment of the personnel to their plant.

In this context some managers additionally mentioned the attitude of the individuals

and the team spirit of the group. A correlation of the identification and involvement

of the personnel and the success of maintenance activities was reported. The survey
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with the operational and workshop personnel showed a basically positive attitude of

the personnel to maintenance issues. Most of them would like to get more involved

in it by acquiring more knowledge. But all this does not necessarily mean that their

identification, commitment and involvement is at the required level. However it can

be assumed that their basically positive attitude that was identified and experienced

in the interviews is a good basis for the implementation of a self-regulating

organisation. This is an important factor. As mentioned in chapter 1.5 MPP are

operated in a highly dynamic environment and it is not possible to start right from

scratch with the education of people each time after a change in the environment. For

this reason it is essential for managers to know about the attitude, preparedness and

commitment of their personnel in order to be sure that people will go along with it.

Another important piece of information was the result from the interview with the

operations manager of company 4. He described that in his unit the planning and

execution of maintenance tasks is carried out in teams that consist of operational and

workshop personnel. The concerted discussion, planning and execution of the tasks

lead to the development and transfer of tacit knowledge. The organisational structure

of that unit shows characteristics of the described self-regulating systems. The

following measures were described by the manager:

 The allocation of responsibility to the lowest level is achieved because

operational personnel are responsible for parts of the plant. This responsibility

rotates from one employee to the next.

 Maintenance planning and execution is carried out in autonomous groups that are

free to decide about the execution of the maintenance measures. Additionally the

close collaboration of operational and workshop personnel is supported by the

management.

 They are allowed to make their own decisions and to organise themselves which

leads to “self-design” and a kind of entrepreneurial management – but always

within the boundaries of that organisational unit and with a focus on its

maintenance

The investigation of this proposition showed that the most successful approach to

maintenance that was reported in the interviews with operations managers comprises
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elements of self-regulating systems. However the actual stage of implementation

does not cover the full range of self-organisation. It was not possible with the

existing sources and with the information from the interviews to prove or disprove to

what extent a self-regulating organisation is in the position (or not) to respond to

external influences. Nevertheless it was demonstrated that the implementation of a

few elements of a self-regulating organisation provides advantages to a maintenance

and operational organisation and that this result is in line with the findings about the

demands on an organisation that supports the development and transfer of tacit

knowledge as introduced by Osterloh and Frey 2000. Although it was not possible to

prove these propositions there is an indication that they are most probably true.

Propositions 8a and b are therefore not confirmed.

4.4.9 Proposition 9:

It was introduced in the literature review by Crocker 1999 that people in maintenance

also make mistakes – which is quite normal for human beings. The evaluation of the

interviews with operations managers showed that this affects the operational

personnel more and personnel that are occupied with the planning and execution of

plant modifications in the case of new products. One manager (company 2 case 1)

mentioned a plant fire because of a lack of accuracy within the investigations of

causes and effects prior to the implementation of a new production process

(influence on the plant safety). Another manager (company 1 case 2) reported

product contamination due to abrasion caused by operating errors (influence on

product quality; the chemical reaction had run too long). The same manager

mentioned corroded pipes because of the wrong material for the pipes. The next

manager (company 1, case 3) essentially described the same situation. All of them

were sure that more accuracy on behalf of the involved personnel would have helped

to avoid these situations. The operations manager of company 3 (case 1) places

accuracy on the same level as maintenance. Accuracy is therefore an important

attitude of the personnel.

It is a management task to demand and to ensure this accuracy from the related

personnel and it is therefore a leadership issue.

Proposition 9 is therefore confirmed.
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4.4.10 Summary regarding the propositions

In this section the fulfilment of the propositions will be evaluated and contrasted with

the requirements of maintenance operations in MPP as introduced in section 1.3.

Proposition Confirmed?

Proposition 1 Y

Proposition 2 Y

Proposition 3a Y

Proposition 3b Y

Proposition 4 N

Proposition 5a Y

Proposition 5b Y

Proposition 6 Y

Proposition 7a Y

Proposition 7b Y

Proposition 8a N

Proposition 8b N

Proposition 9 Y

Table 4.7: Compilation of the results of the evaluation of the propositions

The propositions as introduced in chapter 1.6 were established in order to see to what

extent the key elements of maintenance can be supported to improve maintenance

practice in MPP. As demonstrated in table 4.7 most of the propositions were

confirmed so that the improvement of maintenance practice in MPP can be achieved.

The evaluation of the surveys provided additional information that can be used in

order to complete the maintenance model. As introduced in chapter 3.5 both the

result of the evaluation of the propositions and the additional information from the

interviews will frame the maintenance model. Its development will be shown in the

following section.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the original data from interviews with operational and workshop

personnel and operations managers was analysed and used to investigate the

propositions. The analysis of data from interviews with operational and workshop
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personnel provided a clear picture from the educational and professional level and

the basic attitude of the involved personnel at shop floor level. The analysis of the

interviews with operations managers provided information at different levels that

was used not only for answering the propositions. It will also be used to show the

limitations of the maintenance model for MPP and the starting point for the

necessary customisation of the maintenance model.

The information from the interviews was supported by the results of the investigation

of the relevant literature. Both sources together allowed the propositions to be

answered in order to provide the frame for the maintenance model for MPP that will

be developed in the following chapter.
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5 Conclusions and Implications

In this section the maintenance model will be developed using the results of the

analysis of the propositions that frame the maintenance model.

5.1 Results/conclusions

The investigation of already existing maintenance models and policies using

academic and non-academic sources showed that they only partially reflect the

requirements of MPP. The establishment of propositions initiated a comprehensive

investigation of the key elements of maintenance in order to confirm or reject the

thesis and to improve maintenance practice.

5.1.1 Conclusions about research on the embedding of reactive maintenance in

the use pattern and utilisation of the plant (proposition 1)

The investigation of proposition 1 showed that the consideration of the use pattern of

a production plant and its current design allow cost optimisations regarding the

warehousing of spare parts. It was also shown that the intelligent use of the whole of

the installed plant equipment allows the reduction of plant down-times in the case of

unexpected breakdowns which leads to cost reductions as well. Spare parts do not

have to be on stock; they can be purchased in the case of a break-down. However this

depends on their delivery time and the use of the plant. The limitation of this option

was mentioned by a production manager referring to production prescriptions in the

pharmaceutical industry.

Beyond these findings, the high professional level of the personnel was mentioned by

one production manager who especially experienced it in situations of reactive

measures. The results of the interviews with operational and workshop personnel

mostly confirmed this experience.

The proposition was confirmed and additional findings beyond the proposition were

identified.
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5.1.2 Conclusions about research on the synchronisation of proactive and

prescribed measures (proposition 2)

It was shown that the most important regulations that operations managers have to

follow offer a degree of freedom regarding the moment of the execution of

prescribed measures (e.g. inspections by an official body) that allows the

synchronisation with other maintenance measures. This allows the minimisation of

the influence on the production schedule.

This proposition was confirmed.

5.1.3 Conclusions about research on the preparation of the plant prior to the

implementation of a new product (propositions 3a and b)

It was identified in the interviews with operations managers that chemical processes

of new products that have to be implemented for production are not always

investigated carefully enough by the plant engineering personnel. This lack of

accuracy leads to corrosion on parts of the equipment which causes failure to the

equipment or quality problems. An improvement in accuracy at work would

therefore help to avoid such issues.

The careful preparation of the plant comprises not only accuracy. It was mentioned

that the competent selection of equipment materials is essential in order to avoid

corrosion issues as well.

Beyond this it was admitted by all managers that the time frame for an accurate

preparation of the plant is sufficient.

These propositions were therefore confirmed.

5.1.4 Conclusions about research on the alignment of the maintenance and

corporate strategy (proposition 4)

The answers given by operations managers about maintenance were compared with

the basic strategy of their company. It was demonstrated that the alignment of the

maintenance strategy with the basic corporate strategy does not necessarily lead to

cost improvements at first. Depending on the corporate strategy it is necessary for

maintenance to support higher-ranking objectives (e.g. high product availability or

high quality) with a higher priority than just focusing on maintenance costs.
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This proposition was therefore not confirmed.

5.1.5 Conclusions about research on the professional background of the

personnel (propositions 5a and b)

The consideration of the professional background of the operational and workshop

personnel was investigated using original data from interviews with representatives

of the respective groups. Their attitude was investigated using the remarks made after

the interviews. It was shown that their professional background and attitude support

the improvement of flexibility (in the sense as was introduced in chapter 1.6) because

of the full use of the existing knowledge and the general preparedness of people to

play a part in maintenance.

As tacit knowledge was not considered in this proposition it was confirmed only in a

minor way as tacit knowledge provides a big contribution to the flexibility of the

personnel.

It was demonstrated that the consideration of the professional knowledge and attitude

of the personnel leads to reductions of maintenance-related costs through the

reduction of personnel. But it was also demonstrated that this might lead to a

decrease of the plant availability which might result in an increase of total costs. The

sole focus on maintenance-related costs is therefore myopic and might lead to false

conclusions.

5.1.6 Conclusions about research on the assignment of the personnel to

maintenance tasks according to their professional knowledge

(proposition 6)

The evaluation of the interviews showed that the maintenance quality was improved

through the assignment of maintenance tasks to the operational and workshop

personnel according to their professional knowledge. The important issue was the

definition of the professional knowledge. The involvement of the professional

education and additional professional training by way of courses or company-internal

seminars provided no significant improvements. Only the development and transfer

of tacit knowledge on a regular basis as a part of the maintenance process provided

significant improvements in maintenance quality. The improved maintenance quality

in that one case resulted in a reduction of breakdowns.
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The investigation of this proposition demonstrated the high importance of the

development and transfer of tacit knowledge compared to the usual professional and

technically oriented knowledge.

This proposition was confirmed.

5.1.7 Conclusions about research on the use of tacit knowledge (proposition 7a

and b)

The interviews with operations managers showed that the transfer of knowledge is

regarded as critical and the involvement of the personnel has to be increased in order

to increase their commitment and identification. Using examples from the interviews

and the results of previous research on tacit knowledge demonstrated that both can be

achieved by managing tacit knowledge soundly.

Both parts of this proposition were confirmed.

5.1.8 Conclusions about research on the organisational structure of the

maintenance organisation (propositions 8a and b)

It was shown that the most advantageous organisational approach of a maintenance

organisation that was reported in the interviews shows characteristics of a self-

regulating organisational structure. Compared to the holistic idea of a self-organising

system as introduced in chapter 2.12.1 this is right at the beginning and can not be

seen as the realisation of a self-organising structure. However the requirements to the

organisational structure regarding the development and transfer of tacit knowledge

lead in the same direction as well. It can therefore be assumed that a self-regulating

organisation provides substantial advantages to a mixed maintenance and operations

organisation but it was not possible to prove or disprove the propositions.

Both parts of this proposition were therefore unconfirmed but a trend was

recognised.

5.1.9 Conclusions about accuracy in plant operation and plant preparation

(proposition 9)

The evaluation of the interviews with operations managers showed that a lack of

accuracy can lead to poor product quality and to plant safety problems. The

managers already recognised this problem and demand accuracy from their
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personnel. The fact that this is still an issue shows that the problem is not

satisfactorily solved right now. It was identified that it is a leadership issue to obtain

this accuracy from the personnel as the capabilities and the methods for a sound

execution of the work exist. However this is not a specific issue of MPP but

everywhere where work is carried out. Nevertheless in MPP it is more important to

remain accurate due to the frequent changes of products and the nature of plant

operation.

This proposition was confirmed.

5.2 Development of the maintenance model

In this section the new maintenance model will be assembled using the building

blocks that were identified in the previous sections and the results of the analysis of

the propositions. It will consist of relevant parts of already existing models,

implementation of legal requirements, the special role of the involved personnel,

hints for the implementation of the new model and recommendations for its

organisational structure. A special focus will be on the interactions of the parts of the

model. The investigations of the propositions and their results will give the direction

for the development of the maintenance model and provide scientific strength and

plausibility.

The requirement for customisation of maintenance was considered earlier as

demonstrated in the literature review where some frameworks for maintenance

models had been presented. All these frameworks provided useful information for

the development of a customised maintenance solution. However the investigation of

these frameworks showed that they do not fit well in the MPP environment and that

they still leave room for improvement. This section will provide a best practice

maintenance model for MPP. It considers special requirements of MPP in a better

way than the already developed models and it defines the connecting points where

customisation should start based on the individual situation of a company or

operational unit. The interviews with operations managers have shown that the issues

that are experienced by all or at least most of them are experienced in the same way.

It therefore makes sense to cover these issues in the maintenance model. However

there were also issues that were experienced quite differently and which reflect the

individuality of the companies or production units. These issues cannot be solved
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using an industry-specific maintenance model. It is necessary to find individual

solutions for these issues which are not part of the maintenance model. The decision

about the point up to which the maintenance model is applied and from which point

on the customisation has to start is therefore one of the major decisions in the

implementation phase. Figure 5.1 demonstrates interaction between the maintenance

model and the customisation.
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Figure 5.1: The maintenance model, the customisation and the decision process in

between (author’s own figure)

Using the structure of the answers given by the operations managers as mentioned

above the hatched range should be small. However an individual evaluation of the

company-internal situation is necessary.

The following illustration provides an overview of the core statements from existing

sources and the research part of this project, their contribution to the propositions and

the synergies among the propositions that will lead to optimisations.
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Grouping of personnel according to defined parameters
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Figure 5.2: The House of Maintenance showing the core statements from research and existing sources that answer the propositions (author’s own figure)
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As already introduced in chapter 3.9 the building blocks, that represent the core

statements from existing sources (grey) and the research part (orange) of this project,

are shown on the left side. A ‘+’ or ‘-‘ indicate their contribution for answering the

propositions that are shown on the top. In the roof of the house the points where

synergies of the propositions lead to optimisations of the maintenance model are

marked with a number. These points will be explained in chapter 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Design of the maintenance model

The first step describes the design of the maintenance model taking into

consideration the results of the previous investigations. The model will be based on

the key dimensions of maintenance as introduced in chapter 1.6. Their combination

with the results of the investigation of the propositions will provide a maintenance

model with special advantages for the MPP environment. It will also show the

boundaries of the model and the point where its customisation should start.

The optimisation will be the subject of chapter 5.2.2.

5.2.1.1 Key dimension: Maintenance execution

The key dimension maintenance is the most equipment-related part of the

maintenance model. It describes the classic elements of maintenance. In this section

the most useful approaches with a focus on MPP will be presented and explained.

Reactive measures

It was shown that a concept for reactive maintenance measures and its careful

preparation are essential in the MPP environment due to various reasons. The

prepared reactive maintenance part of the model is an integrated part of the

maintenance model which supports the availability and helps to reduce costs

according to proposition 1 which was confirmed.

The following elements were found to be useful. Their character and applicability

depend on the individual situation in a company. Figure 5.3 shows the elements and

their link to customisation.
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Workshop

• Best repair methods
• Immediate exchange and subsequent
repair

• Buffer stock

• Redundant equipment
• Alternative routing
• Flexible equipment

• Training of personnel
• Expansion of maintenance crew
• Overtime

• Improvement of workshop facilities
• Management of spare parts

Maintenance model
Reactive maintenance part

Customisation
Reactive maintenance part

Organisation

• Trade-off of reactive maintenance
with the plant use pattern and installed
equipment

• Evaluation of the plant use pattern
• Targeted training of personnel
• Evaluation of critical parts/components/
equipment (e.g. execution of FMECA)

• Decision about best measures regarding
• Equipment
• Methods
• Personnel
• Workshop

• Evaluation of alternatives:
• Re-routing
• Buffer stock
• Supplier contracts for spare parts

Figure 5.3: Dissociation of the maintenance model for MPP and the customisation

due to necessary decisions and the individual situation in a company or production

unit (author’s own figure)

The previously investigated issues about reactive maintenance have been completed

by the results of this project in order to improve maintenance practice in MPP.

Proactive measures

The execution of proactive maintenance measures has to be split up into measures in

the design phase of the plant, into scheduled/planned measures and into inspections.

It was shown with the results of the interviews with operations managers that the

careful preparation of a plant for a product is essential in order to avoid break-downs,

accidents and quality problems mainly caused due to corrosion. The main input that

was given by operations managers was that the preparation of a plant for a new

product requires a high level of accuracy by the engineers that plan the plant

modification. From the technical point of view this was supported by proposition 3.
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Proposition 9 covers the relevant attitude of the personnel. The following figure 5.4

shows the process in general:

Investigation of its whole chemical
process regarding:
• Intermediates, co- and by-products
• temperatures
• pressures
of all production steps

New product to be produced

Required properties of the plant
equipment
• Withstands corrosion
• Is suitable for all occuring pressures

and temperatures
• Others

Properties of the installed plant
equipment
• Equipment materials
• Wall thicknesses
• Others

comparison

Frame for plant modifications

Plant equipment is appropriate for the
production of the intended product

Modification of the plant and its
equipment
• Purchase of new equipment (delivery

time)
• Adaptation of existing equipment

Figure 5.4: General process for the evaluation of plant modifications prior to the

implementation of a new product (author’s own figure)

According to one of the plant managers this effort can be supported by lists that

contain information about the suitability of materials for applications in chemical

processes. Pieri et al. 2002 propose a data and knowledge-based system for the

evaluation of suitable construction materials in order to support the decision process.

It was also mentioned that the information about the implementation of a new

product is provided early enough so that there is no lack of time regarding the

preparation and execution of the plant modification. However this is a question of

attitude of the individuals involved and is therefore a management and leadership

issue on the part of their managers.

The second part of proactive maintenance is maintenance activities according to a

maintenance schedule. The evaluation of the literature about proactive maintenance
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showed that the consideration of the production plan provides advantages over the

scheduling according to fixed intervals. Scheduled maintenance activities comprise

tasks like greasing, adjustments, exchange of parts (e.g. filters, bearings, seals, drive

belts…). The adaptation of these measures to the production plan leads to exchange

intervals of different lengths but the normal reserve of wear-out of these parts allows

irregularities regarding the exchange interval. It was a result of the investigation of

the legal sources that established that there exists here a degree of freedom regarding

the point of time of the execution of legally prescribed measures as well. This allows

the synchronisation of both legally prescribed measures and normal maintenance

measures due to technical necessities. The advantage of the synchronisation is that

the plant does not have to be shut down for the execution of tasks separately which

reduces the plant down-time. The consideration of the production plan, the normal

maintenance measures and of the prescribed measures is a clear distinction to other

models. The evaluation made clear that all three influences can be synchronised in

order to minimise the influences in the plant availability and costs. This is supported

by proposition 2.

The monitoring of the plant condition is the third part of proactive maintenance. It

allows the recognition of upcoming breakdowns in order to initiate appropriate

measures. Condition monitoring was introduced in chapter 2.8.2 and a combined risk

evaluation and condition monitoring model was provided in chapter 2.8.2.5. In this

area in particular technology develops quickly and suppliers provide ongoing new

monitoring and analysis products for maintenance. It was mentioned by one

production manager that he would need a system for condition monitoring of floating

ring seals and pumps. Another proposed an increase in the number of inspections of

the surfaces that are in contact with the production materials. These very different

requirements of two production managers show that this is an issue that cannot be

solved generally and is therefore a point of customisation. The decision criteria about

the selection and implementation of condition monitoring and inspections are

obviously the critical points of the process.

This part of the maintenance model helps to identify critical parts of the plant and to

focus on them – already in the implementation phase of a new product and during the

plant operation. This is supported at least partially by proposition 3.
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The execution of maintenance is closely plant-related. Changes in reactive and

proactive maintenance have immediate effects on the plant and its equipment and

operation in the first instance. The short-term effects result in long-term

improvements in the plant condition.

5.2.1.2 Key dimension: Personnel

Personnel play a central role in maintenance. Their explicit and tacit knowledge,

attitudes, commitment and allocation to teams are essential issues for maintenance

quality. This section addresses the key elements of maintenance regarding the

involvement of personnel.

Knowledge management

The joint consideration of the findings of previous research and of the interviews

with the operational and workshop personnel and production managers answered the

propositions 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 as first formulated in chapter 1.6 and explained in

chapter 2.12. The transfer of these results to the maintenance model provides

information for managers about the best way of how to manage in particular the tacit

knowledge of their personnel and the required organisational frame.

In literature explicit knowledge was described as knowledge that is easy to express,

formalise and share. Regarding maintenance this refers to the maintenance-related

knowledge that is acquired by people during their apprenticeship and that is imparted

through additional courses or similar. Lubit 2001 summarises it by saying explicit

knowledge is the “knowing what”. The evaluation of the interviews showed that the

explicit knowledge of the operational and workshop personnel exists at different

levels according to their professional education. As some employees of the group of

operational personnel completed a technical apprenticeship it is possible to assign the

execution of certain maintenance tasks to them – right according to their occupation.

This is already done in some companies as the interviews with operations managers

have shown – but systematically. However prior to the assignment of tasks to

operational workers it is necessary to clarify the following issues:

 Evaluation of the level of maintenance-relevant professional education of the

employee. This kind of detailed information is usually not part of the information

about the personnel that is collected by the human resources department. For this
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reason it has to be collected individually. The analysis of proposition 5 showed

that this leads to increased flexibility and reduced maintenance-related costs.

 Evaluation of the required level of maintenance performance taking into

consideration the plant set-up and operational load.

 Comparison of both in order to recognise gaps. This is supported by proposition

6 and leads to a reduction of breakdowns and cost.

A methodology for the evaluation of the professional skills of the personnel was

provided in section 3.7.3.

As found in literature explicit knowledge provides no sustainable competitive

advantage for a company as it is exchangeable very easily. Competitive advantage is

provided by tacit knowledge. Investigations on the tacit knowledge of individuals

and groups have shown its potential. It is described as “knowing how” and comprises

information that is difficult to express, verbalise and share. Its spread in a mixed

maintenance and operational organisation requires its careful management by the

manager. In this case his/her role is that of a facilitator. In order to verify the

potential of tacit knowledge in the environment under investigation the following

objectives have to be achieved:

 The maintenance-relevant tacit knowledge of individuals has to be spread within

the organisation to all involved personnel. The involved personnel will develop

group tacit knowledge and act appropriately according to the levels of group tacit

knowledge as introduced in chapter 2.9.2. The selection of the suitable level of

group tacit knowledge that should be achieved depends on the situation of the

respective unit and is therefore a point of the customisation of the maintenance

model. The interviews with operations managers could not provide a sufficient

answer that allowed the definition of a clear requirement. However, Erden et al.

2008 admit that it is not necessary that every group has to reach the highest level

to be successful. The concerns of the author regarding the level four

‘improvisation’ in maintenance and high risk environments were expressed

earlier. This part of the maintenance model is derived from the analysis of the

proposition 7 and provides substantial advantages in contrast to other

maintenance models. Such a deep involvement of the personnel was not found in
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literature on maintenance before and provides an important contribution to

professional practice.

 An organisational structure that supports the development and spread of tacit

knowledge has to be designed and implemented. It was demonstrated that a self-

regulating structure as introduced in chapter 2.10.1 provides advantages

regarding the participation and self-determination of the group which were found

to support the development and spread of tacit knowledge. This was investigated

in the analysis of proposition 8. However the implementation of this

organisational approach has a big impact on the existing structure of the

company and is therefore a point of customisation. Its implementation might be

limited by the preparedness of the management to pass on a big portion of

responsibility to the personnel.

 Group tacit knowledge has to be developed through group activities. As

introduced in chapter 2.9.2 the collective performance of maintenance activities

leads to a collective thinking and mind and to behaviour and decisions that are

supported by the whole team. This is the result of the analysis of proposition 7.

One of the interviewed production managers explained that in his production unit

it is common practice to discuss and plan maintenance tasks within the group

prior to their collective execution. He also reports a good commitment and team

spirit amongst his personnel which led to a low breakdown rate at his plant.

 The creation of new specific tacit knowledge has to be supported by way of

working with experts. From the practical point of view this can be realised in

situations where specialists from equipment manufacturers have to be involved

in order to solve specific and equipment-related problems. The collaboration of

company-internal workshop personnel with external specialists allows the

development of new tacit knowledge. However this kind of tacit knowledge is

very specific and mostly directly related to special equipment. The question to be

clarified is to which group of people this tacit knowledge should be spread

within the maintenance and operational organisation. Also this is a part of the

management of tacit knowledge and provides advantages regarding the

development and transfer of tacit knowledge.
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The support on behalf of the management of tacit and explicit knowledge with an IT-

solution was scientifically investigated. The nature of the two kinds of knowledge

can lead to a strong emphasis on explicit knowledge and to a neglect of tacit

knowledge as demonstrated in chapter 2.9.2. As the transfer of knowledge was

strongly requested in the interviews with operations managers, its management must

be in the focus of a comprehensive model as well. The selection of a suitable IT-

solution for knowledge management is therefore crucial. The above mentioned

investigation of IT-solutions in knowledge management is from 2001 and might not

reflect the options of recent IT-solutions. It is therefore recommended to initiate

market research prior to the implementation of such a solution in order to purchase a

solution that is state-of-the-art and that might handle tacit knowledge soundly.

The use of existing sources on knowledge management and the original data from the

interviews with operations managers led to an in-depth discussion on the use and

management of tacit knowledge in maintenance. This was not discussed in such

quality in sources on maintenance before. This part of the research provides theory

and practice of maintenance management with an important aspect that is very

important as it helps maintenance to become a competitive advantage.

The assembly of maintenance teams

The first objective of the analysis and evaluation of the interviews with the

operational and workshop personnel was the creation of maintenance teams in order

to understand and subsequently use the professional knowledge of the personnel in

the best possible way. Keeping this in mind the interview data was evaluated with a

cluster analysis. Its results were presented in section 4.2.1 and provided three clusters

with a high internal homogeneity and a high external heterogeneity – right according

to the requirements of the cluster analysis. These clusters allow the maintenance and

production managers to assemble mixed maintenance and production teams

according to the requirements of the production plan, production process and

maintenance strategy taking into consideration the professional knowledge of the

involved personnel. The general process was described in section 3.7.3.1. The

following requirements can be considered and have an influence on the number of

teams and their composition:
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 The shift model that has to be implemented in order to satisfy the production

plan determines the number and size of shift teams

 The required skills (operational and maintenance-related skills) and their

level of execution within the team.

 The spread of explicit knowledge and the development and spread of tacit

knowledge within the team in order to achieve the intended level of group

tacit knowledge. Although it was mentioned that teams that reached the third

level (according to Erden et al. 2008 and introduced in chapter 2.9.2) do not

necessarily need a leader it is strongly recommended to have a facilitator in

place who ensures that the common way of thinking and decision making

stays in line with the corporate goals and legal requirements. This facilitator

was introduced by Probst 1987.

 Cost reduction and keeping the plant availability at the same time. The

following table 5.1 will show that this point requires the managerial side of

the facilitator.

Taking these (and perhaps other specific) requirements into account it is obvious that

the teams do not have to be homogeneous like the clusters but should be assembled

from members of the different clusters. The main properties of the members of a

cluster are very clear as they were the clustering variables. The manager is now in

the position to create teams using the clusters that were the result of the analysis. The

following characteristics meet the requirements of MPP as introduced in sections

1.1.1 and 2.4:

Requirement Team-based solution

Flexibility of the operational teams Target-oriented and quick composition

of shift teams consisting of maintenance

and operational personnel that are able to

run and maintain the plant under

changing production situations and to act

in the case of a break-down. The model

ensures that the team composition can be
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changed according to varying products

and production situations.

Cost reduction of total plant operation

incl. maintenance

 Maintenance tasks that require only a

few maintenance-related skills are

carried out by trained operational

personnel

 Avoidance of over-skilled shift

teams in times where shiftwork is

expensive due to shift allowance

 Avoidance of under-skilled shift

teams that are not in the position to

find and implement immediate

solutions for sudden break-downs (if

necessary)

 Execution of scheduled and

mandatory maintenance tasks in the

daytime; the model makes sure, that

the day shift is equipped with the

adequate personnel in order to avoid

shift allowance

 Keeping the number of personnel at

the required minimum in order to

keep the costs for personnel down.

Smooth plant operation and fulfilment of

the production plan

Shift teams that are assembled from

operational and workshop personnel run

and keep up the plant under normal

operational conditions. The operational

personnel are capable of reacting to

sudden break-downs as well and to

support maintainers.
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Transfer of plant-related knowledge

from experienced employees to less

experienced colleagues (explicit and

tacit knowledge)

Combination of the shift teams with

high, medium and low experienced

personnel eases the transfer of

knowledge and build-up of experience

through teamwork. Appropriate team

measures support the development and

transfer of both explicit and tacit

knowledge and lead to group tacit

knowledge

Here, the personal relationship between

the involved personnel has to be

considered as well. This is highly

individual and not researched

systematically in the maintenance field.

Inputs from investigations on knowledge

management and from the interviews

with production managers were

included.

Table 5.1: Coverage of the requirements through team-based measures

The creation of combined maintenance and operational teams as described above is

the first step of the implementation. This team will be called plant operation team

and comprises not only maintenance and operational personnel but the manager and

support functions as well.

The assembly of plant operation teams is supported by a tool that was developed in

the course of this research. This tool uses information that is already available in the

company. It can therefore be used immediately and provides short-term results. The

long-term effect is provided by the knowledge management. It requires the

development of a team-culture that is in line with the described mind-set, attitude and

way of thinking of the involved personnel.
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5.2.1.3 Key dimension: Organisation

With regard to the transfer of knowledge, which was defined as being crucial by

production managers and the wish for more innovation in the field of maintenance, it

is necessary to identify an organisational structure (or at least its main

characteristics) that supports knowledge transfer on the one hand and helps to

increase the identification and commitment of the involved personnel on the other. In

chapter 2.10.1 an organisational structure was presented that comprises properties

that were found to be supportive of knowledge transfer. In addition, this approach

provides a frame that supports the creativity of the personnel.

Basic conditions for an organisational structure

The results of the surveys in combination with the previously investigated

approaches suggest the choice of a self-regulating structure for the implementation of

the maintenance model. The results of the surveys mainly showed that the

environmental conditions would support this approach as introduced in section

2.10.1. Although a self-regulating approach has no defined structure, some basic

characteristics will be compared with the results of the surveys. The following list

provides readers with the comparison:

Self-regulating organisation Results of the survey

Cooperative realisation of

goals

Implementation of mixed operational and

maintenance teams (plant operation teams). All shift

teams consist of the required number of maintainers

and plant operators and consider their professional

knowledge.

Decision making at the

lowest possible hierarchical

level

One of the criteria for the allocation of the personnel

to the shift teams was the degree of professional

education and experience. The result showed a good

professional level and a mostly positive attitude

amongst the involved personnel. According to

production managers team spirit, identification and

commitment from the personnel are very important.

This could be increased by way of team measures for
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the development and spread of tacit knowledge. This

allows making most of the equipment related

decisions at workshop floor level. With the close

relationship between the maintenance and

operational personnel, the plant operation and the

equipment related decisions they provide also

support the senior levels for tactical and strategic

decision making.

High integration/networking The integration of the workshop personnel into

mixed teams that are responsible for the operation

and maintenance of the plant enhances networking

through the conjoint solution of problems and the

common responsibility for the plant and its targets.

This is also a measure for spreading tacit knowledge

in an organisation.

Covering of the flexibility The surveys demonstrated that most of the people

interviewed are highly motivated and interested in

maintenance work. They would also do appropriate

training in order to be able to do more maintenance

work. This fact, together with the principally good

professional level, ensures the flexibility to new

and/or in changing situations – a basic assumption

and question of this study.

Covering of the economic

viability

The criteria that have to be fulfilled in order to be

economically viable are set by the management and

depend on company specific specifications. They

provide the framework and guidelines for decision

making (amongst other things) also at workshop

floor level. The fulfilment is with the corresponding

personnel: The criteria have to be transformed into

targets which have to be broken down and

communicated from the management to the shift
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teams.

Table 5.2: Comparison of basic characteristics of self-organising systems with the

results of this study

The comparison shows, that some basic issues for the implementation of an open and

self-regulating organisational approach are fulfilled. They also fit well into the

characteristics as introduced at the end of section 2.10.1. The plant operation team is

therefore described as an autonomous organisation within a company that reacts to

signals from outside according to the characteristics of its internal behaviour,

redundancy and self-referencing. The following figure 5.5 provides an overview that

will be explained subsequently:

Plant operation
team

COMPANY

Continuous improvement
department

Finance
department

Human resources
department

Sales
department Purchasing

department

Other plant
operation teams

Insurance

Society

Public opinion

Regulations

Shareholders

Market

Competitors

Image of the company

EXT. INFLUENCES

Figure 5.5: Embedding of the plant operation team in its broader context (author’s

own figure)

As presented in figure 5.5, the plant operation team is embedded in the company’s

organisation which is a part of various stakeholders from outside of the company.

The plant operation team is therefore influenced by the company which is influenced
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by various external influences. Up to this point this is not new and is quite a normal

set-up. In order to recognise the differences and chances it is necessary to focus on

the plant operation team and its structure.

The basic idea behind this new approach is to identify the potential of the involved

personnel and to employ them accordingly. This fits well into the theory of Maslow

1970. His theory supports this approach well as he argues that the possibility to exert

individual capabilities, degrees of freedom to act, responsible workings, diversified

jobs, possibilities for professional development… lead to the self-fulfilment (Maslow

1970 according to Grob and Haffner 1982, p. 20f.) of the employees. This

contributes to a better understanding of the findings of Herzberg et al. 1959. Using

the results of comprehensive empirical studies they distinguish between motivators

and hygiene factors. Motivators lead to sustainable job satisfaction and increased

willingness to perform. According to Herzberg et al. 1959 the most important

motivators are success of performance, acknowledgement, work task and

responsibility. In particular the two last-mentioned motivators can be reached within

the open self-regulating organisation. A comprehensive work task is the result of the

job enrichment due to a plant operation team with mixed qualifications and common

targets. The assignment of high responsibility to the plant operation team is the result

of the high qualification, beneficial and positive attitude and experience of the team

members. This was the result of the surveys in the frame as set initially and might be

different in other industries, industrial sectors or regions.

However the environment of this research is basically suitable for the

implementation of a self-regulating organisation. Regarding the development and

spread of tacit knowledge this type of organisation would contribute significantly.

According to the set-up as presented in figure 5.5 the plant operation team receives

external signals and reacts accordingly. Some examples from professional practice

explain this:

 An increasing rate of accidents due to poor maintenance will lead to increasing

insurance premiums which will cause increasing costs to the company

Additionally the image of the company will suffer. This again will lead to

improvements regarding maintenance in order to keep the insurance premiums

down and the company image up.
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 Cost pressure on the product price due to the market situation leads to the search

for company-internal potentials for cost reductions. The cost-related signal from

the management to the plant operation team leads e.g. to minimisation of spare

parts warehousing or special contracts with suppliers in order to reduce the parts-

related costs.

 Changes in legislation regarding shift work and recovery times will lead to

changes in the shift models of the plant operation team. These modifications

might affect the composition of the shift teams or the number of employees or

the production plan. The team has to react accordingly.

The internal structure of the plant operation team reacts not only to external

influences. Internal changes of its state lead to reactions in order to ensure a proper

function of the organisation. What is essential is the degree of autonomy that is

dedicated to the plant operation team and that allows the team to solve problems on

its own and to ensure the economic viability. In the theory of self-organising systems

this is a basic assumption of the culture that develops and it has similarities to the

development of tacit knowledge. The manager of the plant operation team acts as a

facilitator who supports the team to solve problems, recognise and consider

relationships and networks. The degree of autonomy and the range of the assigned

competencies depend on the capabilities and the basic attitude and willingness of the

personnel. Nevertheless the structure of a mixed operational and workshop

organisation has to fit into the superior structure of the company and is therefore an

important point of the customisation of the maintenance model. This includes the

delegation of tasks, the competencies, the autonomy of the group and the

qualifications, attitudes and preparedness of the group members and the facilitator.

The implementation of the maintenance model

The implementation of a self-regulating organisational structure as described above

is a major change in the corporate structure and its culture. It was identified to be

highly individual. The implementation process was neither a subject of the

interviews nor of the propositions. However some remarks made by the production

managers in the interviews and the results of the investigation of academic sources as

presented in chapter 2.10 will at least provide a starting point for the customised

implementation process.
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Main points from academic
sources (2.10)

Requirements of interviewees

Definition of goals that are
relevant for maintenance in
MPP

The following requirements or issues can be
defined as necessary goals:
 The knowledge transfer has to be ensured
 Reduction of reactive work
 Improvement of accuracy in the preparation of

a plant for a new product
 Improvement of the attention to the actual

condition of the plant
 Demand-oriented warehousing of spare parts
 Reduction of corrosion
 Reduction of mal-operation

Improvement of teamwork  Improvement of teamwork
 Importance of team spirit within operational

and workshop personnel
 Importance of the identification of the

personnel with the plant
Definition of the organisational
structure

 Reduction of administrative work
 The organisational structure has to contribute

to a positive attitude and teamwork amongst
the personnel

 Involvement of the operational personnel in
maintenance work

 The conjoint planning and execution of
maintenance work by workshop and
operational personnel provides advantages
relating to the assignment of maintenance
tasks only to the workshop and a small part of
the operational personnel

 The organisational structure has to support
innovative thinking

Definition of proactive
maintenance

 Reduction of reactive maintenance
 Establishment of a preventive maintenance

plan
 Focus on the execution of really necessary

tasks
Definition of job characteristics  Consideration of the professional

maintenance-related knowhow of the
operative personnel

 Execution of more simple maintenance tasks
by operational personnel
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 Ability to work in a team is essential for
workshop and operational personnel

 High commitment to and identification with
the production unit/plant

 Accurate working methods
 Willingness to learn and to impart knowledge

Table 5.3: The main points of academic sources for the implementation of a

maintenance model completed with the requirements of operations managers

The points mentioned show the key points that were identified in academic sources

regarding the implementation of a maintenance model. These points are general and

not specific for MPP. The second column of table 5.3 therefore shows the

requirements of operations managers that specify the points of the academic sources

from the view point of operations managers with regard to MPP. However some of

these points are also generally valid in other environments. These issues do not

provide a framework for the implementation. They show important details that

should be reflected upon in the development of an implementation plan as they have

influences on the implementation but this list does not claim to be complete. The

implementation of a new maintenance model is however an individual issue that has

to be customised taking into consideration the current and planned structure of the

company. The diversity of the answers from the production managers underlines this.

The implementation of the organisational structure has immediate effects on the

involved personnel. It has to make sure that positive effects of the new organization

of maintenance become visible within a short time in order to keep up the positive

momentum. However, the organisational background of the maintenance model

ensures the long-term success of the model.

The performance measurement was excluded from this project. This has to be

covered separately.

5.2.2 Optimisation step

The frame for the development of the best practice maintenance model was provided

by the core statements of the answers to the propositions and from the existing

sources as presented in figure 5.2. This overview essentially presents two areas of
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interest that will be investigated regarding their potential for optimisation. They

show the relationship between the key dimensions of maintenance and the key

elements of maintenance in MPP. The following relationships are evident:

The first area is marked with a blue frame. The number and distribution of positive

marks (“+”) shows that there is a close relationship between the key dimension

“personnel” and “organisation” (mainly with a focus on personnel) and the key

elements of maintenance in MPP “flexibility”, “personnel requirements” and at least

partially “cost reduction”.

The second area is marked with a green frame. The number and distribution of

positive marks (“+”) shows that there is a close relationship between the key

dimension “maintenance execution” and the key elements of maintenance in MPP

“compliance” and at least partially “cost reduction”.

The optimisation step will provide readers with general directions that lead to the

optimisation of the maintenance model in the MPP environment. Individual

optimisations in the frame of the customisation of the maintenance model will

provide additional benefits but are not covered in this investigation.

For this step proposition 4 was not considered as it was rejected. It was shown that

the alignment of the maintenance strategy with the corporate strategy does not

provide financial benefits. This approach was therefore taken out of this

investigation. Although propositions 8a and b were rejected as well it was

demonstrated that a very successful approach that was described by a production

manager showed essential characteristics of a self-regulating organisation. For this

reason propositions 8a and b were kept in this research using the part that was proven

by the interviews.

5.2.2.1 Optimisation: Area 1

This area covers in essence personnel aspects and includes personnel-oriented issues

of organisation. The related core statements show how these aspects influence

flexibility, personnel requirements and costs in MPP in a positive way. It is therefore

obvious to search for a general relationship that covers the requirements of MPP. The

points 1 and 2 (shown in the roof part of the House of Maintenance) identify direct
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synergies between the related propositions. At first they will be investigated

individually and subsequently combined in order to achieve the optimisation.

Point 1: The ability to manage tacit knowledge as introduced in the literature can be

regarded as a part of a self-organising structure. However the approach that was

described by one of the production managers was not a complete self-organising

organisation although it demonstrates essential parts of it. His approach shows

impressively how tacit knowledge is managed (developed and spread) there

successfully. The participation of the operational and workshop personnel in

essential decisions concerning ‘their’ production plant is an aspect of both the

management of tacit knowledge and of a self-regulating structure as well which leads

to a deep involvement on the part of the personnel. The conjoint planning, decision

making and execution includes not only tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge

(professional and educational knowledge) is involved in this process as well because

each member of this group plays a part with his/her full range of knowledge and

allows the others to participate which leads in the end to an increase of flexibility

within the personnel.

Point 2: It was shown that in the group of operational personnel in particular many

different professional backgrounds among the employees exist. There were skilled

chemical workers, mechanics, bakers… The understanding of the professional and

educational background of the personnel regarding maintenance is a precondition in

order to assign the personnel to maintenance tasks appropriately. On the one hand

this reduces the risk of false assignment of tasks to personnel which might lead to

poor maintenance execution. On the other hand the use of the professional

background of a mechanic who is employed as a chemical worker helps to save

money.

Summary: The full consideration of the personnel who are involved in the operation

and maintenance of a MPP has to involve the professional and educational

background and their tacit knowledge. The development of the professional

knowledge helps people to keep pace with technical development in order to be able

to execute the maintenance work. The development and spread of tacit knowledge

helps to create teams with a mutual understanding and trust which leads to

commitment, teamwork and team spirit as demanded by the production managers.
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Although the concept of a self-regulating organisation and the highest level of group

tacit knowledge might not be fully realisable for reasons already discussed (sections

2.9 and 2.10) useful inputs are provided in order to improve maintenance practice

that lead to improvements regarding the demanded personnel aspects, flexibility and

costs.

5.2.2.2 Optimisation: Area 2

This area covers aspects of cost savings and compliance with legal or regulatory

requirements. Although there are no shared core statements that support propositions

1 and 2 there is a close link between them which leads to the optimisation that is

presented in point 4. Proposition 3 links the aspect of cost reduction with compliance

issues. The synergies of proposition 3 and 9 will be highlighted in point 3.

Point 3: It was mentioned that more accuracy in the preparation of the plant for the

production of a new product and in the plant operation itself could have avoided

dangerous situations and/or quality problems. It is therefore necessary to accurately

investigate the full chemical process in order to fully understand its influences on the

plant and its equipment in each single step. In academic literature the execution of a

FMECA was recommended but it was not mentioned by the operations managers –

which means in essence that an obviously useful method exists which is not used in

practical life. The results of the FMECA lead to decisions about necessary spare

parts and the required structure of reactive maintenance. The next step is the

development of an appropriate structure of proactive maintenance with inspections

and planned maintenance activities according to a maintenance plan that complies

with the production plan. The results of the FMECA also provide information about

the necessity of condition monitoring or of the adaptation of an already existing CM-

system. All this covers classical maintenance as it is commonly understood and

described in section 5.2. Nevertheless accuracy and proactivity have been claimed by

the production managers. Both are a question of attitude of the involved personnel

and therefore a question of leadership and personnel management. According to the

operations managers and according to the literature the necessary tools exist and the

necessary time frame for the implementation of a new product is sufficient.

Point 4: This point involves reactive and proactive maintenance in the maintenance

model. At first this sounds rather simple and is common practice in industry.
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Nevertheless it was demonstrated earlier that MPPs require a more detailed planning

and frequent adaptation of maintenance tasks to new or modified production

processes and the consideration of the production-related environment in order to

improve maintenance. The proactive planning and adaptation was a demand of some

production managers as they claimed a lack of proactivity and a too formalistic

approach regarding maintenance. Important aspects of the production-related

environment are in this case the acceptable production loss, the required plant

availability (which needs not necessarily be the highest plant availability) and

consideration of prescribed maintenance measures and their degree of freedom. The

proactive use of these aspects improves maintenance significantly and leads from a

formalistic execution of reactive maintenance and scheduled tasks to an active

implementation and completion of these two essential models.

Summary: The core issue of this part of the optimisation is the accuracy of the

involved personnel. Whereas operations managers mentioned their satisfaction with

the quality of work done by the workshop personnel and with the execution of

maintenance tasks altogether they claimed a lack of accuracy in the preparation of

the plant for a new product and a lack in proactivity regarding proactive maintenance

– which can also be regarded as a kind of lack of accuracy. The adaptation of

maintenance execution in the context of a new product was mentioned by production

managers as well.

5.2.3 Summary of the optimised maintenance model

The maintenance model was assembled from the key dimensions of maintenance

with industry-specific adaptations. The industry-specific adaptations were the result

of the investigation of the propositions as initially established. The relevant literature,

legal and regulatory prescriptions and particularly the interviews with operational

and workshop personnel and production managers have been used to investigate the

propositions. The optimisation step was executed using synergies between the

propositions. Figure 5.6 summarises the process in essence.
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Figure 5.6: Summary of the development process of the optimised maintenance

model (author’s own figure)

The industry-specific maintenance model for MPP comprises the points that were

described in chapter 5.2.

The most important results are:

Issues of maintenance execution are well covered by existing knowledge and

required just minor adaptations in order to improve maintenance in MPP.

Personnel issues need more attention. The potential to improve maintenance by

improving the management of the personnel is big and leads to substantial

improvements.

Modifications of the organisational structure have to support the measures regarding

the personnel. The implementation or modification of the organisational structure is

crucial for the acceptance of the new model.
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5.2.4 Side issues

Although the following topics are important in discussions on maintenance, they

have been excluded from this research or just briefly touched upon. They represent

very large topics that would require extensive investigations that would have led too

far away from the topic of this project.

Performance measurement is an important topic in maintenance. Besides the

already mentioned key performance indicator OEE hundreds of KPIs for many

different purposes have been created. The selection of a suitable performance

measurement system should be initiated from the controlling department in order to

ensure an independent measurement of the performance that is based on the

objectives of the company and that fits to the corporate KPI-system.

Outsourcing of maintenance tasks was touched upon in chapter 2.8.3.5 and the

consideration of the personnel of OEMs was introduced in chapter 2.9.2. The

execution of maintenance tasks by a different company is basically not an

oppositional position to this project. The comparison of the results of this project

with the basic assumptions of outsourcing (to have the relevant tasks executed by a

specialised company) shows that the build-up of team spirit and the mutual

development of tacit knowledge would be complicated through an additional

company but the investigation of this would have led this project in a different

direction.

The demographic development of people has a big influence on the availability of

personnel in the future. The declining birth-rate will lead to a fight for talents – also

in maintenance and plant operation. The preparedness of professionals to get

involved in maintenance depends (amongst other things) on the image of

maintenance in public. The improvement of this image will be one task of

maintenance associations. However this issue will be closely related to the ability of

the managers to create teams with a great commitment.
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5.2.5 Conclusions about the best practice maintenance model

The investigation of the propositions provided the frame for the development of the

best practice maintenance model. Besides the results of the propositions their

investigation provided additional information that was useful for the definition of the

model.

The investigation of various influences on maintenance in MPP showed that the

technical and scheduling aspects of maintenance require some adaptations to the

MPP environment in order to improve maintenance practice. There are some

advantages of this model in contrast to already existing models:

The dynamic adaptation of maintenance activities to the changing production

schedule under consideration of prescribed maintenance measures leads to a

minimisation of the influences on production. This is not possible with an execution

of maintenance tasks on a regular basis or with an insufficient adaptation to the

production schedule and neglecting prescribed measures.

The comprehensive planning and implementation of reactive maintenance and its

interaction with the production pattern and the plant design leads to reduced costs.

This was covered in research in the past but incompletely.

The approach of the involvement of the personnel was quite different in contrast to

the already existing approaches. Two aspects were identified. Firstly, the

investigation of the interviews showed that there is a huge potential for improvement

in order to satisfy the requirements of the MPP environment that were expressed by

the production managers. The improvement of teamwork and the development and

spread of tacit knowledge are the main issues. Solutions have been identified in the

relevant literature which were combined with ideas and proposals made by the

production managers. This is a clear distinction from already existing models.

Secondly, the presented methodology allows the investigation of the level of

professional knowledge due to their current position in their company and due to

their apprenticeship and also of the attitude of the personnel. This led to an optimised

allocation of the personnel to maintenance tasks and to a reduction of the risk due to

the unevaluated allocation of the personnel. Additionally the positive result of the

investigation of the attitude of the personnel showed that the aforementioned huge

potential for improvement can be used easily.
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It was demonstrated that the industry-specific maintenance model for MPP provides

significant advantages for the subsequent customisation of the maintenance model.

The interfaces between the maintenance model and the necessary customisation have

been shown. This important point leaves the degree of freedom with the company

regarding how deeply the changes will influence the existing organisation.

5.3 Implications for maintenance management (theory)

The investigation of previous research has shown that the focus in the past was

mainly on maintenance optimisation, maintenance techniques, performance

measurement and maintenance policies. Whereas techniques and performance

measurement were out of the focus of this research, optimisation and policies were

investigated deeply. Besides all these organisational issues the involved personnel

were in focus in this project. The investigation of all described aspects provided

information about deficiencies, possibilities and requirements of the personnel. As

maintenance is in the end driven by the personnel that execute it, it is important to

deal with that vital and expensive resource in the best way. This research showed an

approach for this that is suitable for the investigated environment. Compared to other

investigations that included personnel issues, this was a very deep and

comprehensive consideration of the involved personnel with all relevant aspects.

Further research on maintenance will have to consider the involved personnel in a

much deeper way than was considered in the past. The main reasons for this are

obvious:

 The demographic development will lead in the future to a war for talents – also in

maintenance. It was shown in this research that it is essential for maintenance in

MPP to develop long-term relationships with the personnel in order to operate the

plant sustainably using the full set of knowledge of the personnel.

 The development and spread of tacit knowledge, which was demonstrated to be

an important competitive advantage of a company, will require that managers

take more charge of their personnel regarding the working groups, the

participation and self-determination of the personnel and their involvement in the

operation and maintenance of the plant. This research has shown that scientific

methods support managers in this process.
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This project will have an influence on the view of the organisational structure as

well. It will not only comprise the organisation of maintenance but its integration in

the corporate structure and primarily the support of the above introduced

requirements regarding the development of the personnel as well. Maintenance will

become more and more a leadership issue.

5.4 Implications for maintenance management (practice)

The investigation of existing maintenance approaches showed that there was either a

strong focus on very specific issues (like scheduling or reactive maintenance or

constructive measures amongst others) or general models were presented that do not

fit well into a specific environment like MPP.

This research provided a maintenance model for application in the MPP

environment. It comprises technical, organisational and personnel issues with a focus

on MPP and contributes to professional practice with a framework that considers the

demands of MPP and therefore reduces time and effort for customisation compared

to general maintenance models.

The objective was to develop a model that is applicable in practice. For this reason,

complex mathematical approaches (as presented in some academic approaches in the

past) have been omitted and very general approaches have been focused on and

adapted to the requirements of MPP using qualitative inputs from operations

managers. The involvement of sources about knowledge and organisation introduced

new views in maintenance management that will influence the practice of

maintenance management.

Second, the adaptation of the interaction of the traditional maintenance policies,

prescribed measures and the commonly known weaknesses of plants in the chemical

industry showed that maintenance can improve in this field.

5.5 Limitations

The following limitations restrain this research:

First, the high level of the professional education of the operational and workshop

personnel, that was identified in the interviews and confirmed by the operations

managers and the basically positive attitude of the involved personnel, support the
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implementation of mixed plant operation and maintenance teams and their flexible

task assignment. In order to minimise the influences of one single company several

companies were involved in the interviews. However a differing level of the

professional education and/or a worse attitude might have led to a different result

regarding the possibilities of team building, knowledge transfer and the

implementation of a self-regulating organisation.

The second limitation covers the long time period until the result of an

implementation is visible. This issue was already mentioned in the investigated

literature. The verification of the results of this research with a case study would

therefore take several years. For the same reason it was not possible to quantify the

cost savings.

5.6 Directions of further research

The results of the investigation of the propositions showed some aspects of

maintenance that are suitable for further research and would provide further

improvements.

Firstly the development of this maintenance model for MPP has shown that an

industry-specific maintenance approach provides advantages as it considers the

individual requirements and situation of the industrial sector. This model bridges the

gap between general maintenance models and the point where customisation has to

start. Further investigations in other industries might provide industry-specific

frameworks for maintenance model development.

Secondly, existing investigations on tacit knowledge and the results of the interviews

have shown that the development and spread of knowledge is crucial for a company

in order to avoid a loss of knowledge. A detailed investigation of this aspect in the

maintenance and plant operation environment at the shop-floor level would help

managers to improve their plant operation sustainably in the long term.

Thirdly, a major problem of maintenance models is that they cannot be tested in due

time. A case study in order to verify the result would require the implementation of

the model and its operation for three to five years until the effects are visible. The

development of a simulator that allows the simulation of a maintenance model prior
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to its implementation would generate important information in order to recognise

possible weaknesses.

Further investigations on maintenance practice will focus on the personnel. It will be

a major task to elate young professionals regarding maintenance and to build-up a

long-term relationship with them. Research might help to realise this.
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6 Abbreviations

ATEX Atmosphères explosibles – the European explosion protection

directive

BSC Balanced Scorecard

CBC Cost-based criticality

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CM Corrective Maintenance

CMMS Computerised Maintenance Management System

DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for

Standardization)

ECTFE A copolymere of ethylene and chlorotrifluorethylene, Halar

EKAS Eidgenössische Koordinationskommission für Arbeitssicherheit

(Federal Coordination Committee for Occupational Safety)

FDA Food and Drug Administration, a US authority

FMECA Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis

FTTM Fixed-time-to-maintenance

GMP Good Manufacturing Practice

HSE Health, Safety, Environment

ICH International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical

Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use

ILS Integrated Logistic Support

ISO International Organization for Standardization

JIT Just In Time

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LCC Life Cycle Costing

LSA Logistic Support Analysis

MBO Management-Buy-Out

MPP Chemical multi-purpose plant

OEE Overall Equipment Effectiveness

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

OR Operations Research

PED European pressure equipment directive

PM Preventive Maintenance
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PdM Predictive Maintenance

PTFE Polytetrafluorethylene, Teflon

RCM Reliability Centred Maintenance

R&D Research & Development

RM Reactive Maintenance

SGCI Schweizerische Gesellschaft für chemische Industrie (Swiss

Association for the Chemical Industry)

SMM Strategic Maintenance Management

SN Schweizer Norm (Swiss Standard)

SOP Standard Operating Procedure

SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences – a software for statistics

and data analysis

SUVA Schweizerische Unfallversicherungsanstalt (Swiss accident

insurance body)

SWOT Strengths – Weaknesses – Opportunities – Threats – Analysis

TCO Total Cost of Ownership

TPM Total Productive Maintenance
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A 1 Results of the interviews with workshop and production personnel
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6 Participant 7 Participant 8

Company no 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 3

Job description Service technician Service technician Operator Operator Operator Service technician Service technician Operator

Date of interview 01.12.2008 01.12.2008 01.12.2008 02.12.2008 02.12.2008 04.12.2008 18.12.2008 02.03.2009

1 What is your professional background? Mechanic Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

Mechanic/Chemical
equipment operator

Mechanic Mechanic Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

2 What is your current assignment? Mechanic Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

Chemical equipment
operator

Chemical equipment
operator

Mechanic Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

3 How long have you worked in your current position? 9 y 18 y 20 y 8 y 18 y 3 y 20 y 10 y

4 The execution of which kind of maintenance tasks did you
learn during your professional education/apprenticeship?
Ds)

34 34 24 33 32 34 37 31

5 Which kind of maintenance tasks do you execute in your
current  position? (Dp)

35 35 24 23 27 40 45 31

6 Please indicate your degree of agreement with the following
statements:

X X X X X X X X

7 Maintenance work is necessary 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2

8 Maintenance is challenging and interesting 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1

9 I would like to do more maintenance work 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 -1

10 I would do additional training to be able to execute
more maintenance work

1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

11 Maintenance work is a good variety from normal daily
work

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

12 The time frame for the execution of maintenance
tasks is sufficient 1 1 0 1 0 -1 1 1

13 Remarks Repair and maintenance
is his vocation

A higher wage scale is
the motivation for this
person to take over
maintenance tasks. He
would prefer more
leisure time and accept
a lower salary. Daily
time for maintenance
about 0.5 to 1 hour.

The time frame for repair
and maintenance is
max. 0.5 to 1 hrs

Great enthusiasm for
his work; highly
motivated; good ideas

The maintenance tasks
I execute were carried
out by my colleagues
from the workshop in
the past. Now they have
been made redundant.
In principal this kind of
work is interesting but it
is to the detriment of
my colleagues.
The interview partner is
responsible for a defined
part of the plant; this
kind of assignment to
part of the plant does
not work everywhere
because the capabilities
of the personnel are not
the same
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Participant 9 Participant 10 Participant 11 Participant 12 Participant 13 Participant 14 Participant 15 Participant 16

Company no 4 4 5 1 6 6 6 7

Job description Operator Operator Operator Service technician Service technician Operator Operator Service technician

Date of interview 19.05.2009 19.05.2009 14.12.2009 06.01.2010 21.05.2010 21.05.2010 21.05.2010 21.05.2010

1 What is your professional background? Chemical equipment
operator/Master

Chemical equipment
operator

Chemical equipment
operator

Mechanic Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

Mechanic Mechanic

2 What is your current assignment? Teamleader of an
operational team

Chemical equipment
operator

Chemical equipment
operator

Team leader Mechanic Chemical equipment
operator

Chemical equipment
operator

Mechanic

3 How long have you worked in your current position? 21 y 8 y 8 y 25 y 12 y 8 y 17 y 6 y

4 The execution of which kind of maintenance tasks did you
learn during your professional education/apprenticeship?
Ds)

34 23.5 17.5 42 33 15 24 32

5 Which kind of maintenance tasks do you execute in your
current  position? (Dp)

32.5 24 14.5 57 42 21 26 48

6 Please indicate your degree of agreement with the following
statements:

X X X X X X X X

7 Maintenance work is necessary 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2

8 Maintenance is challenging and interesting 2 0 0 1 2 1 2 2

9 I would like to do more maintenance work 1 -1 1 1 0 1 1 2

10 I would do additional training to be able to execute
more maintenance work

1 -1 1 1 1 1 0 2

11 Maintenance work is a good variety from normal daily
work

1 -1 1 1 0 1 1 0

12 The time frame for the execution of maintenance
tasks is sufficient 1 1 1 1 -1 2 1 1

13 Remarks The current organisation
of maintenance makes
sense; he recognises
different capabilities of
the involved personnel
to carry out
maintenance tasks.
It was an improvement
that employees were
assigned to parts of the
plant for which they
were made responsible

Shows a negative
attitude; makes a clear
distinction between the
work of workshop and
production personnel

He likes to carry out
technical tasks and
therefore completed a
second apprenticeship as
chemical equipment
operator; Not all
maintenance tasks are the
same level of fun.

The trend should go
towards scheduled
maintenance; currently
the trend is towards
reactive maintenance. The
time frame for the
execution of planned
maintenance is sufficient.
The number of
breakdowns between 2
planned maintenance
measures will be
evaluated and the
maintenance interval will
be adapted accordingly

If he has to do more
challanging
maintenance tasks,
more simple tasks
have to be executed
by others

Carries out
preferably simple
and medium
challenging
maintenance tasks;
is in the position to
recognise technical
relations

Wants to carry out
more challanging
maintenance tasks
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A 2 Results of the interviews with managerial personnel

Company: 1

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production Unit

Date: 12.01.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 70 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

Mainly corrosion that shortens the life cycle

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

Everywhere where movement happens, affected are mainly seals and floating

ring seals, higher temperatures have a bigger impact

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

Yes, both

Critical situations regarding the production plan can be avoided by switching
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to redundant equipment

5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties

of production materials and what do they look

like?

For the construction of the equipment superior grade materials are used, e.g.

Hastelloy ® instead of stainless steel, better enamel. The higher costs are in

focus during the purchasing process of the equipment. For the modification

of the plant for a new product new equipment or apparatus is purchased if

necessary

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and what do

they look like?

The chemical process becomes more complex which means that thresholds

become tighter and tolerances are used better; the acidity of the chemical

process remains constant
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Company: 1

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production Unit

Date: 12.01.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 70 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

There are foreseen and unforeseen influences. Unforeseen influences occur,

if wrong construction materials are used and/or the chemical reaction is not

analysed properly.

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

½ to 1 year (planned)

3 months (unplanned)

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

More than just those operational employees that are allocated to repair &

maintenance activities.

Everybody must have a great commitment to the plant (a question of the

attitude) and must assist in maintenance activities
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11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

FDA, GMP, SN, PED, ISO, cantonal prescriptions, retraceability
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Company: 1

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production Unit

Date: 12.01.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 70 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

Positive is the good service and the competence of the personnel that are

involved in repair and maintenance activities. This becomes clear in the case

of reactive measures

Negative is the warehousing of spare parts, this is not proactive enough

regarding the number and item on stock and regarding the required quality

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

In principal positive but depending on the general attitude of the individual.

What is essential is the team spirit.
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Company: 1

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production Unit

Date: 12.01.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 70 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

For this participant the involvement of the production personnel is important. The knowledge transfer from the experienced and high-skilled

personnel to new personnel has to be ensured in order to reduce the risk of missing knowledge.
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Company: 1

Case 2

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 06.02.2009

Business strategy

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

Abrasion, e.g. with a metallic nickel catalyst, sometimes through operating

errors

Corrosion, pitting (one measure is to replace steel parts with enamel parts)

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

The biggest influence is at the beginning of the plant in the reaction part

because of extreme pH-values

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

o Near-loss due to the wrong pipe material

o If the reaction is run too long with the nickel catalyst, the abrasion

residues are so small that they cannot be filtered out which leads to

contamination of the product
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o In one vessel high temperatures led to pitting and metal particles were

detected in the product.

5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties

of production materials and what do they look

like?

Yes

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and what do

they look like?

No
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Company: 1

Case 2

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 06.02.2009

Business strategy

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

o It is almost impossible to avoid the problems with the nickel catalyst

o Contamination with metal particles: inspection prior to each production

campaign

o Wrong pipe material: more accuracy in the implementation of a new

product. Consideration of all reaction products

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

o If plant modification are necessary: ½ - 1 year in advance

o If plant modifications are not necessary: 2 months

o About 3 months prior to the start of a new production campaign the

implementation of the new product is discussed with the plant

engineering section
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9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

Production personnel will only be just involved in maintenance activities

after the completion of internal maintenance training. Normal operational

personnel will only execute maintenance work as an exception

11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

o GMP regulations lead to operating instructions

o Internal regulations

o Swiss regulations are unknown

o The development of new processes is carried out together with the HSE

department in order to control the exposition of the employees to the

products
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Company: 1

Case 2

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 06.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

o Not enough proactivity

o Too much reactive work

o Inspection intervals are too big

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

Well motivated, especially the operational employees that carry out

maintenance work
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Company: 1

Case 2

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 06.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

He understands the consideration of the attitude of the personnel in the creation of a maintenance model; the team spirit of maintenance and

operational personnel is important
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Company: 1

Case 3

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 17.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

Enamel becomes dull and its wall thickness wears away

Pitting occurs with stainless steel parts

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

In a MPP in principal each reactor can be used in each step of the production

process; the wear of the plant therefore depends on the utility pattern of the

plant

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

Production dead-line had to be postponed due to reactive measures/repairs

(e.g. setting of tantalum seal or grinding and welding of pitting)
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5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties

of production materials and what do they look

like?

There is no recognisable trend; materials ranging from strong acids and

leaches to harmless ones are in use

The suitability of the construction materials of the main equipment is tested

prior to the implementation of a new product but the protection of the

equipment is not the first priority

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and what do

they look like?

No, temperature and pressure depend on the various processes
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Company: 1

Case 3

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 17.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

Not all chemical processes are considered sufficiently prior to the

implementation of a new product. It is possible that pitting occurs due to

unexpected products. A detailed investigation of all chemical processes

could have avoid this

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

The lead time prior to the implementation of a new product considers the

occasionally long delivery times of the equipment that has to be exchanged

or modified

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

The assignment of production personnel to parts of the plant (reactors) for

the maintenance of the equipment did not work

The experiences were mediocre.
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11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

SVTI, GMP, internal rules based on GMP/FDA-requirements
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Company: 1

Case 3

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 17.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

In Switzerland large amounts of money are spent on maintenance but this

depends on the culture

The relevance of cost considerations increases in Switzerland as well

HSE measures are important and are not a subject of cost-cuttings

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

Operational employees that carry out maintenance work and that are

specially trained are well motivated

Other operational workers vary in their motivation regarding maintenance
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Company: 1

Case 3

Participant:

Process Manager

Date: 17.02.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

Good knowledge of chemical processes but just small knowledge of and interest in maintenance

It was difficult for him to understand all questions
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Company: 2

Case 1

Participant:

Plant Manager

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 50 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

Strong acids influence the plant condition very much

Corrosion occurs frequently

Temperature and pressure are not critical

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

Big influences in the reactors and pipework

Prior to the implementation of a new product, the suitability of the

equipment materials is checked; this is one task for the materials testing team

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

Yes, loss of production, fire in the building
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5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties

of production materials and what do they look

like?

No changes of the raw materials

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and how do

they look like?

The chemical processes were not changed
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Company: 2

Case 1

Participant:

Plant Manager

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 50 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

Yes, the fire could have been avoided by a more careful investigation of

causes and effects prior to the implementation of the process

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

9 months prior to the implementation of a new product due to the delivery

times for the equipment

6 months in the case of the production of a product that had already been

manufactured on the plant in the plant

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

The production personnel can and must execute simple maintenance tasks

like exchange of pumps, modification of the piping, cleaning and

maintenance tasks according to a special list in the part of the plant they are
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assigned to.

11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

PED, about 40 internal guidelines, periodic inspection of enamel parts every

3 months
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Company: 2

Case 1

Participant:

Plant Manager

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 50 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

Too much administration, the internal processes are too long

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

In the past bad but now good; it is a question of attitude and motivation
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Company: 2

Case 1

Participant:

Plant Manager

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 50 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

Highly motivated, popular, very competent, critical, recognises the advantages of maintenance, good ability to get things done
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Company: 2

Case 2

Participant:

Plant Engineer

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

The plant is designed according to the raw materials to be used. For this

purpose a table is used that shows the resistance of construction materials

against production materials. The number of incidents is therefore small but

corrosion happens occasionally

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

In the pipework

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

Yes, e.g. production interrupted due to defective seals that have to be

replaced

5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties No trends recognisable
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of production materials and what do they look

like?

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and how do

they look like?

No trends recognisable
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Company: 2

Case 2

Participant:

Plant Engineer

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy

Duration: 45 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

Yes

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

The time frame for the implementation of new products is sufficient

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

Tasks will be assigned according to the professional education even when a

mechanic works as an operational worker. This also means that e.g. a semi-

skilled baker is not in the position to carry out challenging maintenance tasks

without appropriate maintenance training
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11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

PED, ATEX, periodic inspections and revisions and optional inspections are

planned with a certain time margin; tasks are combined
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Company: 2

Case 2

Participant:

Plant Engineer

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

Maintenance execution is a question of the personal attitude. Maintenance

was better organised in the past – which does not mean that it is bad at the

moment.

The commitment of the maintenance personnel was better as long as they

had been assigned to a production building. What is important is the

identification with the operational unit.

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

Good
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Company: 2

Case 2

Participant:

Plant Engineer

Date: 19.05.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 45 min

Cost leadership

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

Good technical knowledge, very familiar with the plant, close relationship with the operational personnel
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Company: 3

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production

Date: 10.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 35 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

Yes, acids cause problems, leaches are unproblematic

Acids cause corrosion and pitting

High temperatures lead to flaking of Halar ®

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

Feeding systems and pumps (feed and vacuum pumps) are mainly affected

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

Yes

5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties The chemical processes are prescribed; there are no degrees of freedom
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of production materials and what do they look

like?

Cleaning processes are subject to changes from acids to leaches and other

detergents in order to reduce pitting

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and what do

they look like?

Chemical reactions take place at higher pressures

There is a trend towards catalytic reactions in a temperature range from -

20°C to 150°C
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Company: 3

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production

Date: 10.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 35 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

Yes, the outage of pumps could be recognised earlier through the

measurement of the current consumption and condition monitoring and oil

analysis.

Condition monitoring of floating ring seals would be a real innovation

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

The start of a new product is known at least 4 months in advance. This time

frame is sufficient for the adaptation of the plant

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

The people responsible for maintenance have to be involved according to the

legal requirements

In principal maintenance is the task of everyone
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11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

Maintenance plans are required by law: Q7A, ICH

FDA, legal requirements

Degrees of freedom are used; it is defined, what has to be done and why
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Company: 3

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production

Date: 10.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 35 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

Proactive maintenance is costly; proactive maintenance is mainly carried out

but in some cases it is done excessively, which means that proactive

maintenance is executed with equipment where it is not necessary due to the

utilisation or risk

Reactive maintenance: historic data should be considered to identify

weaknesses

Accuracy is necessary

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

Sometimes the preparedness is not very good and maintenance is perceived

as annoying
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Company: 3

Case 1

Participant:

Head of Production

Date: 10.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 35 min

Differentiation

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

Very clear and detailed idea of maintenance; he recognises a very formalistic approach to maintenance by the maintenance personnel

Maintenance = accuracy

Maintenance is perceived as only a bit innovative

There are only a few thoughts about what is really necessary and what is not necessary

Maintenance is seen as a “pain in the ass” as it reduces the production time

The attitude of the personnel is a key factor

Weaknesses have to be recognised by all involved people – not just ignored

The durability of the pumps is the biggest problem
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Company: 4

Case 1

Participant:

Production Manager

Date: 14.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 55 min

Focus

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Technical conditions and effects

Question no. Question Answer

1 Do you recognise influences of production

materials or production conditions on the

condition of the plant or parts of it and what do

they look like?

No, depending on the product the plant is modified, usually with Hastelloy ®

or enamel parts. Corrosion occurs mainly in auxiliary systems

Low temperatures can be problematic

2 In which part of the plant do you recognise the

biggest influence?

Mainly in auxiliary systems

3 Have these influences already led to critical

situations (production downtime,

contamination)?

No

5 Do you see any trends regarding the properties No
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of production materials and what do they look

like?

6 Do you see any trends regarding the production

conditions (temperature, pressure) and how do

they look like?

Trend towards low temperatures
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Company: 4

Case 1

Participant:

Production Manager

Date: 14.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 55 min

Focus

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Organisational questions and legal and compliance issues

Question no. Question Answer

4 From your point of view: Could these influences

on the plant have been avoided through

appropriate measures?

Not applicable

7 How long in advance do you know that a new or

additional product will be manufactured on your

plant?

The planned implementation of a new product is always known in due time

prior to the start of production. Then it will be checked whether the product

can be manufactured on the plant; if necessary the process will be modified

or the production of that product will be omitted

9 Which kind of involvement of production

personnel in maintenance activities can you

imagine?

In principal yes, but only for simple tasks (change of filters or oil); what is

important is the identification with the plant
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11 Which legal or compliance requirements do you

have to fulfil within your plant regarding

maintenance?

Depending on the product

ATEX, machinery directive, PED, GMP, Drug Masterfile (which means that

e.g. only stirrer with the same specification can be used or reactors with the

same volume as specified in the Drug Masterfile; it is not allowed to change

the scale)
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Company: 4

Case 1

Participant:

Production Manager

Date: 14.12.2009

Business strategy:

Duration: 55 min

Focus

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: Personal perception of maintenance

Question no. Question Answer

8 What is your personal opinion on and experience

with the current orientation of maintenance at the

plant that you are responsible for?

A good level, no overkill recognisable, plant down times are very rare

Once a year there are three weeks of plant shut down per plant for revision

purposes

Preventive maintenance is carried out on the basis of maintenance plans

There is a high value placed on the identification of the personnel with the

plant

10 How would you rate the preparedness of the

production personnel to take over maintenance

activities?

Very good; there is a good relationship between the operational and

workshop personnel
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Company: 4

Case 1

Participant:

Production Manager

Date: 14.12.2009

Business strategy

Duration: 55 min

Focus

Interviewer: Ekkehard Nann

Topic: General remarks

He placed a high value on the identification of the personnel with the plant; parts of the plant are assigned to individual employees and this

responsibility rotates from time to time from one employee to the next

Measures that are due are evaluated and implemented within the group and subsequently the personnel are trained. This increases the

identification
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B Descriptions of maintenance models

This section provides a collection of the descriptions of the most important sources

and models on maintenance and related topics.

B 1 Proactive maintenance models

B 1.1 Preventive maintenance models

Aghezzaf et al. 2007 assume a system where production and maintenance planning

are combined. Most production planning models assume that the production facilities

work at their full capacity during the planning period and most maintenance planning

models disregard their impact on the production capacity. The goal of that research is

the development of a combined production and maintenance planning model in a

batch production environment. It shall minimise the expected production and

maintenance costs over a finite planning horizon. The model also takes randomly

occurring failures of the system into account. The maintenance model in this research

consists therefore of the two well-known parts: the planned preventive and

unplanned/reactive maintenance. Both reduce the production capacity. However their

consideration in the development of the mathematical formulation is different.

 Unplanned maintenance is described with a failure probability density

function

 Preventive maintenance activities are carried out at predetermined intervals

T

Corrective measures are carried out with minimal repair. An influence on the

preventive measures is therefore not given.

The model considers reliability parameters of the system and its capacity in the

development of the optimal production plan. The problem is solved using an iterative

solution framework. It demonstrates the cost optimisation considering the optimal

maintenance and optimal operation costs after k (k = 1…n) periods. The sum of the

optimal maintenance and optimal operation costs easily shows after how many

periods the cost minimisation is reached (for a detailed description the author refers

to Aghezzaf et al. 2007). The application of the model on a real example shows its
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consistency and that the optimal production and preventive maintenance planning are

coherent.

Dohi et al. 2001 investigate an intermittently used system in their work and develop

an optimal periodic maintenance strategy. Their focus on equipment that is not

continuously in use for production is basically in line with the situation that is in the

focus of this thesis. The regarded process is a queuing process (M/M/1). The M/M/1-

queue model is a single server model shown in the following figure B 1.

Figure B 1: The single server queue model (according to http://www.wikipedia.org)

The model is based on various assumptions. The M/M/1-process describes the

arrivals of production work orders at the system (λ1) according to a homogenous

Poisson distribution and the service time (which means the time the system is in

operation) is exponentially distributed. The occurrence of failures (break-downs that

require immediate action) that happen to that system (λ2) is according to a (non-

homogeneous or homogeneous) Poisson – process. In this case minimal corrective

repair is executed and the repair time depends on the age of the system. The repair

costs are considered to be higher than the cost for preventive maintenance. In the

context of these assumptions the authors had set up a model to evaluate the

respective preventive maintenance strategy that fits best to the chosen parameters of

the considered influences as represented by the different mathematical functions. The

comparison of their findings with the maintenance of a continuously used system

showed that cost savings can be obtained. The λ1 is a very small number or the time

interval under consideration of the MPP environment is relatively long. For the

arrival of production orders for one product a number of 2-5 per year would be

realistic initially.

The consideration of the occurrence of failures (λ2) as a Poisson-process is also

realistic for the following reasons:

 The Poisson-process can be applied in cases with a large number of possible

events (here: failures), each of which is rare

http://www.wikipedia.org
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 The occurrence of failures varies over time and the events are independent

from each other

 The repair time depends on the age of the plant/equipment

Savsar 2006 researches the effects of maintenance policies on the productivity of a

system. His work is based on the assumption that maintenance plans can eliminate

wear-out failures whereas random failures can not be avoided. It is therefore

necessary to firstly separate random failures from wear-out failures. Savsar 2006

cites Albino et al. 1992 who indicate that the total hazard rate consists of the hazard

failure rate h1(t) and of the wear-out failure rate h2(t) and expresses this as follows:

h(t) = h1(t) + h2(t)

The reliability of the equipment is expressed as the probability that it survives the

time t and consists of the two mentioned components as well:

R(t) = R1(t) * R2(t)

Savsar 2006 considers the hazard failure rate due to random failures as time

independent and therefore constant. For the derivation of the reliability function out

of these assumptions the author refers to the report of Savsar 2006.

Using the mathematical formulation of the situation Savsar 2006 simulates the

following six cases on the basis of a flexible manufacturing cell:

 No maintenance policy: The system is fully reliable with no failures and no

maintenance

 CM policy: Maintenance activities are only carried out in the event of failure.

The time between failures is assumed to be uniformly distributed. This eases

the separation into the two above mentioned components

 Block-based PM with CM: PM is executed each time at the end of a shift,

regardless of any corrective measure carried out during the shift. This policy

does not affect the production schedule.
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 Age-based PM with CM: PM activities are also carried out at the end of the

shift but in the case of CM measures the following PM activity is rescheduled

in such a way that the time from CM to PM is the same as between two PM

measures. The following figure shows the process.

Figure B 2: Aged-based PM with CM

 Opportunity-triggered PM with CM: PM is only carried out in the event of a

necessity for corrective measures. If such a case occurs not only is CM done

but also a preventive maintenance operation.

 Conditional opportunity-triggered PM with CM: PM is carried out either at

scheduled times or when a specified opportunistic condition based on the

occurrence of a CM arises.

This research is very close to a real existing system. It presents some interesting

approaches to preventive maintenance. The mathematics as a basis for the simulation

is manageable and does not therefore frighten off maintenance managers too much.

Certainly a weakness is that the frequency of the scheduled PM is not evaluated. The

assumption that after a CM or PM the equipment is regarded “as new” is a

simplification that neglects that any maintenance measure ever carried out to a

system will never cover all individual parts of equipment that are exposed to wear.

That simplification might be acceptable in the manufacturing environment where

machines are exchanged after a few years but it is not acceptable in an environment

where machines are in use for 25 years or more. In that case wear of parts that are not

covered by a maintenance plan is not recognised and will lead to an increasing

random failure rate.

B 1.2 Predictive maintenance models

Gupta et al. 2001 investigate in essence a production system where many different

types of jobs are processed. Jobs arrive according to a Poisson process at the system.

PM1 PM2 CM PM3 PM3

(rescheduled)

T T

T

PM1 PM2 CM PM3 PM3

(rescheduled)

T T

T
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Depending on the type of job the system requires a random amount of time to service

the job. After the completion of each job the system switches over to the next job.

The time for the switch-over is randomly distributed. Maintenance activities are

carried out after each completion of a job and before the switch-over to the next one.

The trigger for PM activities is the state of the system.

The most important results of the numerical examples are summarised in the

following points:

 The state-dependent model best suits a traffic intensity ρ below 0.8 (traffic

intensity ρ = λ * E[B] with λ = arrival rate and E[B] = service time). In the

case of higher traffic intensity vacations are rare and the state-dependent

policy becomes ineffective. If the traffic intensity is comparable with the

intensity of arrival of production jobs in a multi purpose plant this result

could give an input to this research project. This will have to be checked

later.

 An increasing duration of the PM had a positive effect on the system

performance as the downtime due to unplanned maintenance decreased at the

same time.

 State-independent models are beneficial if switch-over times are highly

variable and the duration of PM is relatively low.

Moore and Starr 2006 integrate condition based data to support the decision

process for the prioritisation of maintenance activities with a special focus on costs.

In order to prioritise the maintenance activities they start with the evaluation of the

criticality of the plant equipment.

This analysis is commonly used for the determination of a maintenance strategy prior

to its implementation and can be seen as preparation of the plant for the production

of a new product. The following problems have been recognised by the authors:

 The results of the analysis are not used to support the prioritisation of the

maintenance activities on a day-to-day basis

 The procedures that are based on criticality assessments are static and do not

change in an altering operating environment
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Figure B 3 illustrates in a schematic way a situation in the food industry with a

varying criticality on a production line. The criticality of a section depends here on

the production schedule because a section that is not in use is regarded as not critical.

The criticality of a production line also varies if there are two production lines with

two different products and one product is more important for the financial result of

the company.

Figure B 3: Varying criticality in a production line (Moore and Starr 2006, p. 598)

Within one production unit there are many different possibilities imaginable

regarding the criticality of the sections. According to Moore and Starr 2006 it is

therefore necessary to support the decision process about the criticality of the

sections and the prioritising of the maintenance activities. In order to make the best

decision the decision maker will need more information:

 Production schedule

 Equipment requirements and condition

 Required quality level and safety and environment legislation

 Available resources

 Priority of tasks
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The authors mention that in most companies this information is not easily available

and some of the information is completely unavailable. Additionally, the information

cannot be brought together simply due to different data formats. Their approach to

use cost-based criticality (CBC) for the prioritisation of maintenance activities is

based on various factors when a large number of condition-based alarms arise. The

following figure B 4 provides an overview of the influences on the prioritisation with

the costs as consequence metric.

Figure B 4: The CBC process (Moore and Starr 2006, p. 601)

It is the idea of the authors to perform the evaluation each time there is a change in

the organisation’s environment, e.g. the production of a different product. The CBC-

value will then be used to rank the maintenance activities according to their priority.

The model was tested with numerical examples. The difficulty is that it is not

possible to test it in a real application within a short period of time and all decisions

taken by the decision maker would most probably not be optimal but only close to it.

The risk-based integrity and inspection modelling approach by Khan et al. 2006 with

applications in the chemical industry was described. Their objective is to develop an

inspection plan on the basis of the risk due to the degradation process that occurs

with the equipment during the operation of the plant. At the same time the costs for

the inspection, failure and replacement are evaluated. The degradation of the
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equipment is considered using two approaches: the thinning of the material due to

corrosion and stress corrosion cracking. The following diagram (figure B 5) shows

the process.

Figure B 5: Framework of risk-based integrity and inspection modelling

methodology (Khan et al. 2006, p. 207)

This process was tested using two different situations with relevance for chemical

applications on single item of equipment. It provided interesting results. The

inspection plan that was derived out of the detailed investigation of the degradation

as described above presented an interval of 19 years (!) for the next inspection of an

autoclave. However this is a very difficult result regarding its applicability in

practical life and also surprising was the fact that the negative influence of stress

corrosion cracking was so low.

First, this example focuses only on the shell of the autoclave that is exposed to

corrosive influences. The other parts of the autoclave like the agitator, its drive or the
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valves are not considered. According to the set-up of the model of Khan et al. 2006

all these other item of equipment would have to be investigated in the same way.

One assumption of that model is that the chemical influence on the equipment is the

same over the whole period. Varying influences due to varying products cause

varying influences on the equipment, that cannot be predicted without knowing the

production schedule and the products to be produced in the future. Khan et al. 2006

bridge the gap of various material and operating characteristics (here operating

pressure and wall thickness) with the inclusion of these parameters in a simulation

instead of a discrete solution.

Khan and Haddara 2003 presented a quantitative risk based maintenance approach

consisting of three modules: a risk estimation module, a risk evaluation module and a

maintenance planning module. After the division of the plant into manageable units,

the risk optimisation starts with the development of an accident or failure scenario. A

quantitative and a probabilistic hazard assessment lead to an estimation of the risk of

the unit in focus. A core issue is the estimation of the consequence of

 Human health loss

 Economic loss

 Environment loss

 System performance loss

This comprehensive consideration of losses in the risk estimation shows that

researchers focus nowadays not only on economic and scheduling issues but also on

the integration of maintenance in a broader context. The probability of failures is

analysed going through the following steps:

 Development of a fault tree

 Transformation of the fault tree to a Boolean matrix

 Finding of minimum cut-sets and optimisation

 Probability analysis
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The risk evaluation is carried out by comparing the risk to predefined acceptance

criteria. Maintenance planning uses the level of risk in order to determine a

maintenance plan that reduces the risk of the accordant unit in case its risk level

exceeds the defined criteria. The result is a maintenance plan.

B 1.3 Prescriptions and regulations

The directive 97/23/EG (“Pressure Equipment Directive-PED”) describes the

obligations of the manufacturer of the pressure equipment regarding design,

construction, production and documentation of the equipment. With special

relevance for this project is the operations and maintenance manual that has to be

established and delivered by the manufacturer. It describes the obligations of the user

of the equipment regarding the maintenance activities to be executed during the

operation of the equipment under the assumed utilisation of the equipment. As in

multi-purpose plants the use of the equipment changes over the years of operation it

is not possible to foresee the extreme use (regarding the operational conditions and

production material) and to take it as the basis for the calculation and design of the

equipment. Especially in MPP-plants it is therefore the responsibility of the plant

operator to analyse the possible risk with any new utilisation of the equipment and to

define appropriate measures for inspection and maintenance. This is also required by

the PED which has to be put into national legislation. An appropriate measure is to

shorten the inspection interval of the equipment itself and of the safety devices such

as safety valves or to replace the equipment with those made of appropriate material.

The regulation 832.312.12 (Directive about safety and health protection of

employees for the use of pressure equipment), issued by the Federal Council of

Switzerland, describes the implementation into national legislation in Switzerland. It

defines the measures that have to be taken in order to ensure a safe operation of

pressure equipment. Regarding maintenance it refers in Art. 8 to the specifications of

the OEM and adds that the operational conditions have to be considered.

Maintenance measures have to be predefined and documented. On the one hand the

reference to the manual of the manufacturer is very clear but on the other hand this

directive also leaves the possibility to adapt the maintenance measures to the

operational conditions. This means that maintenance can be reduced if the

operational conditions are below the calculation basis and operating assumptions of
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the manufacturer. From the maintenance point of view this is reasonable as in multi-

purpose plants the equipment is not always operated under maximum load

conditions. It is therefore not required by the directive to carry out the maintenance

activities according to the manual of the manufacturer of the equipment.

Nevertheless it is necessary to justify the reduction, to document it and to announce it

to the Swiss authorities. However, this directive offers the option to optimise

maintenance activities.

The directive 6516 (“Pressure Equipment”), issued by the Federal Coordination

Committee of Occupational Safety, describes how the objectives, that are defined in

the above mentioned directive 832.312.12 have to be achieved. It highlights in detail

how inspections and tests on pressure equipment have to be carried out during

operation and in shut-down periods. Pressure equipment in this context means

vessels, reactors, pipework, safety valves, measuring equipment that is safety-

relevant and fast-opening devices. It also defines the required skills and certificates

of the personnel that carry out the inspection tasks and possible repairs. An important

topic in this source is the documentation. Any inspection schedule, the inspection

itself and any repair has to be documented and reported to the SUVA in order to

track this data during the life-time of the equipment. This body also has to be

informed in the case of pressure equipment no longer being operated as pressure

equipment. In such a case maintenance activities need not be carried out any longer

according to the requirements of the equipment manufacturer. This has a direct

implication on the maintenance costs. The big problem in multi-purpose plants is that

it is not known if the equipment that was taken out of the maintenance schedule for

cost reason or availability reason or any other, will be used as pressure equipment in

the future again. However there is a degree of freedom for the scheduling of

maintenance activities that allows plant owners to optimise their costs through

maintenance optimisation. Although this text is not a scientific one, the basis for the

specifications is the generally accepted rules of technology.

These three sources are linked up. The following figure B 6 shows the relationship

between the European PED, the Swiss regulation 832.312.12 and the Swiss directive

6516.
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Figure B 6: The relationship between the European and the Swiss regulations

regarding pressure equipment (Scheller 2007)

Figure B 6 shows, that the European PED is the basis for the above mentioned Swiss

rules. Just a few of the mentioned rules are relevant regarding maintenance.

Summarising the maintenance-related issues out of these sources, the following

points are relevant:

 The operation and maintenance manual describes the maintenance activities that

are prescribed by the OEM. The responsibility is with the equipment operator.

 The EKAS regulation 6516 describes the range and periodicity of the inspections

of pressure equipment that are prescribed by the regulation for the use of

pressure equipment (SR 832.312.12). It also passes the direct responsibility to

the plant operator. The periodicity is subject to the operational conditions; the

intervals are highlighted in the regulation.

 The EKAS regulation 6516 offers the option to the plant operator to take out

pressure equipment from the obligation for inspection under certain operating

conditions. This depends greatly on the product and the accordant production

process.

The mentioned EKAS regulation represents the implementation of the PED in

Switzerland. It is implemented in other European countries in a similar way so that
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the implementation presented here can be used exemplarily for the implementation

in general.

The focus of the GMP-directives (21 CFR Parts 808, 812, and 820 issued by the

Food and Drug Administration, a part of the Department of Health and Human

Safety of the United States) is different. They refer to quality issues within the

production processes of the pharmaceutical industry. This means that they are not

relevant in that part of the chemical industry which does not produce for the

pharmaceutical industry. However their relevance in the pharmaceutical industry is

very high. The GMP-directives can be regarded as recommendations for those

companies that do not intend to sell their products in the United States, but they are

mandatory for all producers of pharmaceuticals that sell in the US. The consideration

of the GMP-directives would further restrain the scope of this project. Although they

are very important for the pharmaceutical industry they will therefore not be

considered in this study.

The machinery directive (directive 2006/42/EG) defines the general protection

level regarding safety of machines to be imposed on the open market in the European

Economic Area. It conveys the responsibility for the risk analysis to the manufacturer

in order to evaluate the required health and safety protection requirements. The

machine has to be designed taking this risk analysis into consideration. The

manufacturer also has to establish the instructions including the maintenance

operations to be carried out and the instructions for preventive maintenance to be

observed by the user. In terms of this directive and regarding this project the word

“machine” covers all plants equipment that are not powered by people, e.g. pumps,

centrifuges, suction strainers…and safety-relevant parts. These machines consist of

parts that come from different suppliers. The directive requires that all these parts

(so-called incomplete machines) have their own installation manual which becomes a

part of the manual and therefore of the entire documentation of the complete

machine. The complete plant consists therefore of various machines with different

manuals and therefore with many different maintenance instructions. The challenge

for maintenance planners in this case is the creation of a maintenance plan that

considers the requirements of all parts of the plant.
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The ATEX- directives (directive 94/9/EC and 1999/92/EG) defines the general

protection level regarding safety of machines as well. It conveys the responsibility

for the safety of the machine for use in explosive environment to manufacturer of the

machine. The requirements are in essence the same as already introduced in the

section about the machinery directive. This means that the manufacturer has to

establish an instruction manual considering the risk of the machine when it is used

according to the defined conditions. These instructions have also to define (among

others) the machine operations and its preventive maintenance. As already discussed

above, this is mandatory for each machine of the plant. Additionally a risk evaluation

has to be carried out for the whole plant considering its operational environment

regarding explosive atmosphere and preventive maintenance measures have to be

defined in order to minimise the risk. The nature of these preventive maintenance

measures is in essence the same as already discussed above. For this reason the

ATEX-directive will not be considered any longer in this project.

B 2 Aggressive maintenance models

Fabricius 2003 takes an extended approach in addition to the classical analysis

methods based on the integration of isolated methods, a transfer from safety analysis

to ability to perform analysis, multi-formalism modelling and simulation techniques

for quantitative analysis. He started with discrete-event modelling formalism and

timed and generalised Stochastic Petri-nets that were developed for the

representation of components and their functional state. After the demonstration of

their implementation and deployment for availability assessment by means of

simulation the accuracy was verified by way of comparison with analytically

traceable systems. As Petri nets are not sufficiently in the position to represent

process plants in case of the importance of time continuous dimensions a concept for

dynamic performance assessment was developed. It comprises the modelling

component failure and repair characteristics, plant structure, flow dynamics, control

aspects and performance evaluation in holistic unified models.
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Tsang 1998: The alignment of the corporate strategy and the maintenance strategy is

shown in the following figure.

Figure B 7: Strategic maintenance performance process (Tsang 1998, p.91)

For the identification of the appropriate maintenance strategy Tsang proposes the

SWOT analysis and the measurement is done with a BSC. The maintenance model

that is implemented in the end might be any one or a combination of the already

above mentioned. Although Tsang recognises that the implementation of the

proposed strategic approach is a major change in most organisations he hardly refers

to the importance of the involvement of people.

In the multi-disciplinary approach by Murthy et al. 2002 the following points are in

focus:

 The integration of technical issues

 The integration of commercial issues

 The involvement of mathematical models

 The use of relevant information/data

 Continuous improvement in maintenance management

The key elements for strategic maintenance management are presented in figure B 8:
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Figure B 8: Key elements for SMM (Murthy et al. 2002, p.291)

In order to achieve this they regard maintenance as a multi-disciplinary activity that

involves:

 The scientific understanding of the degradation processes linked with data

collection and analysis to know the state of the equipment

 Building of quantitative models to predict the impact of different actions

(maintenance and operational) on equipment degradation

 Managing maintenance from a strategic point of view

Reliability theory with the use of probability, statistics and stochastic models and

reliability science and reliability analysis play a major role in the modelling of

equipment degradation and for predicting its state under different operating and

maintenance scenarios. The SMM approach is based on quantitative methods using

mathematical models that integrate technical, commercial, and operational aspects

from an overall business point of view. Besides these aspects, the human factor is

considered as well. The need to also manage the change in a company appropriately

is recognised and described but it is not the main point of this model.
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Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002 create a framework that consists in essence of the

following five modules (Figure B 9)

Figure B 9: A schematic overview of the framework for a customised maintenance

model (Waeyenbergh and Pintelon 2002, p. 312)

The described framework integrates important elements from various approaches to

maintenance, such as the target setting (Hora 1987) and the identification of

resources (mainly personal resources in the TPM-sense), the identification of

important and critical equipment (RCM-approach), the selection of a maintenance

policy and the decision process (…) and a performance measurement system. All

these steps are supported by continuous improvement processes.
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B 3 Sources on tacit knowledge

The quality of group tacit knowledge was investigated and described by Erden et al.

2008 using the following model.

Figure B 10: Different levels in the quality of group tacit knowledge (according to

Erden et al. 2008)

In order to recognise the possibilities of the management of tacit knowledge within

groups it is necessary to know the different levels of group tacit knowledge.

 Level 1 – group as assemblages: At the first level the group consists of

individuals who are like foreigners. Knowledge is not shared and a shared

understanding, shared memory and mutual skills do not exist.
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 Level 2 – collective action: At this level the group develops a shared memory

and acts collectively. It solves pre-experienced tasks by repetition of previous

activities. The group acts according to routines and procedures that are not

explicitly defined but exist as “tacit memory” within the group. However “the

group tacitly knows the routine work depending on the interrelated actions of

the member” but is not in the position “to act beyond the routines in uncertain

and unfamiliar situations” (Erden et al. 2008, p. 11). The experience of

collective action leads to the development of a common language, common

values and clues. Group culture develops.

 Level 3: - Phronesis: Phronesis was first presented by Aristotle, who defined

three kinds of knowledge:

o Episteme: universal, context-free, explicit and objective knowledge,

which can be seen as a kind of scientific knowledge.

o Techne: practical and context-specific knowledge which also includes

tacit knowledge in the form of skills and craft.

o Phronesis: Erden et al. 2008 describe phronesis in general as

prudence, practical wisdom and practical rationality.

The adaptation of phronesis from individuals to group level means achieving

a high quality level of collective tacit knowledge that derives from collective

practical experiences. It is argued that such a group does not necessarily need

a leader as it is empowered to make its own decisions.

 Level 4: - Collective improvisation: In fast changing environments,

unpredictable situations and in continuously innovating environments

improvisation has recently been in the focus of various researchers (Erden et

al. 2008 mention Vera and Crossan 2004, Vera and Crossan 2005, Nonaka

and Toyama 2007, Crossan 1998). It is argued by Nonaka and Toyama 2007

that improvisation is the ability to react quickly and appropriately to an

unpredictable situation. Vera and Crossan 2005 describe that good

improvisation is “about negotiation among team members, setting each other

up for success and trusting and respecting others while enacting the ongoing

scene”. It is argued therefore that the described team effects enable the team
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to react to a wide range of uncertain situations with improvisation. In this

context the accuracy and reliability of the team members are vital. The group

would not be in the position to improvise collectively without credible and

competent members as the collective improvisation is a result of a chain of

individual improvisations. Furthermore there are no predetermined rules in

improvisation. With regards to maintenance improvisation might be

beneficial to react appropriately in unexpected situations. This requires a

collective mind to be developed which leads to coordination in the respective

situation and to collective intuition. “Collective intuition means that each

member intuitively acts in a way that is consistent with the actions of others”

(Erden et al. 2008, p. 13). Besides intuition spontaneity is a key dimension of

collective improvisation. However, spontaneity, intuition and the absence of

rules raise the question how a maintenance team would react in a highly

regulated environment like in the chemical or pharmaceutical industry where

clear rules are necessary to produce products of a high quality whilst taking

into consideration lots of safety rules. The accomplishment of dangerous

situations requires clear rules, the close reflection of the situation and

deliberate action.
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Lubit 2001 describes the following four ways to spread knowledge within an

organisation. Figure B 11 provides an overview.

Figure B 11: Possibilities for spreading knowledge in an organisation (author’s own

figure on the basis of Lubit 2001)

Trial and error is a costly and not very effective method. It is doubtful that an optimal
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and recognition of these teams. The sharing of knowledge in these teams often leads

to new insights and innovation. However Lubit 2001 mentions that the danger of

these groups is that they focus on the discussion of explicit knowledge and neglect

tacit knowledge.

The transfer of tacit knowledge through recording it can be effective according to

Lubit 2001. Learning histories of critical events contain not only the successful

solution but mistakes that have been made, the logic of the whole event and the

underlying decisions. The discussion of learning histories leads to further insights,

especially when discussed by other groups of experts or consultants.

B 4 Sources on organisational issues

Nakajima 1988 introduces an implementation process for TPM with a 12-step

program which is split up in essence in the following way:

 Organising the implementation of TPM

o Step 1: The top management announces the decision to introduce

TPM

o Step 2: Launch of the educational campaign

o Step 3: Creation of organisations that promote TPM

o Step 4: Establishment of basic TPM policies and goals

o Step 5: Formulation of a master plan for the development of TPM

 Implementation of TPM and stabilisation

o Step 6: Kick-off of the TPM implementation

o Step 7: Improvement of the equipment effectiveness

o Step 8: Establishment of an autonomous maintenance program for the

operational personnel

o Step 9: Establishment of a scheduled maintenance program for

workshop personnel
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o Step 10: Conducting of training to improve maintenance and

operation skills

o Step 11: Initiation of an equipment management program

o Step 12: Full implementation of TPM

McKone and Weiss 2002 describe the implementation of predictive maintenance in

addition to an already implemented periodic and corrective maintenance model in

order to reduce maintenance costs per replacement cycle. The weighting of

predictive and commonly used periodic and corrective maintenance methods is

subject to an increasing and decreasing failure rate of the equipment. This dynamic

approach supports the reduction of the maintenance costs through the cost-based

optimisation of the maintenance activities and through an optimised use of the time

between the detection of a potential failure until the breakdown of the equipment.

They introduce predictive signals that indicate through predictive measures that a

potential failure will occur; the time between the detection of the failure and the

breakdown of the equipment is the failure time. During that time, the condition of the

equipment deteriorates until it fails. In that approach accuracy describes the

likelihood of predicting the problems of equipment prior to its failure. Precision

means here the proximity of the predictive signal to the time of the failure of the

equipment. Although the implementation of predictive maintenance as described by

McKone and Weiss 2002 is not an implementation phase as are the other models

which have already been discussed it introduces an interface between periodic,

reactive and predictive maintenance. The following figure B 12 shows the

involvement of predictive methods in different maintenance models in order to

reduce costs.
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Figure B 12: Comparison of equipment oriented maintenance models considering

periodic, reactive and predictive methods (according to McKone and Weiss 2002, p.

112)

Whereas the models B. to D. describe commonly used maintenance approaches

model A. presents the combination of the three introduced maintenance models. The

use of either periodic or predictive or reactive maintenance depends on the time of

the signal (s), the time of the failure (x) and the length T of the periodic maintenance

interval. The use of this model requires the professional utilisation of the adequate

prediction tools by sufficiently skilled, trained and experienced workers. The

approach utilises probability and density functions for the prediction signal and

equipment failure time and indicates the costs at the time T. For detailed information
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about the mathematical background of this approach the author refers to the essay of

McKone and Weiss 2002.

Probst 1987: The following four characteristics are linked together, overlap each

other and define and produce themselves (Probst 1987, p. 76):

 Complexity: A complex system reacts not only to external inputs but to internal

changes of state as well. The internal state influences itself and provides

feedback to it.

 Self-reference: A self-organising system is operationally closed; all behaviours

of the system affect themselves and are the starting point for further behaviour.

The closeness of the system refers just to the creation of the organisation but it is

open regarding energy, matter and information.

 Redundancy: In the sense of Probst 1987 there is no distinction between the

organising, formative and controlling part and the organised, formed and

controlled part of a self-organising system. Forming and controlling are

distributed over the whole system. Some parts can do the same (forming and

controlling) and are therefore redundant. The redundancy of the functions

enables flexibility, self-production and self-development. Together with self-

reference redundancy is a source for innovative behaviour and creativity.

 Autonomy: According to Probst autonomy is existent when the relations and

interactions that define the system as a unit just involve the system itself and no

other systems. Autonomy means therefore self-formation, self-control and self-

development and is reproduced by itself but does not mean that the system is

independent from the environment. The actions of/in the system are influenced

by external signals but its behaviour depends on itself, its pattern of interactions

and its history.


